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FOREWORD 
THIS PUBLICATION PROVIDES TIMELY DATA CONCERNING HIGHER 
EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA. SOME OF THESE FACTS 
NORMALLY APPEAR IN ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSION ON 
HIGHER EDUCATION. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT IN FUTURE 
EDITIONS WOULD BE WELCOME. 
FRED R. SHEHEEN 
CommiNioner 
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
1333 MAIN STREET 
SUITE 300 






The South Carolina Higher Education Statistical Abstract is a 
comprehensive, single-source compilation of tables and graphs 
which report data frequently requested by members of the 
Coordinating Board, staffs of colleges and universities, the 
Legislature, state government officials and the general public. 
Located in the Abstract are the latest statistics on enrollment, 
degrees awarded, faculty, tuition and fees, funding and other 
factual data. A Glossary of terms used is included in the back of 
the Abstract. 
The Abstract would not have been possible without the assistance of 
the college and university institutional representatives for the 
Commission's CHE reports and the Integrated Postsecondary Education 
Data System (!PEDS). The help and support of these individuals are 
extremely important to the Commission's data collection process and 
related reports. Their assistance is appreciated. 
Fred R. Sheheen 
Commissioner 







The South Cuolina Commission on Higher Education was established by 
Act 194 of the 1967 General Assembly as the agency responsible for the 
coordination of higher education in the state. Act 410 of 1978 
restructured the Commission and added new responsibilities. Act 629 of 
1988 amended the legislation to add a number of initiatives for research 
and academic excellence and to modify the Commission's appointment process. 
The primary concern of the Commission as a coordinating body is to 
achieve more effective and efficient programs and services at the state's 
institutions of higher learning. The functions of the Commission are 
determined by the General Assembly and include the following; 
1. To study and submit recommendations concerning financial affair:s. 
facilities, roles and programs of institutions, student affairs 
(including financial aid programs).and any other subject related to 
short-and long-range plans of the public colleges and universities; 
2. To develop and annually review and refine the Appropriation Formula 
for Continuing Operations; 
3. To review the annual appropriation requests of the public colleges and 
universities and submit recommendation on their behalf to the Budget 
and Control Board; 
4. To review requests for permanent improvements submitted by the public 
colleges and universities and submit recommendations to the Budget and 
Control Board; 
5. To develop and maintain a computerized management information system; 
6. To approve new academic degree programs before they are initiated by 
state-supported institutions of higher education and, with the 
assistance of out-of-state consultants, to review and evaluate 
existing academic degree programs; 
7. To monitor and evaluate the progress of the institutions in 
implementing the state program for access and equity in higher 
education; 
8. To develop and annually review the statewide higher education plan; 
9. To license non•public educational institutions to operate in or award 
degrees in South Carolina; 
10. To administer the state's participation in various programs and 
activities of the Southern Regional Education Board; 
11. To administer certain federal higher education programs when funded; 
12. To implement the initiatives for research and academic excellence 
mandated by Act 629 (1988) relating to students, instruction and 
educational services, research and economic development. planni119 and 
assessment, and Commission effectiveness; 
13. To establish and implement a reporting procedure for the Policy 
Council for Nurse Recruitment and Retention; and 
14. To monitor the use of funds appropriated for the S.C. Center for 
Teacher Recruitment. 
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TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF FULL TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) ENROLLMENTS -- BY LEVEL* 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES** 
,; I NCR. ,; I NCR. 
1990 1990 
FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL OVER OVER 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1981 1986 
UNDERGRADUATE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 10,673 10,960 11,016 11,049 10,950 10,907 11,400 12,320 13,108 13,481 26.3 23.6 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 4,147 4,365 4,315 4,342 4,097 4,225 4,529 4,862 5,515 6,007 44.9 42.2 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2,022 2,215 2,337 2,469 2,578 2,802 2,949 3,133 3,239 3,260 61.2 16.3 
LANDER COLLEGE 1,574 1,737 1,859 1,955 1,969 1,935 1,946 2,048 1,990 2,054 30.5 6.1 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3,473 3,544 3,3l4 3,427 3,435 3,289 3,441 3,743 .3, 719 4,442 27.9 35.1 
THE CITADEL 2,596 2,702 2,590 2,553 2,583 2,544 2,459 2,664 2,569 2,571 - 1.0 1.1 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 1, 326 1,438 1,437 1,433 1,512 1,531 1, 746 1,756 1,969 2,193 65.4 43.2 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 2,003 2,113 2,093 2,148 2,353 2,607 3,005 3,190 3,301 3,396 69.5 30.3 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 15,814 15,107 14,283 13,499 13,791 13,294 13,693 14,581 14,643 14,714 - 7.0 10.7 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 1,918 1,869 1,972 1,849 2,099 2,168 2,274 2,438 2,562 2,681 39.8 23.7 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 434 383 392 405 380 409 474 496 485 514 18.4 25.7 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 566 582 571 567 613 575 623 596 620 679 20.0 18.1 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 361 381 317 339 318 292 362 418 449 490 35.7 67.8 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 876 867 857 824 889 850 892 895 928 936 6.8 10.1 
U.S.C. - UNION 227 211 197 184 222 209 1B7 200 194 218 - 4.0 4.3 
WINTHROP COLLEGE L2ll 1.M2 1..»1 Lll2 .L.2lll !1...222 !L..Q!U !L.1.l2 ~ ~ - 2.0 - 6.0 
TOTAL UNDERGRADUATE 51,941 52,373 51,561 51,022 51,690 51,736 54,023 57,455 59,417 61,488 18.4 18.8 
1-' FIRST PROFESSIONAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA (LAW) 800 794 772 796 814 807 862 914 982 982 22.8 21.7 
GRADUATE I (MASTERS) 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 843 851 964 1,025 1,057 1,173 975 1,069 1,103 1,164 38.1 - O.B 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 86 101 94 90 121 151 142 167 222 354 311.6 134.4 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 86 71 103 97 115 100 133 110 74 78 - 9.3 - 22.0 
LANDER COLLEGE 13 18 27 23 15 20 29 11 86 473.3 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 235 225 200 203 191 212 197 177 135 118 - 49.8 - 44.3 
THE CITADEL 271 246 227 209 232 318 366 386 426 471 73.8 48.1 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 2,263 2,220 2,482 2, 399 2,535 2,989 3,271 3,313 3,410 3,516 55.4 17.6 
WINTHROP COLLEGE ___R!l ___ll2 ~ _ill _ill ___ll!t _!1.!1 ____!ill _ill 444 37.0 18.7 
TOTAL GRADUATE I 4,108 4,052 4,444 4,401 4,625 5,332 5,521 5,684 5,803 6,231 51.7 16.9 
GRADUATE II (DOCTORAL). 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 136 181 185 216 250 284 693 862 982 1,029 656.6 262.3 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 40 45 74 92 91 71 55 38 - 58.7 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 1...lll ~ l....lli 1.444 .1...ll2 .hj!)~ 1....lli .L.lli .1....2.U .1...212 12.0 17.5 
TOTAL GRADUATE II 1,507 1,506 1,601 1, 705 2,063 1,68? 2,265 2,409 2,560 2,602 72.7 54.7 
GRAND TOTAL 58,356 58,725 58,378 57,924 59,192 59,557 62,671 66,462 68,762 71,303 22.2 19.7 
*CREDIT HOUR DIVISORS: UNDERGRAD 15, LAW 14, MASTERS 12, DOCTORAL 09 
**EXCLUDING M.U.S.C. & U.S.C. MEDICAL SCHOOL 
***TOTALS HAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 




SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYEIIS OF FULL TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) ENROLLMENTS'* 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES** 
I INCR. I INCR 
1990 1990 
FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL OVER OVER 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1981 1986 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 11,652 11,992 12,165 12,290 12,257 12,364 13,066 14,251 15,193 15,674 34.5 26.8 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 4,233 4,466 4,409 4,432 4,218 4,376 4,671 5,029 5,737 6,361 50.3 45.4 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2,108 2,292 2,440 2,566 2,693 2,902 3,082 3,243 3,313 3,336 56.3 15.0 
LANDER COLLEGE 1, 574 1, 750 1,877 1,982 1,992 1,950 1,966 2,077 2,001 2,140 36.0 9.7 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3,708 3,769 3,614 3,675 3,700 3,593 3,729 3,991 3,909 4,598 24.0 28.0 
THE CITADEL 2,867 2,948 2,811 2,762 2,815 2,862 2,825 3,050 2J995 3,042 6.1 6.3 
U.S.C. • AIKEN 1,326 1,438 1,431 1,433 1 '512 1,531 1, 746 1,756 1,969 2,193 65.4 43.2 
U.S.C. • COASTAL CAROLINA 2,003 2,113 2,093 2,148 2,353 2,607 3,005 3,190 3,301 3,396 69.5 30.3 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 20,248 19,446 18,913 18,138 18,879 18,396 19,307 20,284 20,558 20,747 2.5 12.8 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 1,918 1,869 1,972 1,849 2,099 2,168 2,274 2,438 2,562 2,681 39.6 23.7 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 434 363 392 405 380 409 474 496 485 514 18.4 25.7 
U.S.C. • LANCASTER 566 582 571 567 613 575 623 596 620 679 20.0 16.1 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 361 381 311 339 316 292 362 418 449 490 35.7 67.8 
U.S.C. • SUMTER 876 667 857 824 889 850 892 895 928 936 6.8 10.1 
U.S.C. - UNION 227 211 197 184 222 209 187 200 194 218 
-
4.0 4.3 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 4,255 4,218 4,307 4,330 4,252 4,473 4,460 4,548 4,548 4,296 1.0 
-
4.0 
TOTAL FTE 58,356 58,725 58,378 57,924 59,192 59,557 62,671 66,462 68,762 71,303 22.2 19.7 
*CREDIT HOUR DIVISORS: UNDERGRAD 15, LAW 14, MASTERS 12, DOCTORAL 09 
**EXCLUDING M.U.S.C. & U.S.C. MEDICAL SCHOOL 
***TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
SOURCE: CHE 14 REPORTS 
SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF FULL TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) ENROLLMENTS* 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
1990 1990 
FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL OVFR OVFR 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1981 1986 
AIKEN 827 789 893 732 916 991 1,085 1,047 1,207 1,304 57.7% 31.6% 
CHESTERFmLD-MARLBORO 521 522 475 445 450 424 431 457 463 555 6.5% 30.9% 
DENMARK 617 730 717 594 619 659 674 636 654 582 -5.7% -11.7% 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 2,002 2,045 1,846 1,668 1,650 1,598 1,465 1,591 1,740 1,725 -13.8% 7.9% 
GREENVILLE 4,477 5,172 4,798 4,688 4,604 4,619 4,435 4,338 5;Jm 5,701 27.3% 23.4% 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN 1,245 1,184 1,233 1,166 1,153 1,261 1,1~ 1,434 1,439 1,6ZT 30.7% 29.0% 
MIDLANDS 4,879 4,8(1) 4,064 4,057 3,735 3,825 3,947 4,496 5,093 5,237 7.3% 36.9% 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 1,267 1,185 1,325 1,125 1,177 1,164 1,046 1,062 1,2ZT 1,273 0.5% 9.4% 
PIEDMONT 1,588 1,6(11 1,626 1,434 1,629 1,492 1,446 1,511 1,6CXi 1,718 8.2% 15.1% 
~ SPARTANBURG 1,691 1,825 1,740 1,6CX) 1,498 1,488 1,452 1,516 1,6CX) 1,764 4.3% 18.5% 
SUMTER 1,518 1,550 1,460 1,346 1,196 1,200 1,177 1,207 1,28) 1,330 -12.4% 10.8% 
TECH. COL. OF THE LOWCOUN1RY 748 712 667 616 581 554 547 6CXi 659 734 -1.9% 32.5% 
TRI-COUNTY 2,140 2,219 2,033 1,718 1,840 1,819 1,691 1,805 2,()83 2,244 4.9% 23.4% 
TRIDENT 4,7m 4,509 3,739 3,349 3,()(9 3,3&3 3,4ZT 3,733 4,393 4,757 1.1% 40.6% 
WILLIAMSBURG 332 312 285 233 271 222 235 233 252 310 -6.6% 39.6% 
YORK 1,605 1,819 1,766 ~ 1,5~ 1,648 !.@! ~ 2,120 2,217 38.1% 34.5% 
TOTALFTE 30,160 30,990 28,667 26,276 25,924 26,347 25,879 27,564 31,()25 33,078 9.7% 25.5% 
•ffiEDIT HOUR DIVISORS: UNDERGRAD 15, 
EXCLUDES NON-CREDITOCCUPATIONAL UPGRADING PROGRAMS 
SOURCE: TECH MIS QUARTERLY ENROLLMENT REPORTS, TECH. ED. PROG. 
TOTALS (FALL QlR. 1981-90). TECH PLANNING & IRM, FEBRUARY 1991. 
I I I I I Ill I I I I I II II II I II II II II I II 
--
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TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENTS -- BY LEVEL 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
~ INCR. ~ !NCR. 
1990 1990 
FAll fAll FAll FAll FALL FALL FAll fAll fAll FAll OVER OVER 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1981 1986 
UrfDER~RADUATE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 9,918 10, 15D 10,330 10,488 1D,434 10,360 10,970 11,774 12,563 13,010 31.2 25.6 
COllEGE OF CHARLESTON 4,931 5,153 5,091 5,165 4,994 5,145 5,387 5,767 6,267 6,663 35. 1 29.5 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2,4111 2,650 2,782 2,904 3,067 3,339 3,443 3,596 3,662 3,687 51.0 10.4 
LANDER COllEGE 1,825 1,958 2,075 2,186 2,246 2,227 2,204 2,358 2,274 2,309 26.5 3.7 
MEDICAl UNIVERSITY Of S C 694 666 723 899 861 877 855 92D 1,D27 1,003 411.5 14.4 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3,556 3,446 3,6115 3,683 3,1183 3,337 3,531 3,864 4,308 4,615 29.8 38.3 
THE CITADEL 2,476 2,465 2,3116 2,356 2,289 2,304 2,274 2,343 2,309 2,335 - 5.7 1.3 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 1,743 1,835 1,935 1,936 2,071 2,068 2,350 2,532 2,633 2,966 70.2 43.4 
U.S.C. -COASTAl CAROLINA 2,374 2,511 2,4119 2,627 2,898 3,176 3,650 4,135 4,101 4,080 71.9 28.5 
U.S.C. -COLUMBIA 18,2115 17,309 16,123 15,295 15,089 14,~51 15,011 15,962 16,000 16,017 - 12.2 10.1 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 2,607 2,583 2,72B 2,610 2,955 2,956 3,083 3,265 3,422 3,501 311.3 18.11 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 734 687 637 153 674 711 888 1,010 877 896 22.1 26.0 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 763 798 791 847 974 970 1,018 1,004 931 9811 29.0 1.4 
U.S.C. - SAL~EHATCHIE 495 473 444 1146 452 427 541 628 731 831 67.9 94.6 
U.S.C. - UNION 302 265 283 324 313 319 303 343 338 368 21.9 15.4 
U.s.c. - SUMTER 1,193 1. 1111 1,178 1,160 1,282 1,265 1,292 1,11110 1' 337 1,260 5.6 - 0.4 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
....!l....!ll2 _!t&ll ~ .JL.l.§2 ...!I.....Q£i 53:~2~ ~ ~ .1L..!!lill ...!W.1.J 2.3 - 3.2 TOTAL UNDERGRADUATE 58,376 58,161 57,653 57,848 58, 147 61,024 65,341 67,240 68,698 17.7 17.8 
FIRST PROFESSIOrfAL 
MEDICAl UNIVERSITY OF S C* 9911 992 8611 855 857 842 818 808 803 778 - 21.7 - 7.6 
U.S.C. - COlUMBIA** 
--'R!! _R! --22.2 _21!2 _L.!UQ .....!..JU1 -1...2ru! ~:sia _1_,_J_Qj! ....L..Q!!2 17.7 7.5 TOTAL FIRST PROFESSIONAL 1,919 1,913 1,814 1,8411 1,867 1,855 1,898 1 '911 1,867 - 2.7 0.6 
~ 
GRADUATE I !MASTERS) 
ClEMSON UNIVERSITY 1,728 1,698 1,855 2,095 2,103 2,320 2,448 2,505 2,989 2,756 59.5 18.8 
COlLEGE Of CHARlESTON 205 241 232 230 309 386 380 438 511 1,063 418.5 175.4 
FRANCIS MARION COllEGE 287 261 349 328 367 334 1121 333 221 239 - 16.7 - 28.11 
LANDER COllEGE 46 61 95 67 119 58 103 33 333 579.6 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY Of S C 151 132 200 1911 191 242 269 287 256 309 1011.6 21.1 
S.C. STATE COllEGE 1187 1155 1131; 506 610 1167 1174 11113 317 289 - 40.7 - 38. 1 
THE CITADEL 8411 788 694 692 703 1,035 1,228 1,224 1, 361 1,465 73.6 1!1.5 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 5,102 5,556 6,299 6,063 6,088 6,127 6,291 7,699 6,112 6,655 30.4 8.6 
WINTHROP COLLEGE ___HI ~ ~ ~ ___M2 ~ 12,~~ 13J~l ~ ~ 5.7 - 8.2 TOTAL GRADUATE I 9,685 9,981 11 '030 11,089 11,307 11,974 13,11118 . 45.0 17.3 
GRADUATE II I~TORAL) 
ClEMSON UNIVERSITY 215 245 274 343 356 382 1147 515 520 537 149.8 40.6 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY Of S C 79 67 76 85 81 105 105 103 108 129 63.3 22.9 
S.C. STATE COllEGE 44 37 71 65 1011 92 63 114 - 32.3 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ~ ~ ~ ~ -.LJ!.1Q ...L..Zl!i ~ ~ _L.lli ~ 18.6 45.4 TOTAl GRADUATE II • 5 1,198 1,318 1,419 1,590 1,826 2,220 2,428 2,503 2,562 38.0 40.3 
402 405 391 389 392 1102 388 381 478 -100.0 -100.0 
GRANO TOTAl 72,238 71,6611 12,206 72,589 73,303 74,398 78,092 83,997 85,580 87,167 20.7 17.2 
* INClUDES MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, • PHARMACY (DOCTORAl) 
** INCLUDES LAW. MEDICINE 
l./1 
SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENTS 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES** 
FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 11' 861 12,093 12,459 12,926 12,893 13,062 13,865 14,794 16,072 16,303 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 5,136 5,394 5,323 5,395 5,303 5,531 5,767 6,205 6,778 7, 726 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2,728 2,911 3,131 3,232 3,434 3,673 3,864 3,929 3,883 3,926 
LANDER COLLEGE 1,825 2,004 2,136 2,281 2,313 2,276 2,262 2,461 2,307 2,642 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C.* 2,320 2,262 2,254 2,422 2,388 2,468 2,435 2,499 2,672 2,219 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 4,043 3,901 4,123 4,226 4,164 3,869 4,109 4,399 4, 748 4,948 
THE CITADEL 3,320 3,253 3,040 3,048 2,992 3,339 3,502 3,567 3,670 3,800 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 1 '743 1,835 1,935 1,936 2,071 2,068 2,350 2,532 2,633 2,966 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 2,374 2,511 2,449 2,627 2,898 3,176 3,650 4,135 4,101 4,080 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 25,834 24,672 24,296 23,301 23,263 22,965 23,946 26,435 25,692 25,613 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 2,607 2,583 2,728 2,610 2,955 2,956 3,083 3,265 3,422 3,501 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 734 687 637 753 674 711 888 1,010 877 896 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 763 798 791 847 974 970 1,018 1,004 931 984 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 495 473 444 446 452 427 541 628 731 831 
U.S.C. - UNION 302 265 283 324 313 319 303 343 338 368 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 1,193 1' 141 1' 178 1,160 1,282 1,265 1,292 1,440 1,337 1,260 
WINTHROP COLLEGE ~ ....!!.....M! ...!!...ll2_ ..2...222 ~ ...2...ill_ ...2..ili ~ ...2...1M ~
TOTAL HEADCOUNT 72,238 71,664 72,206 72,589 73,303 74,398 78,092 83,997 85,580 87,167 
* INCLUDES RESIDENTS AND INTERNS 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLLMENT REPORT," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION SURVEY, CES 
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TBN YEAR ANALYSIS OF HBADCOUNT BNROLl.MBNT 
SOllrH CAROUNA TBCHNICAL COILBOBS 
I INCR. % INCR. 
1990 1990 
FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL OVER OVER 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1981 1986 
AIKEN 1,040 1,023 1,201 1,032 1,242 1,328 1,497 1,489 1,696 1,903 83.0% 43.3% 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO 644 664 613 602 608 619 683 731 692 852 32.3% 37.6% 
DENMARK 601 738 767 657 648 689 720 699 708 617 2.7% -10.4% 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 2,302 2,324 2,174 1,986 1,971 1, 900 1, 722 1,875 2,214 2,324 1.0% 22.3% 
GREENVILLE 5,785 6,174 5,953 6,007 5,812 5,855 6,017 6,135 7,284 7,917 36.9% 35.2% 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN 1,411 1,302 1,305 1,304 1,305 1,468 1,405 1,661 1, 726 1,984 40.6% 35.1% 
MIDLANDS 6,008 5,943 4,967 4,980 4, 720 5,050 5,240 6,082 6,954 7,546 25.6% 49.4% 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 1,467 1, 408 1,487 1,307 1,298 1,285 1,194 1,149 1,420 1,506 2.7% 17.2% 
PIEDMONT 1,638 1, 709 1, 724 1,580 1, 752 1,615 1,668 1,745 2,066 2,144 30.9% 32.8% 
SPARTANBURG 1,896 2,052 1,813 1,653 1, 757 1, 702 1,663 1, 725 1, 966 2,276 20.0% 33.7% 
SUMTER 1, 729 1, 787 1, 716 1,620 1,661 1, 714 1,627 1,564 1, 763 1,929 11.6% 12.5% 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOWCOUNTRY 1,078 1,042 1,072 1,033 1,034 979 916 950 1,112 1,210 12.2% 23.6% 
TRI-COUNTY 2,398 2,615 2,405 2,162 2,334 2,379 2,660 2,327 2,705 2,935 22.4% 23.4% 
C\ TRIDENT 6,392 6,151 5,105 4,685 4,514 5,241 5,350 5,594 6,455 6,939 8.6% 32.4% 
WILLIAMSBURG 433 385 427 357 423 357 396 402 441 503 16.2% 40.9% 
YORK 1,920 2,189 2,236 1,898 1,982 2,125 2,204 2,585 2,833 2,924 52.3% 37.6% 
---- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
TOTAL HEADCOUNT 36,742 37,506 34,965 32,863 33,061 34,306 34,962 36,713 42,035 45,509 23.9% 32.7% 
SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF HEADCOUNTENROLLMENT 
SOUTH CAROLINA PRIVATE COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES 
"INCA %INCA 
1990 1990 
FAll FAll FALL FAll FALl FALl FALl FALl FAll FALL OVER OVER 
PRIVATE SR. INSTITUTIONS 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1981 1986 
AlLEN UNIVERSITY 287 240 222 233 
CHARLESTON SOUTI-IERN UNIV 2.534 2.174 1,940 1.646 1,459 1,79<1 1,925 1,915 2,052 2,151'1 -14.8~ 20.3'J1. 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1.281 1~171 1,457 1,494 1,373 1,4(B 1,474 1.448 1,616 1.478 15.4'J1. 0.6'.; 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITI' 4,688 4,793 4,619 4,287 41179 4,039 4,195 4,3<XJ 4,..%7 4.281 -8.7'J1., 6.11';; 
CEN1RAL WESLEYAN 431 4B 402 397 418 4SO 576 679 792 934 116.7% 107.6'i'. 
CLAFLJN COLLEGE 650 645 633 648 760 757 791 742 827 9lJ 40.5'l'. 2tl.6'if 
COKER COLLEGE 262 300 343 320 410 485 639 813 736 775 195.8% 59.S'ii 
...... COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 839 877 923 885 908 866 892 929 937 961 14.5% I I.O'l'. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 1,128 1,081 1,091 1,186 l,HI> 1,191 1,275 1,213 1,J71 1,1<XJ 5.5'if. -O.I'l'. 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 1,052 952 l,o78 l,o37 1,1)76 1,145 1,168 1,251 1,194 1,129 7.Jo/, -1.4% 
ERSKJNE COLLEGE 719 661 639 636 573 605 673 676 872 802 11.5% 32.6'l'. 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 3,194 3,lllS 3,1)33 2,971 2$52 2,964 3,lllll 3,205 3,2GS 3,312 3.7% 11.7'1f 
LIMESTONE 1,515 1,536 ~~ 887 1,145 1,156 979 921 950 1,195 -21.1% 3.4'!f 
LU1HERAN 11-IEO. SEMINARY 158 174 175 168 178 169 159 149 132 161 1.9% -4.7~ 
MORRJSCOLLEGE 658 628 584 600 597 675 703 774 796 760 15.5% 12.6'!f 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 734 684 629 625 583 606 643 686 701 709 -3.4% 17.11'3f 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 935 913 889 900 920 1,026 1,076 1,1(11 1,164 t,l33 21.2% 10.441 
SHERMAN COLL CHIROPRACTIC 432 384 383 346 361 262 174 123 138 147 -66.0% -4J.'lq 
SOUTI-IERN METHODIST COLL. 42 52 46 37 44 43 35 37 35 
VOORHEES COLEGE 617 625 585 560 612 581 617 570 566 -8.3% -2.6~ 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 1,004 1,057 1,034 1,042 
.!.QZ! .hQI& 1,100 1,118 1,107 ~ 6.2% -2.6'1r. 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SR. 23.160 22.666 22.103 20,672 20.121 21,611 22.183 22.1n 23.363 23.670 
I I I .I I I I II l_niJ .I ll_l ___ ft I ft II II II fl ll I II llu.ll I 
11 II I 11 ll 11 11 11 II 11 II I II II lllrlll uulu I ~~-11 uuiU 1-~ d-lr 
SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANAL YSJS OF HBADCOUNT ENROLLMENT 
SOUI'H CAROLINA PRIV ATB COILBGBS .t: UNIVBR.SITffiS 
._.INCR 'JLINCR 
1990 1990 
FAIL FAIL FALL FALL FALL FAIL FALL FAIL FAIL FAIL OVER OVER 
PRIV ATB JUNIOR OOJ.J..BGBS 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1981 1986 
ANDERSON COUEGE 1,130 1,048 1,114 1,165 1,068 1,067 1,034 1,045 1,038 968 -14.3% -9.3% 
a.JNI'ON JR OOU.OOE 101 119 97 95 72 105 88 91 88 -12.9% -16.2% 
COLUMBIA JUNIOR COUEGE 689 639 836 515 510 524 418 -39.3% -202% 
NIELSEN BLECTRONICS INSf. 318 317 355 291 259 273 453 229 193 169 -46.9% -38.1% 
NORfH GREENVIlLE COU.OOE 580 581 531 462 529 470 242 532 505 392 -32.4% -16.6% 
PHIU.IPSJR. OOLL-SPARI'ANBURG 400 380 447 379 388 267 S09 
00 PHIU.IPS JR. COLL-GREENVnLE 318 337 324 311 
PHDLIPSJR. OOLL-CHARLESfON 441 621 
PHIU.IPSJR. COU..-COLUMBIA 753 704 629 504 428 307 345 
SPARTANBURG MEnlODISf 1,088 1,072 1,067 1,005 960 967 970 976 940 714 -34.4% -26.2% 
SUBTOI' .AL PRIV ATB JR. 5,377 5,638 5,400 4,416 5,146 3,980 3,553 2,870 2,767 2,749 
TOTAL 28,53728,304 27,503 25,088 25,867 25,591 25,736 25,047 26,130 26,419 
1.0 
1990 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENT 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
I NST ITUT I ON 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S C 
S.C. STAT£ COLL[G[ 
TH£ CITADEL 
U.S.C. -AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - SALK£HATCHI£ 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
U.S.C. - UNION 


















SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 






















































































































































































1990 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENT 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
GRADUATE & 1ST 
INSTITUTION UNDERGRADUATE PROFESSIONAL TOTAL 
FULL- HEAD- FULL- HEAD- FULL- HEAD-
TIME COUNT TIME COUNT TIME COUNT 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1,368 1,1178 1,368 1,1178 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 3,692 3,877 78 11011 3, 770 11,281 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 895 9311 895 9311 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIV. 1,352 2,036 6 122 1,358 2,158 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 887 913 887 913 
COKER COLLEGE 531 775 531 775 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 1150 519 275 11112 725 961 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 9311 1,1117 II 113 938 1,190 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 789 8711 67 255 856 1,129 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 1180 1193 1119 309 629 802 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 2,310 2,870 119 11112 2,359 3,312 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 517 1,067 88 128 605 1,195 
LUTHERAN THEO. SEMINARY 106 161 106 161 
MORRIS COLLEGE 7118 760 7118 760 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 679 709 679 709 
0 PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 1,0911 1,133 1,0911 1, 133 SHERMAN COLL CHIROPRACTIC 127 1117 127 1117 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLL. 
VORHEES COLLEGE 51111 566 51111 566 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 1.0112 l,Q(i(i 1,0112 1,06(! 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 18,312 21,217 9119 2,1153 19,261 23,670 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 860 968 860 968 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 88 88 88 88 
COLUMBIA JUNIOR COLLEGE 383 1118 383 1118 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INST. 169 169 169 169 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 385 392 385 392 
PH I LLI PS COL.-GREENVILLE 
PH I LLI PS COLL. -COLUMBIA 
PHILLIPS COLL.-CHARLESTON 
PHILLIPS COLL.-SPARTANBG 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST 7111 2J2 7111 232 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 2,599 2,967 2,599 2,967 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE 20,911 211,1811 9119 2,1153 21,860 26,637 
TOTAL ALL INSTITUTIONS 99,827 138,391 7,968 20,922 107,795 159,313 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLLMENT REPORT," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SURVEY, CES 
ENROLLMENTS IN S.C. COLLEGES & UNIV. 









ENROLLMENTS IN S.C. PUBLIC COL. & UNIV. 
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTIONS, FALL 1990 







1880 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS -- PERCENTAGE CHANGES 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
*** FVLLTIME *** *** HEADCOVNT *** % CHANGE % CHANGE % CHANGE % CHANGE 
FROM FROM FROM FROM 
INSTITUTION FALL 1990 FALL 1989 FALL 19e8 FALL 1990 FALL 1989 FALL 1988 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 13,765 + 2.6 + 9.8 16,303 + 1.4 + 10.2 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 5,664 + 7.9 + 24.4 7,726 + 14.0 + 24.5 
fRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 3,124 - 0.7 + 2.9 3,926 + 1. 1 - 0.1 
LANDER COLLEGE 2,023 + 5.2 + 2.9 2,642 + 14.5 + 7.4 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S C 1,596 - 23.9 - 19.2 2,219 - 11.0 - 11.2 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 4,167 + 11.0 + 22.3 4,948 + 4.2 + 12.5 
THE CITADEL 2,136 + 3.7 - 1.4 3,800 + 3.5 + 6.5 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 1,886 + 15.2 + 26.4 2,966 + 12.6 + 17.1 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 3,008 + 2.9 + 17.1 4,080 - 0.5 - 1.3 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 17,665 + 1. 5 + 6.6 25,613 - 0.3 - 3. 1 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 2,304 + 4.7 + 32.5 3,501 + 2.3 + 7.2 
WINTHROP COLLEGE J,!U!2 =-1....2 ~ :!. l!!!l ~ ~
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 61' 220 + 2.1 + 9.0 82,828 + 1.8 + 4.1 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 313 + 11.8 + 12.2 896 + 2.2 - 11.3 
~:;;) U.S.C. - LANCASTER 525 + 11.7 + 24.7 
984 + 5.7 - 2.0 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 330 + 0.9 + l7 .o 831 + 13.7 + 32.3 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 707 + 5.8 + 14.0 1,260 - 5.8 - 12.5 
U.S.C. - UNION l:!Q Hi! !....!L.Ji ~li!l ±_lWi1 :!:__1.,_1 SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 2,025 . + 16.7 4,339 + 3.0 - 1.9 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 763 + 2.0 + 21.3 1,903 + 12.2 + 27.8 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO 285 + 9.6 + 18.8 852 + 23.1 + 16.6 
DENMARK 536 - 12.1 - 9.5 617 - 12.9 - 11.1 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 1,113 - 2.3 + 4.7 2,324 + 5.0 + 23.9 
GREENVILLE 3,784 + 7.8 + 26.5 7,917 + 8.7 + 29.0 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN 1,174 + 15.8 + 15.3 1,984 + 14.9 + 19.4 
MIDLANDS 3,846 - 5.5 + 15.8 7,546 + 8.5 + 24.1 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 892 + 4.9 + 11.7 1,506 + 6.1 + 31.1 
PIEDMONT 1,157 + 5.9 + 12.5 2,144 + 3.8 + 22.9 
SPARTANBURG 1,153 + 9.6 + 17.9 2,276 + 15.8 + 31.9 
SUMTER AREA 866 + 2.9 + 9.1 1,929 + 9.4 + 23.3 
T.C. OF THE LOWCOUNTRY 411 + 8.4 + 36.1 1,210 + 8.8 + 27.4 
TRI-COUNTY 1,821 + 9.2 + 31.4 2,935 + 8.5 + 26.1 
TRIDENT 3,058 + 10.8 + 40.0 6,939 + 7.5 + 24.0 
WILLIAMSBURG 165 + 20.4 + 27.9 503 + 14.1 + 25.1 
YORK 1, fiQfi t:--H ~ 2,22!1 .:t..._1_,_g ±....1.L.1 SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 22,690 + 21.0 45,509 + 8.3 + 24.0 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 85,935 + 2.9 + 12.1 132,676 + 4.0 + 9.9 
lllllllllftftlllllllllllllll 
I l~-.~~~~~-1t"l:n ~ ~ M ~~~ ~ IIPE,CE~AG,CH~O~ II u II II > II II I . 
p-G AL NLL ~: ;:;.;, UNOVE-OTOEB SOUTH CAROLINA COLLE 
*** FULLTIME *** *** HEAOCOUNT *** I CHANGE I CHANGE I CHANGE I CHANGE 
FROM FROM FROM FROM 
I NST I TUTI ON FALL 1990 FALL 1989 FALL 1988 FALL 1990 FALL 1989 fALL 1988 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 









CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 895 + 19.8 + 41.2 934 + 17.9 + 37.6 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIV. 1,358 + 1.3 + 15.5 2,158 + 5.2 + 12.7 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 887 + 11.2 + 21.5 913 + 10.4 + 23.0 
COKER COLLEGE 531 + 0.2 + 1.9 775 + 5.3 - 4.7 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 725 + 1.0 
-
1.8 961 + 2.6 + 3.4 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 938 + 1.1 
-
3.0 1,190 + 1.6 - 1.9 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 856 - 2.7 - 5. 1 1' 129 - 5.4 - 9.8 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 629 
-
9.2 + 0.8 802 - 8.0 + 18.6 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 2,359 
-
1.3 - 1.9 3,312 + 3.3 + 3.3 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 605 + 6.5 - 32.8 1,195 + 25.8 + 29.8 
LUTHERAN THEO. SEMINARY 106 + 16.5 + 1.9 161 + 22.0 + 8. 1 
MORRIS COLLEGE 748 - 5.1 - 2.0 760 - 4.5 - 1.8 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 679 + 0.3 + 3.2 709 + 1.1 + 3.4 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 1,094 - 1.8 + 1.4 1' 133 - 2.7 + 2.3 
~ SHERMAN COLL CHIROPRACTIC 127 + 3.3 + 18.7 147 + 6.5 + 19.5 SOUTHERN METHODIST COLL. -100.0 -100.0 -100.0 -100.0 
VORHEES COLLEGE 544 - 1.4 + 0.0 566 - 0.7 + 0.0 WOFFORD COLLEGE 1 ,Q42 .:...._!W ~ 1, O§!i .:....__hi =---!L.l 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 19,261 
-
0.8 + 3.0 23,670 + 1.3 + 6.7 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 860 - 8.4 - 10.3 968 - 6.7 - 7.4 CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 88 - 3.3 + 0.0 88 - 3.3 + 0.0 COLUMBIA JUNIOR COLLEGE 383 + 0.0 + 0.0 418 + o.o + 0.0 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INST. 169 - 12.4 - 26.2 169 - 12.4 - 26.2 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 385 - 23.8 - 25.5 392 - 22.4 - 26.3 
PHILLIPS COL-GREENVILLE + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 
PHI Lll PS COLL. •COLUMBI A + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 
PHILLIPS COLL.-CHARLESTON -100.0 + 0.0 -100.0 + 0.0 
PHILLIPS COLL.-SPARTANBG + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST 11!! _::___L.2 =-..!i...2 2~2 .:..__!l_..2 rH SUBTOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 2,599 - 9.5 + 1.5 2,967 - 6.4 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE 21' 860 - 1.9 + 2.8 26,637 + 0.4 + 6.3 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 107,795 + 1.9 + 10.1 159,313 + 3:4 + 9.3 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLLMENT REPORT," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SURVEY, CES 
t;: 
FIRST TIME ENTERING FRESHMEN --- PERCENTAGE CHANGES 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
FALL 1900 
*** FULLTIME *** *** HEADCOUNT *** 
' CHANGE % CHANGE % CHANGE :I; CHANGE FROM FROM FROM FROM 
INSTITUTION FALL 1990 FALL 1989 FALL 1988 FALL 1990 FALL 1989 FALL 1988 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 2,499 - 13.6 - 13.2 2,513 - 13.3 - 12.9 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 1,142 
-
8.7 + 7.8 1,159 - 8.1 + 6.9 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 797 - 1.7 + o. 1 819 - 1.3 - 0.6 
LANDER COLLEGE 460 + 5.0 
-
2.0 484 + 2.6 - 7.1 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S C + 0.0 + 0.0 + o.o + 0.0 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 1,006 + 6.6 + 27.0 1,036 + 1.0 + 17.5 
THE CITADEL 531 + 6.0 - 12.4 628 + 13.6 - 1.6 
U,S.C. - AIKEN 476 + 5.6 + 23.2 533 + 11.5 + 13.4 
U.S.C. -COASTAL CAROLINA 602 - 3.2 + 7.1 643 - 3.9 + 0.5 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 2,517 - 9.6 - 15.3 2,5115 - 10.2 - 17.5 
U.S.C. • SPARTANBURG 4117 
-
11.7 + 16.9 1190 - 3.9 - 3.9 
WINTHROP COLLEGE !i;Q;1 
.::...H...!l - 26.7 622 ::....ll,.2 ~SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 11,101 - 6.4 =----5.4 11,1172 - 6.2 - 7.3 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. • BEAUFORT 88 + 23.9 + 25.7 129 + 35.8 + 29.0 
U.S.C. • LANCASTER 211 + 8.8 + 37.0 2114 + 12.4 + 23.2 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 141 
-
2.8 + 13.7 192 - 15.8 + 23.1 
U. S.C. - SUMTER 182· - 111.2 + 6.11 210 - 10.6 + 1 .9 
U.S.C. - UNION ~li ~ ±...ll..l 1Q1 .:!:....21..,_§ ±-2.Q_,_l SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 678 + 0.4 + 20.0 876 + 11.4 + 20.5 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 261 - 1.5 + 23.1 593 + 0.9 + 16.0 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO 113 + 13.0 + 14.1 293 + 29.6 + 10.6 
DENMARK 220 - 22.0 - 15.11 239 - 21.9 - 17.0 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 396 - 14. 1 - 19.7 536 - 19.9 - 14.5 
GREENVILLE 1,275 + 0.9 
-
5. 3 2,066 - 0.4 - 15.0 
HORRY·GEORGETOWN 434 + 18.3 - 5.7 642 + 9.7 - 11.6 
MIDLANDS 1,400 
-
5.7 + 4.6 2,746 + 12.4 + 13.2 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 395 + 2.6 + 5.9 647 + 2.9 + 21.4 
PIEDMONT 345 - 16.5 - 12.0 5111 - 27.8 - 7.6 
SPARTANBURG 557 + 8.4 + 10.1 1,063 + 24.5 + 28.1 
SUMTER AREA 348 + 13.0 + 30.6 668 + 23.5 + 55.7 
T.C. Of THE LOWCDUNTRY 152 - 54.6 + 27.7 525 - 46.8 - 4.0 
TRI-COUNTY 559 - 1. 8 + 20.0 879 + 1.9 + 20.6 
TRIDENT 618 - 16.1 - 4.3 1,0411 - 23.0 - 16.7 
WILLIAMSBURG 59 + 13.5 + 31.1 155 + 2.6 + 14.8 
YORK ~71 .:!:..___L.1 ±..._!L.]_ !!211 ~ :!:___b_!! 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 7,703 
-
5.0 + 2.0 13,488 - 2.7 + 2.8 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 19,482 
-




FIRST TIME ENTERING FRESHMEN - - PERCENTAGE CHANGES 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
FALL 1-0 
*** FULLTIME *** *** HEAOCOUNT *** 
~ CHANGE ~ CHANGE ~ CHANGE :1; CHANGE 
FROM FROM FROM FROM 
I NST I TUTI ON FALl 1990 FALl 1989 FALL 1988 FALL 1990 FAll 1989 fAll 1988 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
AllEN UNIVERSITY + o.o + 0.0 + o.o + 0.0 
BENEDICT COllEGE 314 - 29.3 - 18.0 399 - 24.6 - 12.7 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 949 - 7.7 - 21.1 960 - 7.5 - 21.4 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 114 + 54.1 + 3.6 121 + 61.3 + 1.7 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIV. 405 + 9.8 + 30.2 702 + 17.8 + 39.6 
ClAFLIN COLLEGE 287 + 6.7 + 27.0 288 + 5.1 + 27.4 
COKER COLLEGE 103 + 66.1 - 25.4 134 + 39.6 - 50.2 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 73 + 4.3 - 3.9 74 + o.o - 3. 9 
COLUMBIA COllEGE 260 + 19.3 - 1.5 267 + 20.8 + 0.0 CONVERSE COLLEGE 200 - 11.5 - 32.0 200 - 11.5 - 32.2 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 124 - 15.6 - 11.4 124 - 15.6 - 11.4 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 657 + 9.3 + 0.2 666 + 10.4 + 0.8 
liMESTONE COLLEGE 78 - 53.0 - 75.5 2118 - 10.8 - 23.0 
LUTHERAN THEO. SEMINARY + o.o + 0.0 + o.o + o.o 
MORRIS COLLEGE 217 - 6.9 - 11.8 217 - 6.9 - 11.8 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 177 - 7.3 - 7.3 177 - 7.3 - 7.6 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 302 - 0.3 + 3.11 302 - 0.3 + 3. 1 SHERMAN COlt CHIROPRACTIC + o.o + 0.0 + 0.0 + o.o 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLL. -100.0 -100.0 -100.0 -100.0 
VORHEES COLLEGE 187 + 35.5 + 0.0 187 + 35.5 + o.o 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ~61 
=-'H =----..!L..Q 2!!1 ::....J.2...2 =----..!L..Q SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 4,768 3 - 8.3 5,327 + 0.2 - 4.3 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 413 - 15.5 - 27.0 431 - 15.5 - 25.7 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 51 + 13.3 + 21.4 51 + 13.3 + 21.4 
COLUMBIA JUNIOR COLLEGE 134 + o.o + 0.0 134 + 0.0 + 0.0 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INST. 35 - 22.2 - 42.6 35 - 22.2 - 112.6 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 211 - 35.3 - 38.5 211 - 35.3 - 39.5 
PH ILL! PS COL ·GREENVILLE + o.o + o.o + 0.0 + 0.0 
PHILLIPS COLL,-COLUMBIA + o.o + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 
PHILLIPS COLL.-CHARLESTON -100.0 + 0.0 -100.0 + o.o 
PHILLIPS COll.-SPARTANBG + o.o + o.o + o.o + 0.0 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST ~26 
: 1J:i 
=-.l.1...!i !!28 ~ .:..__§_,_§ 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 1,240 - 15.0 1,360 - 14.1 - 13.1 




9.8 6,687 - 3. 1 - 6.2 
TOTAL ALL INSTITUTIONS 25,490 - 6.7 - 3.9 32,523 - 11.6 - 2.5 
SOURCE: "FALl ENROLLMENT REPORT," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SURVEY, CES 
181110 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BY RACE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
BLACK WHITE ASIAN HISPANIC AMER-INDIAN NON-RESIDENT TOTAL ~ BLACK 
PACIFIC ISLANDER ALASKAN NATIVE ALIEN 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 1,075 14,337 143 107 16 625 16,303 6.59 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 549 6,939 100 40 20 78 7,726 1.10 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 537 3,334 14 8 13 20 3,926 13.67 
LANDER COLLEGE 392 2,191 10 10 3 36 2,642 14.83 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 157 1,909 50 20 8 75 2,219 7.07 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 4,629 288 22 2 3 4 4,948 93.55 
THE CITADEL 334 3,370 40 11 15 24 3,800 8.78 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 3,205 20,731 382 202 36 1,057 25,613 12 . .51 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 427 2,467 31 24 4 13 2,966 14.39 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 295 3,668 25 25 9 58 4,080 7.23 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 309 3,106 30 11 4 41 3,501 8.82 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 746 4,190 28 27 9 104 .5,104 14.61 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 12,655 66,530 875 493 140 2,135 82,828 15.20 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 106 754 11 21 3 1 896 11.83 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 89 888 4 1 1 1 984 9.04 
~ U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 312 
512 1 2 3 1 831 37.511 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 227 919 14 14 1 25 1,260 18.01 
U.s.C. - UNION IH 318 1 1 1 0 368 12.77 
SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 781 3,451 31 39 9 28 11,339 11.90 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 621 1,241 16 9 11 5 1,903 32.63 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO 231 605 3 2 11 0 852 27.11 
DENMARK 601 12 1 2 0 1 611 97.40 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 585 1 '726 2 5 2 4 2,324 25.11 
GREENVILLE 1,056 6, 736 68 27 8 22 7,917 13.33 
HORRY•GEORGETOWN 335 1,619 11 8 10 1 1,984 16.88 
MIDLANDS 2,052 5,334 76 65 19 0 7,546 27.19 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 622 870 1 0 4 3 1,506 41.30 
PIEDMONT 597 1, 531 8 4 4 0 2,1411 27.84 
sPARTANBURG 385 1,857 24 1 3 0 2,276 16.91 
SUMTER 670 1,203 20 30 6 0 1,929 34.73 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOWCOUNTRY 1119 725 17 11 18 20 1' 210 34.62 
TRI-COUNTY 292 2,590 13 10 5 25 2,935 9.94 
TRIDENT 1,226 5,399 173 84 35 22 6,939 17.66 
WILLIAMSBURG 211 285 0 0 1 0 503 43.14 
YORK 485 2,399 15 12 13 0 2,924 16.58 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 10,394 34,132 454 276 150 103 45,509 22.80 
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1880 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BV RACE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
BLACK WHITE ASIAN HISPANIC AMER-INDIAN NON-RESIDENT TOTAL S BLACK 
PACIFIC ISLANDER ALASKAN NATIVE ALIEN 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1,466 2 0 0 0 10 1,478 99. 18 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY* 4,281 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 100 816 4 0 3 11 934 10.70 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 475 1,637 15 12 19 0 2,158 22.01 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 903 1 1 I 0 7 913 98.90 
COKER COllEGE 215 534 2 11 2 11 775 27.74 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE • SEMINARY 31 823 20 12 1 74 961 3.22 
COLUMBIA COLlEGE 229 944 7 5 0 5 I, 190 19.24 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 49 1,039 4 19 4 14 ; • 129 4.34 
ERSKIN£ COLLEGE 92 678 5 4 1 22 802 11.47 
fURMAN UNIVERSITY 143 3, 123 31 15 0 0 3,312 4.31 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 210 967 10 5 3 0 1,195 11.57 
LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 13 148 0 0 0 0 161 8.07 
MORRIS COlLEGE 759 1 0 0 0 0 160 99.86 
NlWBERRY COLL£GE 120 519 3 6 0 1 709 16.92 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 49 1,074 3 2 0 5 I, 133 4. 32 IX) Sll£RHAN COLL. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 3 129 3 3 1 8 147 2.04 
SOUIH£RN METHODIST COLLEGE 
VOORHEES COLU:GE 560 0 0 0 0 6 566 98.93 
WOffORD COLLEGE 86 953 15 4 1 1 1,066 8.06 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 5,503 17,729 123 99 35 181 23,670 
PRIVATE 1WO-YEAR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 115 830 0 0 0 23 968 11.88 
CliNTON JR COLLEGE 88 0 0 0 0 0 88 100.00 
NIELSEN ElECTRONICS INSTITUTE 123 46 0 0 0 0 169 12. 78 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 164 216 0 3 6 3 392 41.83 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 199 710 9 0 0 14 932 21.35 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TWO-YEAR 689 1,602 9 3 6 40 2,549 27.00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 6, 192 19,531 132 102 41 221 26,219 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 30,022 123,644 1,492 910 340 2,487 158,895 
SOURCE: "fALL ENROLLMENT REPORT," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SURVEY, CES 
• Bob Jones University included only in totals. 
Excludes Columbia Junior College Total Enrollment of 418. 
't880 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BY RACE AND LEVEL 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
UNDERGRADUATE 
-------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------BUICK WHITE ASIAN HISPANIC AMER-INDIAN NON-RESIDENT TOTAL S BUICK 
PACIFIC ISLANDER ALASKAN NATIVE ALIEN 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 933 11,166 120 91 12 86 13,010 7.17 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 412 6,026 98 38 16 73 6,663 6.18 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 501 3,133 14 8 11 20 3,687 13.58 
LANDER COLLEGE 342 1,906 10 10 3 36 2,309 14.81 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 98 663 16 6 7 11 1,003 9.77 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 4,376 215 18 2 0 4 4,615 94.82 
THE CITADEL 170 2,091 32 13 5 24 2,335 7.28 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 2,264 13,070 283 141 13 246 16,017 14.13 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 427 2,467 31 24 4 13 2,966 14.39 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 295 3,668 25 25 9 56 4,080 7.23 
u.s.c. - SPARTANBURG 309 3,106 30 11 4 41 3,501 6.82 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 656 3,394 24 21 8 70 4,173 15.72 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 10,783 51,709 701 392 92 662 64,359 16·. 70 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 106 754 11 21 3 1 896 11.63 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 89 888 4 1 1 1 984 9.04 
(D U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 312 512 1 2 3 1 831 37.54 U.S.C. - SUMTER 227 979 14 14 1 25 1,260 16.01 
U.S.C. - UNION 47 318 1 1 1 0 368 12.77 
SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 761 3,451 31 39 9 28 4,339 17.90 
TECHNICAl COllEGES 
AIKEN 621 1,241 16 9 11 5 1,903 32.63 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO 231 605 3 2 11 0 852 27.11 
DENMARK 601 12 1 2 0 1 617 97.40 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 585 1,726 2 5 2 4 2,324 25.17 
GREENVILLE 1,056 6,736 68 21 8 22 1,911 13.33 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN 335 1,619 11 8 10 1 1,984 16.86 
MIDLANDS 2,052 5,334 76 65 19 0 7,546 27.19 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 622 870 7 0 4 3 1,506 41.30 
PIEDMONT 597 1,531 8 4 4 0 2,144 27.84 
SPARTANBURG 385 1,857 24 7 3 0 2,276 16.91 
SUMTER 670 1,203 20 30 6 0 1' 929 34.73 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE lOWCOUNTRY 419 725 17 11 16 20 1,210 34.62 
TRI-COUNTY 292 2,590 13 10 5 25 2,935 9.94 
TRIDENT 1,226 5,399 173 84 35 22 6,939 17.66 
WI LLI AMSBURG 217 285 0 0 1 0 503 43.14 
YORK 485 2,399 15 12 13 0 2,924 16.58 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 10,394 34,132 454 276 150 103 45,509 22.80 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 21 '958 89,292 1,186 707 251 813 114,207 19.22 
1-1-1.11- I I I I I Ll II I I II II II I II I I I. I I I 
liiiiiiiiTIIUIIIIUIIIIIIII. 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
THE CITADEL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
bJ U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
~ U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
U.S.C. - UNION 













TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOWCOUNTRY 
TRI-COUNTY 
TRIDENT 
WI LLI AMSBURG 
YORK 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 
1880 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BY RACE AND LEVEL 














































































ASIAN HISPANIC AMER-INDIAN NON-RESIDENT TOTAL %BLACK 













































































































































































































TOTAL UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT 
BY RACE, FALL 1990 
WHITE (77.3W.) 






























TOTAL GRADUATE ENROLLMENT 
BY RACE, FALL 1990 
'. /: •··.i · ...... •· •· l AMER.INDIANiALASKANNAT.(u.2'f.J 
NON-RESIDENT ALIEN (7.3%i 
HISPANIC (0.6%) 
ASIAN/PAC. ISLANDER (0.9%) 
22 
1000 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BY RACE AND LEVEL 
SOOTH C::AROI.INA C::OL\.EGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
UNDfRGRAiliJATf 
---"-----~-·------------------------------~---------------··----------~~---Bl.AC:I< WHITf ASIAN Ill SPAN IG AM£R- II'IDIAN NON-RES I !liNT IO!Al. ,.; BLACK 
PAC I 1'1 C I SLANDER AlASI<AN NA Tl Vl Ali!.N 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1,466 2 0 0 0 10 1,476 99. 16 
808 JONES UNIVERSIT¥* 3,877 
CENTRAl WESLEYAN COLLEGE 100 816 4 0 3 11 934 10.70 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 1158 1' ':>311 13 12 19 0 2,036 22.119 
ClAfliN COllEGE 903 1 1 1 0 1 913 98.90 
COkER COLLEGE 215 534 2 11 2 11 775 27.711 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 20 451 9 8 0 31 519 3.85 
COLUMBIA COllEGE 222 908 7 5 0 5 1' 11~7 19.35 
CONVERSE COllEGE 27 810 3 16 4 14 8711 3.06 
ERSKINE COllEGE 22 1153 3 2 0 13 493 4.46 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 100 2, 725 31 14 0 0 2,870 3.48 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 200 649 10 5 3 0 1,067 18.74 
LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
MORRIS COllEGE 759 1 0 0 0 0 760 99.86 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 120 579 3 6 0 1 709 16.92 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 49 1,074 3 2 0 5 1,133 4.32 ts SHERMAN COLL. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLfGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
VOORHEES COlLEGE 560 0 0 0 0 6 566 98.93 
WOFFORD COllEGE 66 953 15 4 1 7 1,066 6.06 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 5,307 15,567 104 86 32 121 21,211 
PRIVATE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 115 630 0 0 0 23 968 11.68 
CLINTON JR COllEGE 88 0 0 0 0 0 88 100.00 
NIElSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 123 116 0 0 0 0 169 n. 76 
NORTH GREENVIllE COLLEGE 1611 216 0 3 6 3 392 41.83 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLI.EG£ 199 710 9 0 0 14 932 21.35 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TWO-YEAR 689 1,802 9 3 6 40 2,549 27.00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 5,996 11, 369 113 89 38 161 23,766 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 27,954 106,661 1,299 796 269 974 137.973 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROllMENT REPORT," I NTEGRATEO POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION OATA SURVEY, CES 
* Bob Jones Uni.versity included in totals only. 
Excludes Columbia Junior College Total Enrollment of 418. 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIILIIIIIII"IIIllll 
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1111180 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BV RACE AND LEVEL 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
GRADUATE 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BLACK WHITE ASIAN HISPANIC AMER-INDIAN NON-RESIDENT TlilTAL % BLACK 
PACIFIC ISLANDER ALASKAN NATIVE ALIEN 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY * 1,1.04 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 17 103 2 0 0 0 122 13.93 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
COKER COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 11 372 11 4 1 43 442 2.48 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 7 36 0 0 0 0 43 16.27 
CmNERSE COLLEGE 22 229 1 3 0 0 255 8.62 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 70 225 2 2 1 9 309 22.65 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 43 398 0 1 0 0 442 9.72 
LIMES~ONE COLLEGE 10 118 0 0 0 0 128 7.81 
LUTHeRAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 13 148 0 0 0 0 161 8.07 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
~ NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
SHERMAN COLL. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 3 129 3 3 1 8 147 2.04 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 196 2,162 19 13 3 60 2,453 
PRIVATE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
CLINTON JR COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TWO-YEAR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 196 2,162 19 13 3 60 2,453 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 2,068 16,983 193 114 51 1, 513 20,922 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLLMENT REPORT," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SURVEY, CES 
* BobJones University included in totals only. 
NON-RESIDENT ALIENS COMPARED TO TOTAL ENROLLMENTS 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
FALL 1990 
HEADCOUNT NON RESIDENT ALIENS 
INSTITUTION HEN WOMEN TOTAL HEN WOMEN TOTAL % All EN 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
THE CITADEL 2,566 1,234 3,800 24 0 24 .6 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 9,258 7,045 16,303 515 110 625 3.8 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 2,659 5,067 7,726 43 35 78 1.0 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 1, 750 2,176 3,926 17 3 20 .5 
LANDER COLLEGE 906 1 '736 2,642 30 6 36 1.4 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 846 1,373 2,219 40 35 75 3.4 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 2,012 2,936 4,948 4 0 4 .1 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 11,381 14,232 25,613 712 345 1,057 4.1 
U.S.C. -AIKEN 1,132 1,834 2,966 8 5 13 .4 
U.S.C. -COASTAL CAROLINA 1,695 2,385 4,080 43 15 58 1.4 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 1,332 2,169 3,501 31 10 41 1.2 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 1,628 3,476 5,104 62 42 104 2.0 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 37,165 45,663 82,828 1,529 606 2,135 2.6 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 385 511 896 0 ., 1 . 1 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 352 632 984 1 0 1 . 1 
Dl U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 303 528 831 1 0 1 .1 U.S.C. - SUMTER 474 786 1,260 12 13 25 2.0 
U.S.C. - UNION 118 250 368 0 0 0 .0 
SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 1,632 2,707 4,339 14 14 28 .6 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 835 1,068 1,903 4 1 5 . 3 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO 329 523 852 0 0 0 .0 
DENMARK 266 351 617 0 1 1 .2 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 752 1' 572 2,324 2 2 4 .2 
GREENVILLE 3,369 4,548 7,917 10 12 22 ·. 3 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN 907 1,077 1,984 1 0 1 . 1 
MIDLANDS 2,994 4,:>52 7,546 0 0 0 .o 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 453 1,053 1,506 2 1 3 .2 
PIEDMONT 964 1' 180 2,144 0 0 0 .0 
SPARTANBURG 1,066 1,210 2,276 0 0 0 .0 
SUMTER 726 1,203 1,929 0 0 0 .0 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOWCOUNTRY 353 857 1,210 14 6 20 1.7 
TRI-COUNTY 1,403 1,532 2,935 10 15 25 .9 
TRIDENT 2,675 4,264 6,939 9 13 22 . 3 
WILLIAMSBURG 102 401 503 0 0 0 .0 
YORK 1,267 1,657 2,924 0 0 0 .0 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 18,461 27,048 45,509 52 51 103 .2 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 57,258 75,418 132,676 1,595 671 2,266 1. 7 
I I I I I 
-
I I l II II 
-
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NON-RESIDENT ALIENS COMPARED TO TOTAL ENROLLMENTS 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
FALL 1880 
HEADCOUNT NON RESIDENT ALIENS 
I NST ITUT I ON MEN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMEN TOTAL % ALIEN 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 4B4 994 1,478 10 0 10 .7 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 2,078 2,203 4,281 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 467 467 934 9 2 11 1.2 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 1,042 1,116 2,158 0 0 0 .0 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 368 545 913 2 5 7 .8 
COKER COLLEGE 310 465 775 7 4 11 1.4 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 565 396 961 43 31 74 7.7 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 0 1,190 1,190 0 5 5 .4 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 51 1,078 1,129 0 14 14 1.2 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 503 299 802 16 6 22 2.7 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 1,432 1,880 3,312 0 0 0 .0 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 618 577 1,195 0 0 0 .0 
LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 101 60 161 0 0 0 .0 
MORRIS COLLEGE 258 502 760 0 0 0 .0 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 390 319 709 1 0 1 . 1 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 593 540 1,133 3 2 5 .4 
SHERMAN COLL. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 110 37 147 4 4 8 5.4 
~ VOORHEES COLLEGE 253 313 566 3 3 6 1. 1 WOFFORD COLLEGE 657 409 1,066 6 1 7 .7 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 10,280 13,390 23,670 104 77 181 
PRIVATE TWO-YEAR INSTITUTIONS 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 451 ~17 968 18 5 23 2.4 
CLINTON JR COLLEGE 58 30 88 0 0 0 .0 
COLUMBIA JR. COLL. OF BUSINESS 102 316 418 3 2 5 1.2 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 161 8 169 0 0 0 .o 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 274 118 392 3 0 3 .8 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 517 415 932 5 9 14 1. 5 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TWO-YEAR 1,563 1,404 2,967 29 16 45 1.5 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 11,843 14,794 26,637 133 93 226 
TOTAL ALL INSTITUTIONS 69,101 90,212 159,313 1, 728 764 2,492 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLLMENT REPORT," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SURVEY, CES 
1890 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BV RESIDENCE AND LEVEL 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
UHDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
IN OUT Of TOTAL % OUT IN OUT Of TOTAL~-- ~Of 
STATE STATE Of STATE STATE STATE OF STATE 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 8,982 4,028 13.010 30.96 2,05!) 1,238 3,293 37.!)9 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 5,219 1,444 6,663 21.67 1,051 12 1,063 1.13 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 3,532 155 3,687 4.20 232 7 239 2.93 
LANDER COLLEGE 2,150 159 2,309 6.89 328 5 333 1. 50 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 848 155 1,003 15.45 945 271 1,216 22.29 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 4,019 596 4,615 12.91 331 2 333 0.60 
THE CITADEL 1,256 1,079 2,335 46.21 1,435 30 1,465 2.05 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 12,988 3,029 16,017 18.91 6,880 2, 716 9,596 28.30 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 2,628 338 2,966 11.40 0 0 0 0.00 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 3,350 730 4,080 11.89 0 0 0 0.00 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 3,351 150 3,501 4.28 0 0 0 0.00 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 3,709 464 4,173 11.12 647 284 931 30.50 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 52,032 12,327 64,359 19.15 13,904 4,565 18,469 24.72 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 867 29 896 3.24 0 0 0 0.00 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 912 12 984 1.22 0 0 0 0.00 
~ U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 805 26 831 3.13 0 0 0 0.00 U.S.C. - SUMTER 1,252 8 1,260 0.63 0 0 0 o.oo 
U.S.C. - UNION 368 0 368 0.00 0 0 0 o.oo 
SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 4,264 75 4,339 1.13 0 0 0 0.00 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 1' 750 153 1,903 8.04 0 0 0 0.00 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO 847 5 852 0.59 0 0 0 0.00 
DENMARK 586 31 611 5.02 0 0 0 o.oo 
fLORENCE-DARLINGTON 2,312 12 2,324 0.52 0 0 0 0.00 
GREENVILLE 7,880 37 1,911 0.47 0 0 0 0.00 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN 1,887 91 1,984 4.89 0 0 0 0.00 
MIDLANDS 7,530 16 7,546 0.21 0 0 0 0.00 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN 1,505 1 1, 506 0.07 0 0 0 0.00 
PIEDMONT 2,141 3 2,144 0.14 0 0 0 0.00 
SPARTANBURG 2,257 19 2,276 0.83 0 0 0 0.00 
SUMTER 1,925 4 1,929 0.21 0 0 0 o.oo 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE Of THE LOWCOUNTRY 1, 181 29 1,210 2.40 0 0 0 0.00 
TRI-COUNTY 2,868 67 2,935 2.28 0 0 0 0.00 
TRIDENT 6,890 49 6,939 0.71 0 0 0 0.00 
WILLIAMSBURG 503 0 503 o.oo 0 0 0 o.oo 
YORK 2,888 36 2,924 1.23 0 0 0 o.oo 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 44,950 559 45,509 1.23 0 0 0 0.00 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 101,246 12,961 114,207 11.35 13,904 4,565 18,469 24.72 
- ll - 11 I I I I I II II I I ll ll ll ll )l Ll_ulnl ~ I 11 )I 
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1880 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENTS BY RESIDENCE AND LEVEL 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
IN OUT OF TOTAL % OUT IN OUT OF TOTAL %OUT 
STATE STATE OF STATE STATE STATE OF STATE 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1,250 228 1,478 15.43 0 0 0 0.00 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 530 3,347 3,877 86.33 68 336 404 83.17 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 765 169 934 18.09 0 0 0 0.00 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 1,924 112 2,036 5.50 121 1 122 0.82 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 759 154 913 16.87 0 0 0 0.00 
COI<ER COLLEGE 695 80 775 10.32 
1J 
0 0 0.00 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 169 350 519 67.44 315 442 71.27 COLUMBIA COLLEGE 1,078 69 1,147 6.02 43 0 43 0.00 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 526 348 874 39.82 226 29 255 11.37 
ERSI<INE COLLEGE 363 130 493 26.37 237 72 309 23.30 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 1,341 1, 529 2,870 53.28 437 5 442 1.13 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 933 134 1,067 12.56 42 86 128 61.19 
LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 0 0 0 0.00 63 98 161 60.87 
MORRIS COLLEGE 676 84 760 11.05 0 0 0 o.oo 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 595 114 709 16.08 0 0 0 o.oo 
~ PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 582 551 1,133 48.63 0 0 0 o.oo SHERMAN COLL. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 0 0 0 0.00 15 132 147 89.80 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 390 176 566 31. 10 0 0 0 0.00 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 769 297 1,066 27.86 0 0 0 0.00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 13,345 7,1'o7? 21,217 37.10 1,379 1,074 2,453 43.78 
PRIVATE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 802 166 968 17.15 0 0 0 0.00 
COLUMBIA JR. COLL. OF BUSINESS 392 26 418 6.22 0 0 0 0.00 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 169 0 169 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 287 105 392 26.79 0 0 0 0.00 
PHILLIPS JR. COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 0 0 0 o.oo 0 0 0 0.00 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 868 64 932 6.87 0 0 0 0.00 
CLINTON JR COLLEGE 53 35 88 39.77 0 0 0 0.00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TWO-YEAR 2,571 396 2,967 13.35 0 0 0 0.00 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 15,916 8,268 24,184 34.19 1' 379 1,074 2,453 43.78 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 117,162 21,229 138,391 15.34 15,283 5,639 20,922 26.95 
• 
lt90 OPBNINO PALL BNROlLMBNI' BY RBSIDBNCB 
-= SOtJrH CAROLINA COUJ!GBS AND UNIVERSITIBS 
.. 
IN OUT OF TOTAL ~ OUT Ill 
STATE STATE Of STATE 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
-= CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 11,037 5,266 16,303 32.30 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 6,270 1,ll56 7,726 18.85 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 3, 764 162 3,926 4. 13 
LANDER COLLEGE 2,478 164 2,642 6.21 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 1. 79"3 426 2,219 19.20 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 4.350 598 4,948 12.09 
THE CITADEL 2,691 1,109 3,800 29.18 
u.s.c. • COLUMBIA 19,868 5,745 25,613 22.43 
U.S.C. • AIKEN 2,628 338 2,966 11.110 
U.S.C. • COASTAL CAROLINA 3,350 730 11,080 17.89 
U.S.C. • SPARTANBURG 3, 351 150 3,501 4.28 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 4, 356 748 5, 104 111.66 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 65,936 16,!!92 82,828 20.39 
TWO•YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U,S,C. • BEAUfORT 867 29 896 3.211 
U.S.C. • LANCASTER 972 12 984 1.22 
U.S.C. • SALKEHATCHIE 805 26 831 3. 13 
u.s. c. • SUMTER 1,252 8 1,260 0.63 
U. S.C. • UNION 368 0 368 o.oo 
SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 14,264 75 11,339 1, 73 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 1' 750 153 1,903 8.04 
CHESTlRfiELO·MARLBORO 847 5 852 0.59 
DENMARK 586 31 617 5.02 
fLORENCE•OARLINGTON 2, 312 12 2, 324 0.52 
GREENVILLE 7,880 37 7,917 D.ll7 
HORRY·GEORGETOWN 1, 887 97 1,984 4.89 
MIDLANDS 7,530 16 7,546 0.21 
ORANGEBURG•CALHOUN 1,505 1 1 '506 0.07 
PIEDMONT 2,1111 3 2,11111 0.14 
SPARTANBURG 2,257 19 2,276 0.83 
SUMTER T, 925 4 1 '929 0.21 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE Of THE LOWCOUNTRY 1' 181 29 1,210 2.40 
TRI•COUNTY 2,868 67 2,935 2.28 
TRIDENT 6,890 49 6,939 o. 71 
WILLIAMSBURG 503 0 503 o.oo 
YORK 2,888 36 2,924 1.23 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES '•4. 950 559 115,509 1.23 












1990 OPBNJNG PAIL BNROIJ..MBNI' BY R.BSIDBNCB 
SOUI'H CAROLINA COUBGBS AND UNtVBRsrrms 
lti OUT OF TOTAL 
STATE STATE 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1,250 226 1, 478 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 598 3,683 4,281 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 765 169 934 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 2,045 113 2,156 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 759 154 913 
COKER COLLEGE 695 80 775 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE • SEMINARY 296 665 961 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 1, 121 69 1,190 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 752 377 1,129 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 600 202 802 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 1, 778 1, 534 3, 312 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 975 220 1,195 
LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 63 96 161 
MORRIS COLLEGE 676 84 760 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 595 114 709 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 562 551 1,133 
SHERMAN COLL. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 15 132 147 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 0 0 0 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 390 176 566 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 769 297 1,066 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 14,724 8,946 23,670 
PRIVATE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 802 166 968 
COLUMBIA JR. COLL. Of BUSINESS 392 26 '118 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 169 0 169 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 287 105 392 
PHILLIPS JR. COLLEGE • COLUMBIA 0 0 0 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 868 64 932 
CLINTON JR COLLEGE 53 35 88 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TWO•YEAR 2,571 396 2,967 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 17,295 9,342 26,637 



































TOTAL HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT 




FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL OVER OVER 
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1988 1986 
ALABAMA 103,569 106,246 112,972 120,822 123,848 9.63% 19.58% 
ARKANSAS 53,057 53,465 54,875 57,462 60,021 9.38% 13.13% 
FLORIDA 150,177 150,916 157,549 168,554 176,989 12.34% 17.85% 
GEORGIA 120,088 125,317 129,829 136,481 145,252 11.88% 20.95% 
KENTUCKY 90,777 95,158 99,236 103,723 107,793 8.62% 18.74% 
~ LOUISIANA 132,032 134,107 133,832 133,856 136,663 2.12% 3.51% MARYLAND 105,534 107,196 108,338 109,374 110,845 2.31% 5.000k 
MISSISSIPPI 51,804 51,756 54,451 57,063 58,892 8.16% 13.68% 
NORTH CAROLINA 129,880 131,913 137,202 141,132 144,214 5.11% 11.04% 
OKLAHOMA 122,309 122,520 122,255 118,374 N/A 
SOUTH CAROLINA 70,706 74,050 79,570 81,365 82,457 3.63% 16.62% 
TENNESSEE 100,670 102,589 103,776 107,788 109,949 5.95% 9.22% 
TEXAS 359,343 365,882 385,422 399,948 N/A 
VIRGINIA 147,946 151,589 154,165 158,260 100,200 3.91% 8.28% 
WEST VIRGINIA 57,529 58,312 60,734 62,227 63,362 4.33% 10.14% 
TOTAL 1 I 795,421 1,831,016 1,894,206 1,956,429 1,480,485 
SOURCE: SEE APPENDIX 1 
IIIII~BIIBBBBBBlllllaan&Dn 
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SREB STATES AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAl ENROllMENT 
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SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF DEGREES AWARDED FOR 
SOUTH CAROUNA COLLEGES & UNIVERSinES 
89-90 89-90 
OVER OVER 
PUBlJC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS lgJ()-81 1~1-SZ 1982-83 1!83-84 Jgj4-8S 1~-86 1!116-87 1!87-88 lB-89 l'BJ-90 80-81 SS-86 
a.EMSON UNIVERSITY 2,414 2;JI:r1 2,4S5 2,433 2,708 2,'m 2,724 2,603 2,839 2,811 16.4% 2.7% 
COLLEGE OF OIARLESTON 6(i'j fiJ1 610 653 631 (:1:11 719 6!:1 155 804 20.9% 15.4% 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 384 3SZ 349 361 372 44) 4~ ~ 56) 513 49.2% ~2% 
l.ANDBR COLLEGE 285 211! 264 :m 3S8 357 3S4 314 341 336 17.9% -5.9% 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C 512 535 g; S49 531 578 m 548 591 645 26.0% 116% 
S.C STATE COlLEGE 71D 698 645 6(15 691 81S 6(i8 68Z ~ 5:1) -26.4% -35.0% 
THE CITADEL 6Q5 616 676 577 644 64) 614 S44 655 &l6 3.5% -2.2% 
U.S.C -AIKEN 157 2Q5 195 181 204 218 131 2S4 316 :m 111.5% 52.3% 
U.S.C -COASTAL CAROUNA 271 277 3:J) 343 3SS 3:18 331 4ff1 G 482 77.9% 47.0% 
~ U.S.C -COLUMBIA 4,919 5,444 5,218 5,186 4,927 5,051 4,917 4,999 5,034 5,213 6.0% 3.2% U.S.C -SPARTANBURG 365 334 333 3SZ 347 322 312 344 371 449 23.0% 39.4% 
WINTIIROP COLLEGE 911 9Q5 961 9'78 1,045 1,003 942 9SS 1,032 1,023 12.3% 2.0% 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 12,2«E 12,1.E 12,573 12,550 12,813 13,18> 12,865 12, 7Sti 13,558 13,824 13.2% 4.8% 
TWO-YBAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C -BEAUFORT 54 58 45 56 55 41 39 55 39 43 -21).4% 4.9% 
U.S.C -LANCASTER 9S 118 98 120 86 84 12S Ul5 113 84 -11.6% 0.0% 
U.S.C - SALKEHATOIIE 47 30 55 34 52 56 51 34 41 52 10.6% -7.1% 
U.S.C -SUMTER 120 153 125 110 100 80 15 123 122 12S 4.2% 56.3% 
U.S.C -UNION 21 25 30 41 21 30 33 33 18 20 -4.8% -33.3'.1b 
SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 'B1 384 353 361 314 291 :m 3SO 333 324 -3.9% 113% 
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SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF DEGREES AWARDED FOR 
SOUTH CAROUNA COLLEGES & UNVERSI11ES 
89-90 89-90 
OVER OVER 
TBCHNICAL COU..BOBS 1CJJ0-81 1981-82 1!182-83 1!83-84 1~-85 1S8S-86 l'J86-87 1!87-88 lB-89 1B-90 80-81 BS-86 
AIICBN 1S 83 80 90 116 89 82 S9 94 !18 30.7% 10.1<JfJ 
TECR OOL. OF1HELOWCOUNTRY 93 76 110 S8 S4 47 72 40 1S 78 -16.191> 66.091> 
OIESTBRFIBI.D-MARLBORO 4S 4S 43 S3 49 S7 47 45 44 S8 2&9% 1.8% 
DENMARK 22 S9 S3 86 9S 94 119 70 79 83 2773% -11.'79fl 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON :B m 27.5 211) 249 211. 225 197 195 223 -42.5% -18.0% 
ORBBNVII.LE :m sm 466 S8Z 574 Sli) 565 S29 ~ 561 61.5% 0.2% 
HORRY-OEOROETOWN 187 1:E 117 18S m 173 1<B lQ 194 114 -39.0% -34.1% 
MIDLANDS 613 60S 663 6liD 60S 617 6(2 478 619 6Q 8.0% 73% 
ORANOEBURO-CAI..HOUN 1.39 121 1m 161 1C 127 1111 177 165 176 26.6% 38.6% 
PIFDMONI' 159 m 190 2:16 241 23l 210 m 131 2Q 64.8% 1299(, 
~ SPARTANBURG 204 218 202 228 18S 23S 204 181 184 177 -13.2% -24.'79fl 
SUMTER AREA us 1.SZ 114 114 1~ 23l 1~ 117 170 161 19.3% -30.6% 
TRI-COUNTY 294 
-
304 28) 301 246 238 279 m 288 -2.0% 17.1% 
TRIDENT 484 498 SIS ~ .a! 406 371 411. 443 47l -2.5% 16.3% 
WD..LIAMSBURG 20 19 25 19 29 25 28 21 32 31 SS.O% 24.091> 
YORK 209 219 223 2(J6 196 131 18S 2S4 281 23l 11.0% -2.1% 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COlLEGES 3,402 3,518 3,482 3,786 3,SS3 3,649 3,449 3,353 3,573 3,676 8.1% 0.7% 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTl1UI10NS 15,947 16,61) 16,403 16,697 16,6111 17,12W) 16,637 16,501 17,464 17.~ 11.8% 4.1% 
SUMMARY SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF DEGREES AWARDED FOR 
SOUTH CAROUNA COLLEGES & UNIVERStnES 
89-90 89-90 
OVER OVER 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 1§80-81 1!.*1-SZ 1!112-83 1!83-84 1!84-85 l!.BS-86 1~-87 1!87-88 1988-89 11,"69-90 80-81 85-86 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 45 44 23 35 
OiARLESTON sot.TIHERN UNIV. 32.5 347 295 2S3 240 2m 2(B 217 240 28Z -13.2% 35.6% 
BENEDICI' COlLEGE 212 1(1) 184 158 195 1?9 1m 197 189 164 -22.6% -8.4% 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 795 892 946 954 897 915 864 778 7Z3 sm 1.6% -11.7% 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COlLEGE 81 83 70 80 90 93 74 1m 16S 20i 154.3% 12l.5% 
<l.AfLIN COlLEGE 118 119 114 91 75 67 98 87 1U 79 -33..1% 17.9% 
COKER COlLEGE 51 52 41 70 56 81 93 82 86 l2Z 1392% 5Q6% 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 166 liE 184 1m 217 231 226 221 249 w 34.3% 1.4% 
~ COLUMBIA COlLEGE 175 1~ 211 215 214 1m 218 243 1Z1 249 42.3% 20.3% CONVERSE COLLEGE 286 274 305 273 300 '287 300 321 389 333 16.4% 16.0% 
ERSKINE COlLEGE 114 144 149 147 1.40 141 113 145 150 129 13.2% -8.5% 
FUR.MAN UNIVERSITY 6m 6fH «n 610 551 611 615 611 619 719 19.2% 17.7% 
LIMESTONE 322 345 283 444 347 300 292 201 171 1!>8 -38.5% -35.9% 
LUTHERAN nmo. SEMINARY 30 31 39 33 35 28 40 29 31 31 3.3% 10.7% 
MORRIS COLLEGE 96 80 2.04- 95 85 100 101 104 98 112 16.7% 12.0% 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 1.!9 l«l 134 1tB 112 117 1115 101 90 117 -26.4% 0.0% 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 118 2(B 213 1?9 185 187 1m 200 w 244 37.1% 3o.5% 
SHERMAN COIL OIIROPRACI'IC 149 131 118 111 100 137 99 37 34 -77.2% 
SOtTIHERN ME'IHODIST COIL. 11 6 8 36 7 tm 3 
VOORHEES COLEGE 116 113 116 87 70 66 68 100 88 -24.1% 33..3% 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 181 2m 215 216 213 218 248 231 258 218 53.6% 27.5% 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SR 4,213 4,392 4,520 4;MJ7 4,138 4,171 4,221 4,024 4,156 4,416 
aBBIIIIIIIIIIIIIRftl~lftBBftft 
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SUMMARY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF DEGREES AWARDED FOR 
SOUTH CAROUNA COLLEGES & UNIVERSI11ES 
89-90 89-90 
OVER OVER 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COILBGBS 1!81-81 1581-82 l!m-83 l!m-84 1!,84-85 1~-86 1'1!6-87 l!i87-88 1~-89 1~-90 80-81 85-86 
ANDERSON COlLEGE 'lS7 228 255 189 1!11 219 171 178 176 181 -29.6% -17.4% 
U..INTON JR. COlLEGE 27 24 37 20 12 24 13 12 48 77.8% 300.0% 
COLUMBIA JUNIOR COlLEGE 194 171 776 (Jl 137 116 115 107 -44.8% -7.8% 
NIELSEN ELECIRONICS INST. 75 52 61 69 76 64 60 47 68 44 -41.3% -31.3% 
NORTII GREENVIlLE COllEGE 101 98 HB 112 77 68 64 80 56 55 -45.5% -19.1% 
PHilLIPS JR. COIL.-SPARTANBURG 75 69 32 28 40 49 
PHilLIPS JR. COIL.-GREENVILLE 110 38 47 39 
PHilLIPS JR. COlL.-CHARLESTON 12 63 
PHilLIPS JR. COIL. -COLUMBIA 18 19 55 51 42 52 588 56 
~ SPARTANBURG ME'IHODIST 147 1::!1 1112 1(12 111 94 153 1?9 165 173 17.7% 84.0% 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE JR. 1,004 831 1,473 1,188 785 674 1,185 4fJ7 477 664 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE 5,217 5,223 5,993 5,555 4,923 4,845 5,406 4,521 4,633 5,080 
TOTAL AlL INSTITUfiONS 21,164 21,863 22,401 22,2SZ 21,6(8 21,971 22,00 21,022 22,fYJ7 22,904 
~ 
INSTITUTION 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE Of CHARLESTON 
fRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY Of S C 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
THE CITADEL 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 
PERCENT Of TOTAL 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUfORT 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
U.S.C. - UNION 
SUBTOTAL REGIONAL CAMPUSES 


















SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 
TafAL DBGRHBS AWARDBD 
JULY 1, 1t89 TO JUNE 30, 1990 
SOUI"H CAROLINA COU.BGBS AND UNIVIlRSITffiS 
MASTER'S & 1ST 
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PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIV. 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 
COKER COLLEGE 










SHERMAN COLL CHIROPRACTIC 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLL. 
VORHEES COLLEGE 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 
PERCENT Of TOTAL 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA JUNIOR COLlEGE 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INST. 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
PHILLIPS COLL.-SPARTANBG 
PHILLIPS COLL-GREENVILLE 
PHILLIPS COLLEGE - CHAS. 
PHILLIPS COLLEGE-COLUMBIA 
SOUTHERN TECHNICAL COLL. 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 
TOTAL ALL INSTITUTIONS 
TOI'AL DOOitHBS AWARDBD 
lUL Y 1, 1989 TO JUNH 311, 1991 















MASTER"S 8c 1ST 







































































TOTAL DBGRHBS AWARDHD JULY 1, 19119 TO JUNB 30, 1990 
BY RACB, SHX AND ACADHMJC DISCIPIJNB 
SOUfH CAROLINA COUl!OBS AND UNIVRRSITffiS 
ASSOCIATE DEGREES 
BLACK WHITE OTHER TOTAL 
H F H r M F M r 
AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PROD. 1 0 20 11 1 1 22 12 
RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 0 0 14 1 0 0 14 1 
ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 60 102 148 256 11 9 219 367 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE 30 239 109 427 3 16 142 682 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 11 45 39 82 2 2 52 129 
COMMUNICATIONS 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 5 
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES 0 1 0 6 1 0 1 1 
COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 0 0 3 1 0 0 3 1 
CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISC SERVICES 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
EDUCATION 1 0 0 4 0 0 1 4 
ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 103 20 420 79 14 0 537 99 
ALLIED HEALTH 8 31 29 226 3 7 40 264 
~ HEALTH SCIENCES 3 76 20 501 2 26 25 603 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 1 6 4 10 0 0 5 16 INDUSTRIAL ARTS 5 1 10 1 0 0 15 2 
LAW 0 7 6 72 1 4 7 83 
LIBERAL/GENERAL STUDIES 74 92 329 399 14 15 417 506 
PARKS AND RECREATION 0 0 11 1 0 0 11 1 
THEOLOGY 0 1 23 9 0 0 23 fo 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
PROTECTIVE SERVICES 22 29 68 53 3 1 93 83 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 5 3) 5 43 0 2 10 80 
CONSTRUCTION TRADES 0 0 9 0 0 0 9 0 
MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 19 1 110 8 5 0 134 9 
PRECISION PRODUCTION 15 3 106 32 4 0 125 35 
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 0 0 5 18 2 1 7 19 
DEGREE TOTALS 358 690 1, 491 2,254 66 85 1 '915 3,029 
lllllllllllllllllllftlftllll 
11111111111111111111111111 
TOTAL DHGRBBS AWARDHD Rn.Y 1, 1989 TO JUNE 30, 1990 
BY RACI!, SEX AND ACADHMIC DISCIPUNH 
SOurH CAROLINA COUBGBS AND UNIVBRSITIHS 
BACHELOR DEGREES 
BLACK WHITE OTHER TOTAL 
M F M F M F M F 
AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PROD. 9 4 26 5 3 0 38 9 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 0 0 17 19 1 0 18 19 
RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 0 0 16 1 0 0 16 1 
ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 2 2 69 41 1 1 72 44 
AREA AND ETHNIC STUDIES 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 187 295 1,653 1,204 75 40 1,915 1, 539 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE 1 47 0 38 0 0 1 85 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 64 50 174 208 10 7 248 265 
COMMUNICATIONS 21 35 91 166 5 8 117 209 
COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 15 28 106 47 10 3 131 78 
EDUCATION 42 llj 21'1 1,153 5 8 258 1,274 
8 ENGINEERING 26 14 482 98 23 4 531 
116 
ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 30 14 3 0 1 0 34 14 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 2 4 30 100 2 7 34 111 
ALLIED HEALTH 1 7 19 80 0 2 20 89 
HEALTH SCIENCES 2 54 63 445 2 15 67 51.4 
HOME ECONOMICS 1 15 0 39 0 0 1 54 
VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 
LAW 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 3 
LETTERS 8 42 161 367 3 0 172 409 
LIBERAL/GENERAL STUDIES 9 35 93 191 1 2 103 228 
Ll FE SCIENCES 21 57 259 237 14 17 294 311 
MATHEMATICS 21 29 83 87 5 5 109 121 
MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 1 4 13 29 0 2 14 35 
PARKS AND RECREATION 1 0 28 45 1 1 30 46 
LEISURE AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 3 8 4 3 0 0 7 11 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 5 4 45 28 1 0 51 32 
THEOLOGY 3 0 146 54 5 3 154 57 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 8 12 111 49 6 6 125 67 
PSYCHOLOGY 18 61 153 411 3 2 174 480 
PROTECTIVE SERVICES 36 46 59 30 1 4 96 80 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 4 49 2 40 0 0 6 89 
SOCIAL SERVICES 103 159 761 471 15 17 879 647 
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 26 19 120 267 5 6 151 292 
DEGREE TOTALS 672 1,208 5,001 5,972 198 160 5,871 7,340 
TOTAL DBGRRBS AWARDBD JULY 1, 1911t TO JUNB 31, 1990 
BY RACB, SIIX AND ACADBMIC DISCIPUNI! 
SOIHH CAROLINA OOUJ!GBS AND UNIVBRSITmS 
MAST[RS AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES 
BLACK WHITE OTHER TOTAL 
M f M F M F M F 
AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PROD. 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 0 0 2 8 3 0 5 8 
RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 0 0 4 0 0 1 4 1 
ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 1 1 36 10 7 1 ll4 12 
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 11 16 329 150 44 31 384 197 
COMMUNICATIONS 1 1 9 13 1 4 11 24 
COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 0 1 27 6 16 2 43 9 
EDUCATION 32 169 292 1,125 10 15 334 1,309 
ENGINEERING 3 1 110 19 72 9 185 29 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 0 0 0 12 0 2 0 14 
ALLI ED HEALTH 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 6 
HEALTH SCIENCES 13 2Q 21l0 260 11l 12 267 301 
HOME ECONOMICS 0 6 0 8 0 0 0 14 
LAW ll 6 137 86 0 1 141 93 
LETTERS 0 3 15 ll8 3 10 18 61 
LIBRARY AND ARCHIVAL SCIENCES 0 9 15 102 0 ll 15 115 
~ L1 FE SCI ENCES 0 1 21 19 5 1 26 21 MATHEMATICS 0 0 26 27 6 1 32 28 
PARKS AND RECREATION 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 
THEOLOGY 9 0 155 41 24 6 188 47 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 1 0 21 22 16 2 38 21l 
PSYCHOLOGY 0 0 1 12 0 0 1 12 
PROTECTIVE SERVICES 0 3 7 8 0 0 7 11 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 1 15 33 96 2 1 36 112 
SOCIAL SERVICES 0 1 51 24 9 2 60 27 
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 3 1 30 ll4 5 2 38 47 
DEGREE TOTALS 81 270 1,563 2,143 237 113 1,881 2,526 
llaaaaal-11-1111--lllnnwnl 
IIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMMMM.MMMM~• 
TOTAL DBORBBS AWARDBD JULY 1, 1919 TO JUJm 31. 19M 
BY RACI!, SBX AND ACADBMIC DISCIPUNB 
SOUI"H CAROLINA OOU.BOl!S AND UNIVBRSITIBS 
DOCTORAL DEGREES 
BLACK WHITE OTHER TOTAL 
M F M f M f M F 
AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PROD. 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 0 0 3 1 1 1 4 2 
RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 
BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 0 0 21 9 5 0 26 9 
COMPUT[R AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 0 0 1 1 3 0 4 1 
EDUCATION 8 10 22 42 3 2 33 54 
ENGINEERING 1 0 13 1 11 0 25 1 
HEALTH SCIENCES 1 0 3 3 4 1 8 4 
~ LETTERS 0 0 3 6 2 0 5 6 ll FE' SCIENCES 0 0 11 6 6 0 23 6 
MA THEMA Tl CS 0 '"} 2 0 5 1 1 1 
PARKS AND RECREATION 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 3 
THEOLOGY 0 0 11 1 2 1 19 2 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 0 0 28 10 13 1 41 11 
PSYCHOLOGY 0 0 12 6 1 0 13 6 
SOCIAL SERVICES 0 0 8 1 8 1 16 2 
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 
DEGREE TOTALS 10 10 154 94 66 8 230 112 
TOTAL DBGRBBS AWARDBD RJLY 1, 1989 TO JUNE 30, 1990 
BY RACB, SBX AND ACADBMIC D1SCJPUNB 
SOUI"H CAROLINA COUJ!GBS AND UMVBRSITIBS 
SUMMARY OF ALL DEGREES 
BLACK WHITE OTHER TOTAL GRAND DEGREE M F M F M F M r TOTAL 
ASSOCIATE 358 690 1,491 2,254 66 85 1,915 3,029 4,944 
BACHELORS 672 1,208 5,001 5,972 198 160 5,871 7,340 13,211 
MASTERS / FIRST PROFESSIONAL 81 270 1,563 2,143 237 113 1,881 2,526 4,407 
C) DOCTORAL 10 10 154 94 66 8 230 112 342 
SOURCE: "COMPLETIONS," INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SURVEY, CES 
llllllftllll.lllllll~~---~-
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FAIL 1990 SfUDHNT/FACULTY DATA SUMMARY 
souru CAROLINA PUBUC COILI!GHS AND UNIVHRSrfiHS 
u.s. c. 
COLUMBIA 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY HEADCOUNT 25,613 
% MALE 44 % SOUTH CAROLINIAN 76 
% BLACK 13 
FTE STUDENTS 20,741 
% LOWER DIVISION 45 
% UPPER DIVISION 26 
% PROFESSIONAL 5 
% GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL 17 
% GRADUATE 2ND LEVEL 7 
FTE TEACHING FACULTY 1,216.62 
% PROFESSORS 
% ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
% ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
% INSTRUCTORS 
% TEACHING ASSISTANTS 
%OTHER (LECTURERS, ETC.) 
SEMESTER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 
PER FTE TEACHING FACULTY 
PRODUCTION PROFILE (SCHEDULED 
TEACHING HOURS TO PRODUCE 
1 CREDIT HOUR) 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE 
TEACHING FACULTY 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HOURS PER 
WEEK PER FTE FACULTY 
*TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 





































WINTHROP CITADEL STATE CHAS. 
5,104 3,600 4,946 7, 726 
32 66 41 34 
65 71 66 61 
15 9 94 7 
4,296 3,042 4,596 6,361 
57 53 71 73 
33 32 25 21 
0 0 0 0 
10 15 3 6 
0 0 1 0 
245.76 154.60 205.62 319.13 
23 33 19 14 
25 30 26 26 
32 19 35 25 
6 3 15 6 
0 0 0 0 
12 15 5 27 
63,103 44,221 66,395 94,351 
257 266 332 296 
1.17 1.20 1.15 1.59 
17.5 19.7 22.3 19.9 
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FAIL 1990 SfUDBNTIFACULTY DATA SUMMARY 
SOUI'U CAJtOLIJIA PUBUC COLI.I!OBS AND UNIVBRSIFIBS 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY HEADCOUNT 
I MALE 
I SOUTH CAROLINIAN 
I BLACK 
FTE STUDENTS 
I LOWER DIVISION 
I UPPER DIVISION 
I PROFESSIONAL 
I GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL 
I GRADUATE 2ND LEVEL 
FTE TEACHING FACULTY 
I PROFESSORS 
I ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
~ ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
INSTRUCTORS 
I TEACHING ASSISTANTS 
I OTHER (LECTURERS, ETC.) 
SEMESTER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 
PER FTE TEACHING FACULTY 
PRODUCTION PROFILE (SCHEDULED 
TEACHING HOURS TO PRODUCE 
1 CREDIT HOUR) 
RATIO Of FTE STUDENTS TO FTE 
TEACHING FACULTY 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HOURS PER 
WEEK PER FTE FACULTY 
*TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
SOURCE: CHE REPORTS 

























SPARTAN- u.s.c. u.s. c. 
BURG BEAUFORT LANCASTER 
3,501 896 984 
38 43 36 
96 97 99 
9 12 9 
2,681 514 679 
69 100 100 
31 0 0 
0 0 0 
Q 0 0 
0 0 0 
155.59 38.21 40.99 
28 12 7 
23 22 27 
12 111 12 
11 0 10 
0 0 0 
26 52 44 
40,215 7,705 10,191 
258 202 249 
1.29 1.07 1.18 
17.2 13.5 16.6 
12.5 12.5 13.0 




SALKE- u.s. c. u.s. c. 
HATCH IE SUMTER UNION 
831 1,260 368 
36 38 32 
97 99 100 
38 18 13 
490 936 218 
100 100 100 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
31.95 56.56 16.91 
16 13 19 
11 36 21 
9 10 9 
21 5 14 
0 0 0 
43 36 37 
7,350 14,045 3,263 
230 248 193 
1.12 1.09 1.10 
15.3 16.5 12.9 
14.3 12.4 13.0 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
FALL 1989 FALL 1990 
TOTAL STUDENT HFADCOUNf •• 25,692 25,613 -03% 
%MALE 44 44 
% SOUfH CAROUNIAN 78 78 
%BLACK 12 13 
% IDWER DIVISION 37 35 
%UPPER DIVISION 26 28 + 
%PROFESSIONAL 4 4 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL (MASTERS) 26 26 
%GRADUATE 2ND IEVEL(DOCTORATE) 7 7 
TOTAL FIE STUDENTS 20,552 2(),741 +0.9% 
% IDWER DIVISION 45 45 
%UPPER DIVISION 26 26 
%PROFESSIONAL 5 5 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL (MASTERS) 17 17 
%GRADUATE 2ND IEVEL(DOCTORATE) 7 7 
TOTAL FIE TEACI-UNG FACULTY 1,23821 1,218.& -1.6% 
%PROFESSORS 26 26 
%ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 25 25 
%~STANT PROFESSORS 17 17 
%INSTRUCTORS 5 5 
% TEACI-UNG ASSISTANTS 8 8 
%OTHER (LEcrtJRERS, ETC.) 19 19 
STUDENT SEMESTER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 288,011 200,473 +0.9% 
PRODUCTION PER FIE FACULTY 2D 238 +2.1% 
PRODUCTION PROFILE(TEACI-UNG HRS PER CR HR) 1.19 1.211 
RATIO OF FIE STUDENTS TOFTE TEACI-UNG FAC 16.60 17.00 +2.4% 
SCHEDUlED TEACIDNG HRS PER WK PER FTE FAC 9.211 9.~ + 1.1% 
-
• TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
•• MEDICAL SCHOOL INCUJDED IN HFADCOUNT ONLY 










STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
FAIL 1989 FAIL 1990 
TOTAL S11JDENT HBAIXX>UNT 16,072 16,303 + u,.; 
91jMAlE S6 S7 
% SOU'IH CAROUNIAN 68 68 
%BLACK 6 7 
% IDWER DMSION 4S 43 
%UPPER DMSJON 33 37 + 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL(MASTERS) 19 17 
%GRADUATE 2ND LEVEL([)(X;f()RATE) 3 3 
TOTAL FTB S'IUDBNTS 1S,l93 1S,673 +32% 
%LOWER DMSION St 48 
%UPPER DMSION 36 38 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL (MASTERS) 7 7 
%GRADUATE 2ND IEVEL([)(X;f()RATE) 6 7 
TOTAL FTB TBACHING FACULTY 751.33 79131 + 5.2% 
%PROFESSORS 30 30 
%ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 24 23 
,.; ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 23 23 
% IHSTR.UCI'ORS 7 7 
,.; TBACHING AS51STANTS 7 8 
,.; OIHER (I.ECrURERS; ETC.) 9 9 
S11JDENT SBMESI'BR CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 218,689 22S,44S +3.1% 
PRODUCTION PER FIE FACULTY 291 ~ -Z.1% 
PRODUCTION PROFILE (TBACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.34 1~ 
RATIO OF FTB S11JDENTS TO FTB TEACHING PAC 2a20 19.80 -2.(1% 
SCHEDUlED TBACHING HRS PER WK PER FTB FAC 14.10 13.00 -7JJ91j 
*TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
SOURCE: OIB REPORTS 
~ 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FAU 1990 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FALL 1989 FALL 1990 
TOTAL STUDENT HFADCOUNT 6,718 7,71.6 + 14.0% I 
%MALE 35 34 
-= % SOUfH CAROUNIAN 83 81 %BLACK 6 7 
% LOWER DMSION 67 62 
%UPPER DMSION 25 24 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL(MASTERS) 8 14 + 
TOT AI.. FIE STUDENTS 5,131 6,361 1Q.9% 
%LOWER DMSION 77 73 
%UPPER DMSION 19 21 + 
-= 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL(MASTERS) 4 6 + 
TOTAL FIE TEAClflNG FACULTY 281.90 319.13 + 13.2% 
-= %PROFESSORS 15 14 %ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 27 26 
-= %ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 27 25 % INSTRUCTORS 6 8 + 
-= 
% OTiiER (LECI1JRERS, ETC.) 25 27 + 
STUDENT SEMESIER CREDIT 1:-DUR PRODUCTION 85,397 94,351 + 1115% 
-= PRODUcnON PER FTE FACULTY 303 296 -2.3% 
PRODUcnON PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.11 1.59 11::1 RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHING FAC 20.40 19.90 -2.5% 
SCHEDULED TEAClflNG HRS PER WK PER FTE FAC 12.00 17.30 +44.2% 11:1 
-= ' 
•TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
SOURCE: aiE RFPORTS 
51 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
FRANCIS MARION COUEGE 
FALL 1989 FALL 1990 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNr 3,883 3,9Ui + 1.1% 
%MALB 44 4S 
% SOurH CAROUNIAN 96 96 
%BLACK 14 14 
% IDWER DMSION 60 S8 
%UPPER DMSION 34 36 + 
%GRADUATE tsr IEVEL(MASTERS) 6 6 
TOTAL FI'E STIJDEN'IS 3,313 3,DII +0.8% 
- % IDWER DMSION 74 7S 
%UPPER DMSION 24 23 
%GRADUATE tsr IEVEL{MASTERS) 2 2 
TOTAL FI'E TEAClllNG FACULTY 174.28 1'10.17 -2.4% 
%PROFESSORS 27 30 + 
%ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 17 18 
- % ASStsrANT PROFESSORS 24 24 
%INSTRUCTORS 19 16 
-
%OTHER (LECIURERS, ETC.) 13 12 
STUDENT SEMESI'ER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCOON 49,470 49,841 +0.7% 
PRODUCOON PER FI'E FACULTY 284 293 +32% 
PRODUCOON PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.13 1.14 
- RATIO OF FI'E S1UDENTS TO FI'E TEACHING FAC 19.00 19.60 +32% 
SCHEDULED TEAClllNG HRS PER WK PER FI'E FAC 1220 12.80 +4.9% 
-
-
*TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 




STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
LANDER COLLEGE 
FAlL 1989 FAlL 1990 
TOTAL STUDENT HEAIXXlUNT z.m 2,642 + 14.5% 
%MALE 38 34 
% SOUI'H CAROUNIAN 93 94 
%BLACK 15 15 
%.IDWBR DMSION 65 55 
%UPPER DMSION 34 32 
%GRADUATE 1ST LBVEL(MASTERS) 13 + 
TOTAL FTE S'T'UDBN1S 2,001 2,140 +69% 
% lDWBR DMSION 77 '12 
%UPPER DMSION 22 24 + 
%GRADUATE 1ST LBVEL(MASTERS) 4 + 
TOTAL llTE TEACHING FACULTY 131.78 129.76 -15% 
%PROFESSORS 22 23 
.. % ABlCIATE PROFESSORS 25 22 %~ANT PROFESSORS 32 30 
%INSTRUCTORS 4 6 + 
-
%OTHER (I...ECJ'URERS, ETC.) 17 19 + 
STUDENT SEMESI'BR CREDIT OOUR PRODUCllON 29,980 31,842 + 62% .. 
PRODUCllON PER FTE FACULTY 228 24S +15% 
PRODUCllON PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.16 1.12 11::1 RATIO OF FTE S'I1JDBNTS TOFTE TEACHING FAC 15.20 16.50 + 8.6% 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HRS PER WK. PER FrE FAC 12.20 12.40 +1.6% 
*TOTAlS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNaNG 




STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
=- FAU 19811 FAU 1990 
=- TOTAL STUOONT HEAOC:oUNT 2,671. 2,219 -17.0% 
=-
'Jr. MAlE 43 38 
'Jr. SOI.Tlll CAROUNIAN 83 81 
'Jr. BLACK 6 7 
=- 'Jr. lOWER DMSION 2 2 'Jr. lJPI'BR DJVlSION 36 43 + 
.. 'Jr. PROFESSIONAL 48 lS 
'Jr. GRADUA113 1ST J...EVEL (MASTERS) 10 14 + 
;:II 'Jr.GRADUA113 2ND l.EVEL(DOCTORA113) 4 6 + 
TOTAL F113 S1'UDEN1S 1,978 1,946 
.. 'Jr. UPPER DJVlSION 39 39 
'Jr. PROFESSIONAL 42 41 
• 
<Jf.GRADUA113 1ST I...EVEL(MASTERS) 10 10 
'Jr.GRADUA113 2ND l.EVEL(IXlCTORA113) 9 lJ + 
;:II TOTAL F113 113AQUNG FACULTY 428.81 510.89 + J9.l<Jf. 
<Jf. PROFESSORS 29 27 
'Jr. ASSOCIA113 PROFESSORS 25 23 
<Jf. ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 28 30 + 
<Jf. INSTRUCIURS 9 8 
<Jf. 01UER (U!Cl11RERS. ErC.) 9 12 + 
STUOONT SBMESI'BR CREDIT HOUR PRODUGnON 33,400 33,549 +0.4<Jf. 
PRODUGnON PER F113 FACULTY 78 66 -1S.4<Jf. 
PRODUCTION PROFILB(113ACHING HRS PER CR HR) 0 0 
RATIO OF F113 STIJDE.NTS TO F113 TEACHING FAC 4.11! 4.10 -14.6<Jf. 
SCHEDUlED 113ACHING HRS PER WK. PER F113 FAC 0.00 0.00 
• TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
!DUReE: CHB RBPORI'S 
54 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FAU 1989 WITH FAU 1990 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
FALL 1989 FALL 1990 
TOTAL STUDENT HEAIXXlUNf 4,748 4,948 +42% 
%MALE 42 41 
% SOtrrH CAROUNIAN 88 88 
%BLACK 92 94 + 
% IDWER DMSION 63 62 
%UPPER DMSION 28 31 + 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL(MASTERS) 8 6 
%GRADUATE 2ND LEVEL (oocroRATE) 
TOTAL FTE STIJDENTS 3,009 4,598 +17.6% 
% IDWER DMSION 71 71 
%UPPER DMSION 25 25 
%GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL(MASTERS) 3 3 
%GRADUATE 2ND l.EVEL(oocroRATE) 1 
TOTAL FTE TEAClfiNG FACULTY W1:12 20:5.82 -0.7% 
%PROFESSORS 20 19 
%ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 23 26 + 
%ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 37 35 
%INSTRUCTORS 19 IS 
%OTHER (LECfURERS, ETC.) s + 
STUDENT SE.MESI'ER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCilON 57,896 68,395 + 1&.1% 
PRODUCilON PER FTE FACULTY 279 33Z +19.0% 
PRODUCDON PROFilE (TEAClfiNG HRS PER CR HR) 1.19 1.15 
RATIO OF FTE STIJDENTS TOFTE TEAClfiNG FAC 1&.90 22.30 +18.0% 
SCHEDULED TEAClfiNG HRS PER WK PER FTE FAC 14.00 20.20 + 44.3% 
*TOTAlS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 


























STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
THE CITADEL 
FAll 1989 FAll 1990 
TOTAL STIJDENT HEADCOUNI' 3,670 3,11)() + 3.591> 
'If> MALE 68 68 
'If> so urn CAROUNIAN 69 71 + 
'If> BLACK 8 9 
'If> lDWER DMSION 36 36 
'If> UPPER DMSION 27 2S 
%GRADUATE 1ST lEVEL(MASTERS) 37 39 + 
TOTAL FIE STIJDEN'IS 2,995 3,042 +1.691> 
'If> lDWER DMSION S4 S3 
'If> UPPER DMSION 32 32 
%GRADUATE 1ST lEVEL(MASTERS) 14 IS 
TOTAL FIE TEACifiNG FACULTY 16S.SO 154.80 - 6.591> 
'If> PROFESSORS 32 33 
'If> ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 31 30 
'If> ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 22 19 
'If> INSTRUCTORS 4 3 
'If> OTiiER (I..E.CI1JRERS, ETC.) 11 lS + 
STUDENT SEMESTER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCllON 43,650 44,221 +1.391> 
PRODUCllON PER FIE FACULTY 264 286 + 8.391> 
PRODUCllON PROFILE (TEACifiNG HRS PER CR HR) 1.10 1.21) 
RATIO OF FIE STIJDENTS TO FIE TEACIDNG FAC 18.10 19.70 + 8.891> 
SCHEDULED TEACIDNG HRS PER WK PER FTE FAC 13.40 15.60 + 16.491> 
*TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
SDURCB: OiE REPOIUS 
56 
a 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
-= 
WINTHROP COLLEGE Sl 
FALL 1989 FALL 1990 a 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNT 5,3118 5,104 -5.3% 
%MALE 32 32 
.1:1 
% SOtmi CAROUNIAN 84 85 
%BlACK 14 15 
_1:11 % IDWER DMSION 46 44 
%UPPER DMSION 37 38 
_a %GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL (MASTERS) 17 18 
TOTAL FI'E STIJDENTS 4,548 4,296 -55% 
.1:1 
% IDWER DMSION 59 57 
%UPPER DMSION 32 33 
.1:11 %GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL(MASTERS) 9 10 
TOTAL FI'E TEACHING FACULTY 256.82 245.76 -4.3% 
--= %PROFESSORS 21 23 + 
% ASSOClA TE PROFESSORS 23 25 + 
.1:1 
%ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 32 32 
%INSTRUCTORS 8 8 
_1:11 % OTIIER (LECTURERS, EfC.) 16 12 
STUDENT SEMESI'ER CREDIT HOUR PRODUcnON 66,948 63,103 -5.7% .1:1 
PRODUcnON PER FTE FACULTY 261 2S7 -15% 
PRODUcnON PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.18 1.17 a 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHING FAC 17.70 17.50 -1.1% 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HRS PER WK PER FTE FAC 15.20 14.60 -3.9% 
-~ 
*TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
SOURCE: QiE REPORTS 
51 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
FAll 1989 FAll 1990 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNT 2,613 2,966 + 12.6% 
%MALB 38 38 
% S0U'J1{ CAROUNIAN 90 89 
%BLACK 1S 14 
% I.DWER DMSION 69 67 
%UPPER DMSION 31 33 + 
TOTAL FIE STUDBN"'S 1,969 2,193 +11.4% 
% I.DWER DMSION 71 71 
%UPPER DMSION 29 29 
TOTAL FIE TEACHING FACULTY 127.96 141.40 10.S% 
% PROPBB>RS 14 14 
%ASSOCIATE PROPBB>RS 20 20 
'If>, ASSISTANT PROPBB>RS 29 2S 
%INSTRUCTORS 6 s 
% OTIIBR (LBCIURBRS, ETC.) 31 36 + 
STUDENT SBMBSTBR CREDIT HOUR PRODUCfiON 29,S3S 32,891 + 1U% 
PRODUCfiON PER FIE FACULTY 231 23) 0.9% 
PRODUcnON PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.35 1.2S 
RATIO OF FIE STUDENTS TO FIE TEACHING FAC 15.40 lS.SO + 0.6% 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HRS PER WK PER FIE FAC 1180 1130 -3.6% 
•TOTAL§ MAY NOT ADD DUB TO ROUNDING 
SOURCE: am REPORTS 
33 
• 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
• u.s.c.- COAST AJ.. CAROUNA 
FAll 1989 FAll 1990 
TOrAL STUDENT HEAIXX>UNT 4,101 4,1110 -0.5% 
%MALE 43 42 
% sourn CAROUNIAN 83 82 
%BLACK 7 7 
% IDWER DMSION 71 70 
%UPPER DMSION 29 30 
TOrAL FTB STIJDENTS 3,:4)1 3,396 +2.99f> 
% WWER DMSION 75 75 
%UPPER DMSION 25 25 
TOI'AL FTB TEACHING FACULTY Ui8.24 184.08 +9.4% 
%PROFESSORS 12 13 
% A&'iOCIATE PROFESSORS 23 22 
%ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 26 27 
%INSTRUCTORS 13 11 
%OTHER (LBC11.JRBRS, BTC.) 26 27 
STliDBNT SBMBSI'BR CREDIT OOUR PRODUCllON 49,510 S0,943 +2.9% 
PRODUCllON PER FTB FACULTY 294 277 - SJJ% 
PRODUCllON PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.16 1.18 
RATIO OF FTB STUDBNTS 10 FTB TEACHING FAC 19.60 18.40 -6.1% 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HRS PER WK PER FTB FAC 13.20 13.00 -1.5% 
•rorALS MAY NOT ADD DUE 10 ROUNDING 
SOURCE: OlE REPORTS 
c STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
r:ll 
FALL 1989 FALL 1990 
=- TOTAL STUDENT HFAJXX)UNT 3,4Z2 3,S01 +2.3% ~ %MALE 39 38 %so urn CAROUNIAN 95 96 
%BLACK 8 9 
%lOWER DMSION 66 64 
%UPPER DMSION 34 36 + 
TOTAL FI'B STUDENTS 2,561 2,681 +4.7% 
%lOWER DMSION 71 69 
%UPPER DMSION 29 31 + 
TOTAL FI'B TEACfUNG FACULTY 146.03 1S5.S9 +65% 
%PROFESSORS 2S 28 + 
<Jr. ASSCX:!IATE PROFESSORS 24 23 
<Jr. ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 14 12 
% INSTRUCfORS 12 11 
'If> 01liER (lECI'URERS, EI'C.) 2S 26 
STUDENT SBMESI'BR CREDIT HOUR PRODUCI10N 38,423 40,215 +4.7% 
PRODUCI10N PER FI'B FACULTY 263 2S8 -1.9% 
PRODUCI10N PROFILE (TBACfUNG HRS PER CR HR) 1.27 1.29 
RATIO OF FI'B STUDENTS TO FI'B TEACJUNG FAC 17.50 17.20 -1.7% 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HRS PER WK PER FI'B FAC 13.10 1250 -4.6% 
•TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUND1NG 
SOURCE: CHB REPORTS 
00 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS. FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
u.s.c.- BEAUFORT 
FAll 1989 FAll 1990 
TOTAL S1lJDENT HEADCOUNT m 896 +22% 
%MAI.B 41 43 + 
% SOUrH CAROUNIAN en en 
%BLACK 12 12 
% IDWBR DMSION 89 87 
%UPPER DMSION 11 13 + 
TOTAL FI'E S11JDBNTS 48S 514 +6D% 
% lDWBR DMSION 100 100 
TOTAL FI'E TEACHING FACULTY 34.96 3&.21 + 9.3% 
% PROFBSS098 14 12 
%ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 21 22 
% ,ASgSTANT PROFBSS098 16 14 
%INSTRUCTORS 3 0 
% amBR (LECilJRBRS, ETC.) 46 52 + 
STUDENT SFMBSI'BR CREDIT IDUR PRODUCTION 7;JIJ8 7,'105 +6D% 
PRODUCTION PER FI'E FACULTY 201 202 -2.9% 
PRODUCTION PROFIIE(TBACJUNG HRS PER CR HR) 1.18 1.07 
RATIO OF FI'E STUDENTS TO FI'E TBACJUNG PAC 13.90 13.50 -2.9% 
SCHEDUlED TBACJUNG HRS PER WK PER FI'E FAC 14.30 12.50 -12.6% 
•TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUB TO ROUNDING 











STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
u.s. c. LANCASTER 
FALL 1989 FALL 1990 
TOTAL STUI.>BNT HEADCOUNT 931 984 + 5.79(, 
llf,MALE 33 36 + 
llf,SQUfH CAROUNIAN 99 99 
llf,BLACK 12 9 
9f. IDWER DMSION 91 90 
9f. 1.1PPBR DMSION 9 10 
TOTAL FTE STt.JtlBNTS 62D 6'19 +9.5% 
9f, IDWER DMSION 100 tOO 
TOTAL FTE TEACHING FACULTY 36.47 40.99 +12.49(, 
9f, PROFESSOBS 8 7 
% ASSCXIATE PROFESSORS 30 27 
%ASSISTANTPROFESSORS 21 12 
% INSTRUCI'ORS 5 10 + 
9f. OTHER (LEC11JRERS, ETC.) 36 44 + 
STUDENT SEMESfER CREDIT 1-DUR PRODUCTION 9:1!¥1 10,191 +9.691> 
PRODUCTION PER FTE FACULTY 255 2.fJ -2.4% 
PRODUCTION PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.17 1.18 
RATIO OF FTE STIJDBNTS TOFTE TEACHING FAC 17.00 16.60 - 2.49(, 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HRS PER WK PER FTE FAC 14.20 1100 - 8.59(, 
• TOTAlS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNIJ:NO 
SOURCE: CliE REPOJ.US 
62 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
u.s.c.- SALKEHATCHIE 
FAll 1989 FAll 1990 
TOTAL STIJDENT HEADCOUNr 731 831 +13.7% 
%MALE 36 36 
% soum CAROUNIAN ITT ITT 
%BLACK 36 38 + 
%lOWER DMSION 94 94 
%UPPER DMSION 6 6 
TOTAL FI'E STIJDEN1'S 449 4CJ) +9.1% 
%lOWER DMSION 100 100 
TOTAL FI'E TEACHING FACULTY 2722 31.95 +17.4% 
%PROFESSORS 11 16 + 
%ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 17 11 
%ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS 23 9 
%INSTRUCTORS 11 21 + 
% OTiiER (I..EcrURERS, EfC.) 38 43 + 
STIJDENT SEMESIER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 6,738 7~ +9.1% 
PRODUCTION PER FI'E FACULTY 248 2:Jl -7.3% 
PRODUCTION PROFILE (TEACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.12 1.12 
RATIO OF FI'E STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHING FAC 16.50 15.30 -7.3% 
SCHEDUlED TEACHING HRS PER WK PER FTE FAC 16.10 14.30 -11.2% 
•TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNIXNG 





STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
FAIL 1989 FAll 19!10 
TOTAL STI.JDENT HEAJX.X)UNT 1,337 1,2lli0 -SK 
%MAJ..B 42 38 
% soum CAROUNIAN 99 99 
%BLACK 17 18 
% IDWER DMSION as 87 + 
%UPPER DMSION lS 13 
TOTAL FI'E STUDENTS 928 936 0..9% 
-
% lDWER DMSION 100 100 
TOTAL FI'E TEACHING FACULTY 49.98 56.56 +112% 
- %PROFESSORS 14 13 
% ASSCX:!IATE PROFESSORS 40 36 
-
%ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 12 10 
% INSTRUCI'ORS 11 s 
-
%OTHER (I.E.CTURBRS, ErC.) 13 36 + 
STIJDENT SEMFSmR CREDIT IDUR PRODUCilON 13,918 14,045 +0..9% 
- PRODUCilON PER FI'E FACULTY 2'18 248 10.891> 
PRODUCilON PROFILE(TBACHING HRS PER CR HR) 1.10 1.0) 
-
RATIO OF FI'E STUDENTS TO PTE TEACHING FAC 18.60 1650 -11.391> 
SCHBDUIED TEACHING HRS PER WK PER PTE FAC 1270 12.40 -2.491> 
-· 
• TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 
SOURCE: am REPORTS 
64 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COMPARISONS, FALL 1989 WITH FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - UNION 
FAIL 1989 FAIL 1990 
TOTAL STIJDENT HEADCOUNf 338 368 +8.94Jf> 
%MAlE 33 32 
% SOurH CAROUNIAN 100 100 
%BLACK 14 13 
% lDWER DMSION 89 9Z + 
%UPPER DMSION 11 8 
TOTAL FrE S11JDEN1S 194 218 +12.4% 
% IDWER DMSION 100 100 
TOTAL FrE 'I"EACHHNG FACULTY 15.77 16.91 +72% 
% PROFF.BlRS 7 19 + 
%ASSOCIATE PROFF.BlRS 31 21 
%ASSISTANT PROFF.BlRS 14 9 
% INSTRUCTORS 13 14 
%OTHER (I.ECI'URERS, EfC.) 35 37 + 
STIJDENT SEMESf'BR CREDIT IDUR PRODUCllON 2,917 3,263 +11.9% 
PRODUCilON PBR FrE FACULTY 185 1!8 + 4.3% 
PRODUCilON PROFilE('I"EACHHNG HRS PER CR HR) 1.10 1.10 
RATIO OF FrE STlJDBNTS TO FrE TEACHING FAC 12.30 12.90 +4.94Jf> 





•TOTALS MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING • 














•J.N3W110a:tN3 J.NnOOOV3H J.N30nJ.S 1VJ.OJ. 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLBGBS AND UNIVBRSITffiS 
AVERAGE SALARIES OF FULL-TIME BQUIVALBNT TEACHING FACULTY 
1990-91, 9 MONTH CONTRACT BASIS 
WEIGHTED 
AVERAGE 
ASSOCIATE ASSISTANT RANKED 
INSTITUTION PROFESSORS PROFESSORS PROFESSORS INSTRUCTOR FACULTY• 
MEDICAL UNIV. OF S.C. $57 ,Dl9 $42,678 $37,150 $28,399 $43,953 
U.S.C.- COLUMBIA SS6,872 $41,693 $35,781 $24,887 $45,135 
U.S.C.- SCH. OF MEDICINE $72,622 $53,2S6 $43,lll so $59,621 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY SS6,031 $41,894 $34,793 $21,873 $43,554 
THE CITADEL $48,919 $40,417 $31,1168 $22,136 $40,60& 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE S43,Q49 $36,507 $31,150 $25,672 $34,213 
WINTHROP COLLEGE $46,269 $38,156 $31,146 $24,152 $36,502 
COLL. OF CHARLESTON $46,353 $40,351 $30,736 $22,952 $36,158 
FRANCIS MARION COLL. $45,233 $36,0S3 $29,808 $22,959 $35,o94 
LANDER COLLEGE $43,719 $38,399 $32,185 $26,357 $36,760 
U.S.C.- AIKEN $42,475 $38,035 $30,828 S24,Q69 $35,199 
U.S.C.- COASTAL $42,513 $36,370 $32,074 $22,359 $33,784 
U.S.C.- SPARTANBURG $42,635 $36,Q61 $28,657 $26,149 $35,771 
U.S.C.- BEAUFORT $41,476 $33,014 $28,687 so $33,971 
U.S.C.- LANCASTER $39,924 $34,533 $29,917 $24,016 $32,853 
U.S.C.- SALKEHATCHIE $40,226 $31,473 $27,612 $22,852 $30,288 
U.S.C.- SUMTER $41,387 $34,0S3 $30,050 $26,297 $34,290 
U.S.C.- UNION $40,947 $32,905 SZ7,S97 $23,903 $32,550 
•RANKED FACULTY ONLY (EXCLUDES LECJlJRERS AND OTHER, AND GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS~ 
INCLUDES 10 1/l, II, AND 12 MOI'nli CONI'RACTS CONVERTED TO 9-MOI'nli BASIS USING AAUP DIVISORS. 
TafAL MAY Nor ADD DUE TO ROUNDING 


























SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC COLLEGES & UNIV 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE RANKED FACULTY• 







UNIVERSITIES•• 4 YR-PUBLIC 
-1988-89 1989-90 
•Excludes Lecturera, Other, & O.T.A. 




SOl11'H CAROUNA PUBLIC COILBOBS AND UNIVBRSlfiBS 
PUIL-TDIB BOmVALBMI' BMPLOYBBS! FAIL 1990 
usc 1 THE COLLEGE OF FRANCIS MEDICAL 
COLUMBIA CLEMSON CITADEL SC STATE 
INSTRUCTION: 
~IHTHROP CHARLESTOH MARION LANDER UNIV. 1 
TEACHING 1,218.62 791.31 154.80 205.82 245.76 319.13 170.17 129.76 510.89 
NON-TEACHING !!l!:i. 11 42!!,:i2 !U.Z:i ;i!l.:iQ lQ!i,Z:i :iJ.2:i J:i.!l2 2!1.Q2 !IQQ,fi2 TOTAL INSTRUCTION 1,803.79 1,219.83 198.55 244.32 352.51 372.38 205.99 157.85 1,311.51 
RESEARCH 249.42 254.04 0.00 21.42 16.55 2.25 0.00 13.00 341.84 
PUBLIC SERVICE 168.33 0.00 2.00 30.77 40.67 o.oo 0.00 0.00 59.83 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT (INCLUDING LIBRARIES) 339.06 316.12 46.00 83.25 79.25 68.75 33.42 0.00 197. 7·1 
STUDENT SERVICES 175.21 117.27 44.98 52.00 66.25 43.00 39.18 24.33 25.63 
$ INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 675.54 405.67 86.00 129.33 110.50 108.00 65.75 55.25 458.64 
OPERATION AND MAINTE-
NANCE OF PLANT :i:iQ,:iQ Jll1.12 2Q,QQ 21.QQ !IQ.QQ 12Q,OO _____l_!L 50 44.25 273.50 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND 
GENERAL 3,961.85 2,700.72 467.53 658.09 745.73 714.38 418.84 294.68 2,668.66 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 2!12.23 HJ,fiQ 1QQ,!I:i 11Q, 2J 1!1,24 22.:iQ 2J.2:i 7,7:i 17 .J:i 
TOTAL EMPLOYEES 4,251.78 3,034.32 568.38 769.02 819.97 743.88 442.09 302.43 2,686.01 
1 
EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT, EXTENSION SERVICE, REGULATORY SERVICES, HOSPITALS AND CLINICS 
llllftftftllftftftftftlftftlftftlftllll 
1a -~ - I: 111 11-U 11~ 1111111 1l1 mllll1 II ll1 II II II II II II II I 
SOtJrH CAROUNA PUBLIC COU.BGBS AND UNIVBRSrriBS 
FULL-TDIB BQUIVALBNT BMPLOYBBS, PALL 19!90 
USC SCHOOL usc usc usc usc usc usc usc usc 
OF MEQICIHf; AIKEH COASTAL SPARTANBURG BEAUFORT LAHCASTER SA!.kEHATCHIE SUMTER .!l.tL!.Q!t 
INSTRUCTION: 
TEACHING 111.45 141.40 184.08 155.59 38.21 40.99 31.95 56.56 16.91 
NON-TEACHING ~5!.~2 ~2.21 !t~.~!i 21,!!2 ~.2Q !t.~2 4,22 1 1 , !t1 2,QQ TOTAL INSTRUCTION 160.90 163.97 226.44 183.44 41.41 45.24 36.50 68.03 18.91 
RESEARCH 56. 75 1.13 3.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
PUBLIC SERVICE 12.70 6.52 2.40 21.65 3.00 5.50 1.17 0.00 4.00 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT (INCLUDING LIBRARIES) 29.86 23.25 27.75 23.25 2.53 4.17 2.45 13.63 3.50 
STUDENT SERVICES 8.65 25.68 37.97 37.47 5.70 8.75 3.90 14.85 3.75 
~ INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 17.75 28.06 46.00 39.50 7.27 8.75 6.93 13.88 2.19 
OPERATION AND MAINTE• 
HANCE OF PLANT {I,QQ ~1,QQ 21 ,QQ ~1,QO 1 ,QQ 1,QQ fi,QQ 1Q.OQ 4.75 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND 
GENERAL 294.61 269.61 395.43 336. 31 60.91 79.41 56.95 120.39 37.10 
AUXILIARY SERVICES Q,22 J.QQ 1.22 2,QQ Q,QQ 1,QQ Q,QQ Q,!i1 Q,QQ 
TOTAL EMPLOYEES 294.86 272.61 402.93 338.31 60.91 80.41 56.95 121.06 37.10 
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
CLEMSON UNWERSITY 
EMPLOYEES 
Fm NON-J'EACHING EMPLOYEES BY FUNCTION 




ACADEMIC SUPPORT (INQ..UDING LIBRARIES) 
SI'lJDilNT SERVICI!S 
IN!fl'nuTiaoiAL SUPP<RT 
<HRATION AND MAINI'ENANCE a> PLANT 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND <EI'E.RAL 
AUXILIARY SERVI<Ei 
TOfAL NON-TEACHING fACULTY 
Fm TEACHING fACULTY 













RATIO OP TEACHING fACUL1Y TO TOfAL EMPLOYEES • 
RATIO OP TEACHING fACUL1Y TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENBRAL EMPLOYEES 































FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
EMPI.DYBI!S 
~ OP • 
EOl.TCATIONAL 
.t CENEJW., 





ACA.DBMIC SUPPORT (JNa..UDING LIBRARJBS) 
S'ruD6NT SERVIaiS 
INSTrruTIQiAL SUPPCRT 
<ftRATJON AND t.tAIN'J:'I!NAN <F PLANT 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND CI!.NBRAL 
AUXlLIARY SERVICES 
TOfAL NON-TEACHING fACULTY 
Fl'E TEACHING fACULTY 














RATIO <F TEACHING PACUL1Y. TO TOfAL EMPLOYEES • 
RATIO <F TEACHING fACUL1Y TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENERAL EMPLOYEES 
• PERCENTA011S MAY Nor ADD TO 100 IXJE. TO ROUNDING 
n 












FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 





ACADBMIC SUPPORT (INa..UDING LIBRARIES) 
S'IUDI3NT SllRVKm 
INSTmJTI<»iAL SUPP~T 
CJ!'I!RATION AND MAlNTllNAN<E OP PLANT 











TOfAL NON-TEACHING PACULTY 183.41 
FIB TEACHING PACULTY 111.4S 
TOTAL FIB EMPLO'YBBS (TEACHING A NON-TEACHING) 294.86 
........................................................ 












RATIO QP TEACHING PACUL'IY TO TOfAL BDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENBRAL EMPLO'YBBS 111.45 - 38'l(, 
294.61 



















FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
.MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
EMPLOXEFS 
% OP • 
EDUCATIONAL 
li: CENBRAL 





ACADBMIC SUPPORT (JNa.UDINO LIBRARIBS) 
STlJDI!NI' SER.VICllS 
INSTl'IUTIONAL SUPP<RT 
a>ERATION AND MAil'mlNAN<E <F PLANT 
TOI'AL EDUCATIONAL AND <El'tiRAL 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 
TOfAL NON-TBAQIINO FACULTY 
FIE TBAQIING PACULTY 














RATIO <F TBAQIINO PACUL'IY TO TOfAL EMPLOYEES• 
RATIO <F TBAQIINO PACUL'IY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND CENBRAL EMPLOYEES 
• PBRCENTAOilS MAY Nor ADD TO 100 DUB TO ROUNDING 
74 
510.89 - 199(, 
2,686.01 










FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
EMPLQ\'EES 
'll> OF • 
EDUCATIONAL 
• <ENBJW. 





ACADEMIC SUPPORT (IN<LUDING LIBRARIES) 
SI'UDENT S6R\1'1Cm 
INSTl'IUTlaiAL SUPPCilT 
Cl'ERATION AND MAIN'J.'BNANCE Ofl PLANT 









AUXILIARY SBRV'I<:ES 29.50 
TOfAL NON-TEACHING FACULTY 424.75 
PTB TEACHING FACULTY 319.13 
TOI'AL PTB EMPLOYEES (TEACHING ANON-TEACHING) 743.88 
........................................................ 
RATIO Ofl TEACHING FACUL'IY TO TOfAL EMPLOYEES • 
RATIO Ofl TEACHING FACUL'IY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENERAL EMPLO'YEBS 
• PERCENTAGES MAY NOr ADD TO 100 lXJB TO ROUNDING 
75 
319.13 - 43'll> 
743.88 















FUU..-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
BMPLPYER'i 
'.10 OP • 
EDUCATIONAL 
A CENERAf. 
PTB NON-J'BACHING EMPLDYBES BY PUNCI'ION 




ACADBMIC SUPPORT (IN<UJDINO LIBRARIBS) 
S'I'UDSNT SBR VICilS 
IN!ll'mJTKl'iAL SUPP<.RT 
CJ!'ERATION AND MAINmNAN<E Of PLANT 









AUXIUAR.Y SERVICES 23.25 
TOTAL NON-'mACHING FACULTY 271.92 
PTB 'mACHING FACULTY 171l.17 
TOI'AL PTB EMPLOYEES (TBACHING A NON-'mACHING) 442.09 
......................................................... 
RATIO Of 'mACHING FACULTY TO TOTAL EMPLOYEES • 
RATIO Of 'mACHING FACULTY TO TOTAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND t:ENBRAL EMPLO'YBES 
• PBRCENTAOeil MAY Nor ADD TO 100 DUB TO ROUNDING 
76 
11lllZ • ~ 
442.09 










FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
LANDER COLLEGE 
'll> OP • 
EDUCATIONAL 
FI'B NON-'J"EAQUNQ EMPLOYEES BY FUNCfiON 




ACADEMIC SUPPORT ( INQ.UDINQ LIBRARIE!S) 
S'IUDENl' SERVKEI 
INSI'DUTIQoiAL SUPPCRT 
a'BRATION AND MAINTBNAN<E 01' PLANT 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND <EI'£RAL 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 











FI'B 1'f!.AaiiNQ PACULTY 129.76 
TOTAL FI'B EMPI.O'YEES (TEACHING A NON-11!.ACHING) 302.43 
............................ -.. ...................... . 
RATIO 01' 11!.ACHINO PACUL1Y TO TOTAL EMPLOYEES • 
RATIO OP 'I'BAaiiNO PACUL1Y TO TOTAL EDUCATIONAL 
Y!:1t - 43'll> 
302.43 
AND (ENBRAl.. EMPI.O'YEES 129.76 • 44'll> 
294.68 








































FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 





PTE NON-JEAgiiNQ BMPLOYEI!S BY PUNCI'ION 




ACAIJBMIC SUPPORT (INQJJDING LIBRARIES) 
STIJDENT !ii!RVIalS 
INSI'll'lJ1'la-iAL SUPPCRT 
Cl'BRATION AND MAINTilNAN<E Cl' PLANT 









AUXILIARY !ii!RVICES 11M3 
TOfAL NON-'l'BACHING FACULTY SWO 
PTE 'l'BACHING FACULTY 20S.82 
TarAL PTE HMPLO'YEBS ('ll1.ACHINQANON-'Il1.ACHINQ) 769.02. 
........................................................ 
RATJO Cl' 'll1.ACHING FACULTY TO TOfAL HMPLO'YEBS • 
RATIO Cl' 'J.'BACHINQ FACULTY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENBRAL HMPLO'YEBS 
• PER<ENTAGES MAY NOf ADD TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING 
78 
zos.u • 2,.. 
769.02. 










FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
THE CITADEL 
PTE NON-TEACHING EMPLOYEES BY PUNCI'ION 




ACADEMIC SUPPORT (INC..UDING LIBRARIES) 
!fn.JDeoiT SERVICI!S 
INSTmJTia.IAL SUPP<RT 
OPERATION AND MAINIE'IANCE <F PLANT 












TOfAL NON-TEACHING FACULTY 413.58 
PTE TEACHING FACULTY 1S4.80 
TOfAL PTE EMPLO'YEBS (TEACHING ANON-TEACHING) S68.38 
........................................................ 











RATIO <F TEACHING FACUL1Y TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENERAL EMPLO"YEBS ~-3~ 
467.S3 
• PERCENTAGES MAY NOr ADD TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING 
79 
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
EMPLPYEfiS 
~ OP • 
EDUCATIONAL 
• (ENBRAL 





ACADBMIC SUPPORT (INa..uDING LIBRARIBS) 
SIUDI::NI' SHRVKEi 
INSI'I'lUT~ SUPPCRT 
a'ERATION AND MAINmNANCE <F PLANI' 









AUXILIARY SBRVJCES 74.Z4 
TOfAL NON-TE.ACHING fACULTY S74.Z1 
FIB TE.ACHING fACULTY Z4S.76 
TOI'AL FIB EMPLOYEES ('l'EACHING A NON-TE.ACHING) 819.97 
........................................................ 
RATIO <F TE.ACHING fACUL'lY TO TOfAL EMPLOYEES • 
RATIO <F TE.ACHING fACUL'lY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND CENE.RAL EMPLO'YBBS 
• I'ERCENTAGilS MAY NOr ADD TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING 
00 
Z4S. 76 • 30'llo 
819.97 










FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 





FI'E NON-11l.AQIING EMPLOYEilS BY PUNCI'I9N 




ACADEMIC SUPPORT (INa.uDING LIBRARIES) 
STl.lDENI' SBRVICEI 
INSfiTUTIONAL SUPP<RT 
a'I!RATION AND MAINil!NAN<E CF PLANI' 











TOfAL NON-TEACHING fACULTY 131.21 
FI'E TEACHING fACULTY 141.40 
TOfAL FI'E EMPLOYEES ('ll!.ACHING A NON-TEACHING) 272.61 
.......................................................... 
RATIO <F TEACHING fACUL'IY TO TOfAL EMPLOYEES • 
RATIO <F TEACHING fACUL'IY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND GENERAL EMPLOYEES 
• PBR<ENTAOilS MAY NOI' ADD TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING 
81 
141.40 - 58 
272.61 










FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
EMPLOYEllS 
-., OP • 
EDUC\TIONAL 
• <ENEIW. 
Fm NQN-11i.ACHINO EMPLOYE.ei BY FUNCriON 




ACA.DEMlC SUPPORT (INa..UDINO LIBRARIES) 
S'll.lDI3Nf !iERVKB 
INSTriUTIONAL SUPPCRT 
QIBRATION AND MA.1N1'1!NAN<E <F PLANT 









AUXILIARY !iERVIa!S 7.50 
TOI'AL NON-'Il!AatiNG FACULTY :U&&S 
Fm 'Il!AatiNG fACULTY 1M.08 
TOrAL Fm EMPLO\'BBS (TBACHINO A NON-TEACHINO) 402.93 
.......................................................... 
RATIO <F TEACHING FACULTY TO TOI'AL EMPLO'YEES • 
RATIO <F 'Il!AatiNG FACULTY TO TOI'AL EDUCATIONAL 
AND CENERAL BMl"l.O\'BBS 
• PI3RCENI'AOf!S MAY Nor ADD TO 100 IXJB TO ROUNDING 
82 
1!!.!!1 - 4ft> 
402.93 










FUU-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 





ACADEMIC SUPPORT ( INC..UD!NO LIBRARIES) 
SIUDENT SERVICES 
INSlTlUTI<:JofAL SUPPatT 
Cft!RATJON AND M.AINI13NANCE <F PLANT 












TOfAL NON-TEACHING FACULTY 182.72 
Fm TEACHING FACULTY 1SS.S9 
TOrAL Fm EMPLO'IIEBS (TEACH!NO A NON-TEACHING) 338.31 
........................................................ 
RATIO <F TEACHINO FACULTY TO TOfAL EMPLO'IIEBS • 











RATIO <F TEACHING FACULTY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND CENERAL EMPLO'IIEBS 1SS.S9 • 4ft 
336.31 














FUU-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES. FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
EMPLQ'YEI:§ 
'J> OF • 
BDUCATIONAL 
"IENEML 





ACADBMIC SI.JPPORT (INa..uDING LIBRARIES) 
SI1.JDBNT SERVI<l3S 
INSTl'IUTIQ\iAL SUPP<RT 
<I'BRATION AND MAINTENAN<E <F PLANT 
TOrAL EDUCATIONAL AND <EIERAL 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 











fTE mACHINO FACULTY 38.21 
TOrAL fTE EMPLD'YEES (TBACHINOit.NON-mACHING) 60.91 
......................................................... 
R.Al'IO <F TEACHING FACULTY TO TOfAL EMPLOW.I!S • 
R.Al'lO <F TEACHING FACULTY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENBRAL EMPLO'YEES 
• l"'BR<ENTAOES MAY NOl' ADD TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING 
84 
a.n • 63'*> 
60.91 










FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
'lf> OF • 
EDUCATIONAL 
A <ENElW. 





ACADBNIC SUI'f'ORT (INWJDINO I..JBRARIBS) 
S1\.lDI.lNl' SERVI<.'m 
INSI'I11JTDW.. SUPP<B.T 
<RRATION AND MAJNTBNA.N(E CF PLANT 









AUXILIARY SERVKES LOO 
TOFAL NON-'IBAOUNO fACULTY 39.42 
Fra TEACHING fACULTY 4G.99 
TOfAL Fra BMPLO'YBBS (l'BACHINOANON-'I"BAaUNN) 80.41 
........................................................ 
RATIO CF 'IBAailNO fAaJL'JY TO TOFAL BMPID'WES • 
RATIO CF 'IBAailNO PACUL'JY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENBRAL BMPLO'WES 
• PERCENTAGES MAY NOT ADD TO 100 IXJB TO ROUNDING 
85 
Si1! • Slt. 
80.41 














FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 





Fm NON-mACHING EMPLOYERS BY PUNCI'ION 




ACADEMIC SUPPORT (IN<1.UDING LIBRARIES) 
sruoENT !iERVICilS 
INSI'I'ItJTIQIAL SUPP<BT 
OPERATION AND MAINIENAN<E <F PLANT 









AUXILIARY !iERVICE.S 0.00 
TOTAL NON-TEACHING FACULTY 1S.OO 
Fm TEACHING FACULTY 3l9S 
TOTAL Fm EMPWYEES (mACHING.tNON-TEACHING) S6.9S 
......................................................... 
RATIO <F TEACHING FACULTY TO TOTAL EMPWYEES • 
RATIO <F TEACHING FACULTY TO TOTAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND CENBRAL EMPW"YBBS 














FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
BMPLOYEgi 
'l' OP • 
EDUCATIONAL 
• <ENEIW.. 
Pm NQN-mAQIING E.MPI..OYBilS BY PUNCriON 




ACADBMIC SUPPOR.T (JNa.UDING LIBRARIBS) 
S'TUIENI' SBR.VJalS 
INSTIDJT~ SUPP<RT 
<HRATION AND MA..II'fmNAN<E <F PLANI' 
TOI'AL BDUCATIONAL AND CEJI&tAL 
AUXILIARY SBR.VI<m 
TOfAL NON-TEACHING fACULTY 












TOI'AL Pm EMPLOYEBS ('ffiACHINGANON-TEACHING) 121.116 
................................. _ .................. ... 
RATIO <F TEACHING fACUL1Y TO TOfAL EMPLO'YEBS • 
RATIO <F TBACHING fACUL1Y TO TOfAL BDUCATIONAL 
AND <ENBRAL EMPLOYEBS 
• PER<ENTAGES MAY Nor ADD TO 100 DUB TO ROUNDING 
S6.S6 • 4791> 
121.06 





















FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES, FALL 1990 
U.S.C. - UNION 
EMPLQYBllS 
\Ill OF • 
EDUCATIONAL 
&; !ENBIW. 
PI'B NQN-'fEACHING EMPLOYEES BY FUNCI'ION 




.t\C.ADBMIC SUPPORT ( INU.UDING LIBRARIES) 
STUDil'NT !iER'Vl<B 
INS'ITIUT'IQIIAL SUPP<RT 
Cl'BRATION AND MAINTENANCE CF PLANT 









AUXILIARY !iERVI<P.S 0.00 
TOfAL NON-TEACHING FACULTY 20.19 
PI'B TEACHING FACULTY 16.91 
TOTAL PI'B EMPLOYEES (TEACHING&; NON-TEACHING) 37.10 
......................................................... 
RATIO CF TEACHING FACULTY TO TOfAL EMPLOYEES• 
RATIO CF TEACHING FACULTY TO TOfAL EDUCATIONAL 
AND CENBRAL EMPLOYEES 
• PERCENTAGES MAY Nar ADD TO 100 IXJE TO ROUNDING 
83 
1M! - 46\111 
37.10 










SOUfH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COILEOBS AND l.INIVBR.Srrms 
ANALYSIS OF Fl'B NON-TBACIUNO BDUCATIONAL AND Of!NERAL U'APF: FAIL 1990 
usc 1 THE COLLEGE OF FRANCIS MEDICAL 
COLUMBIA CLEMSON CITADEL SC STATE WINTHROP CHARLESTON MARION LANDER UN IV. 1 
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT 
NON-TEACHING EMPLOYEES 
INSTRUCTION 21% 22% 14% 9% 21% 13% 14% 17% 37% 
RESEARCH 9% 13% O% 5% 3% 1% 0% 8% 16% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 6% 0% 1% 7% 8% 0% O% 0% 3% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT (INCLUDING LIBRARIES) 12% 11% 15% 18% 16% 17% 13% O% 9% 
STUDENT SERVICES 6% 6% 14% 11% 13% 11% 16% 15% 1% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 25% 21% 27% 29% 22% 27% 26% 34% 21% 
~ OPERATION AND MAINTE-NANCE OF PLANT 20% 20% 29% 21% 16% 30% 30% 27% 13% 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND 
GENERAL NON-TEACHING 
EMPLOYEES 100% 100f, 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
MEMO: 
RATIO OF FTE TEACHING 
~CULTY TO TOTAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND 
GENERAL EMPLOYEES 31% 29% 33% 31% 33% 45% 41f, 44% 46% 
1 
EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT, EXTENSION SERVICE, REGULATORY SERVICES, HOSPITALS AND CLINICS 
*** NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT ADO TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING 
111111111-llllllllllllllllllllllll 
111 II I I I 11-lluunu 11 II 11 11 IIIli 11 II I II II I II II II 
SOUfH CAROLINA PUBUC Sl!NIOR COUBOBS AND UMIVRR.Srrms 
ANALYSIS OF FI'B NON-TBACHINO BDUCATIONAL AND OBNBRAL BrAI'F, PAIL 1990 
USC SCHOOL usc usc usc usc usc usc usc usc 
Of MEDICINE AIKEN COASTAL SPARTANBURG BEAUFORT LANCASTER SALKEHA TCH I E SUMTER UNION 
fULL-TIME EQUIVALENT 
NON-TEACHING EMPLOYEES 
INSTRUCTION 27% 18% 20% 15% 11J% 11% 18% 18% 10% 
R~EARCH 31% 1% 2S OS O% OS O% 0% OS 
PUBLIC SERVICE 7% 5% 1S 12% 13% 114% 5% OS 20% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT (INCLUDING LIBRARIES) 16S 18% 13% 13% 11% 11% 10% 21% 171 
STUDENT SERVICES 5% 20% 18% 21% 251 23% 16S 23% 19% 
~ INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 10% 22S 22% 22% 32% 23% 28% 22% 11% OPERATION AND MAINTE-
NANCE Of PLANT IJ% 16S 24% 17% IJ% 18% 24% 16% 24% 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND 
GENERAL NON-TEACHING 
EMPLOYEES 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
MEMO: 
RATIO Of FTE llACtHNG 
___fACULTY TO TOTAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND 
GENERAL EMPLOYEES 38% 52% 147% 46% 63% 52% 56% 47% IJ6% 
*** NOTE: PERCENTAGES MAY NOT ADO TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING 
TEN YEAR COMPARISON OF STATE EDUCATIONAL APPROPRIATIONS 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 
PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES: 
WINTHROP $ 11,515,376 $ 11,873,089 $ 13,139,163 $ 15,651,397 $ 16,032,936 
THE CITADEL 8,897,868 9,023,144 9,839,646 11,515,128 11,749,409 
S.C. STATE 11,848,498 13,166,634 15,002,858 17,604,755 18,781,963 
FRANCIS MARION 6,096,360 5,825,250 6,638,057 8,431,815 9,154,114 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 10,939,732 11.416.163 12,437,933 15,661,789 16,828,939 
LANDER 4,077,398 4,216,698 4,769,826 6,050,103 6,698,262 
MEDICAL UNIV. - ACAD. DIV. 42,329,253 43.110,975 53,611,795 64,171,432 67,821.024 
MEDICAL UNIV. HOSPITAL" 15,386,259 15,201,550 9,000,000 9,270,256 10,203,562 
MEDICAL UNIV. STATEWIDE PGMS.• 11,312,690 11,234,285 11,365,406 12,512,695 13,110,823 
CLEMSON (EDUC. & GENERAL) 41,510,425 41,638,491 46,511,054 54,781,451 58,252,358 
USC-COLUMBIA 71,638,102 71,969,502 78,637,912 88,159,365 98,392,648 
::3 USC SCH. OF MEDICINE"" 8,700,601 8,948,593 9,427,926 11,086,531 12,440,067 
USC-AIKEN 3,420,433 3,396,808 3,709,700 4,711,737 4,874,089 
USC-COASTAL 4,302,254 4,624,452 5,012,120 6,119,802 6,415,551 
USC-SPARTANBURG 4,644,582 4,796, 769 5,225,370 6,170,445 6,251,150 
USC-BEAUFORT 661,746 761,863 816,743 862,771 979,980 
USC-LANCASTER 1,176,462 1,275,250 1,367,678 1,592,510 1,659,811 
USC-SALKEHATCHIE 7'1:7,713 786,101 844,362 887,487 1,084.797 
USC-SUMTER 1,529,752 1,609,384 1,765,049 1,976,626 2,309,028 
USC-UNION 520,611 5'1:7,919 570,576 611,297 820,991 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES, INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 66,186,260 75,229,307 
TOTAL 261,236,115 265,402,920 289,693,174 404,015,652 439,090,809 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
AS% OF STATE REVENUE 14.0% 13.5% 13.1% 17.0% 17.2% 
l lllllllllftftiBIIBBIIIIIIIII 
'11111111111111111111111111. 
STATE APPROPRIATION RJR ffiMM.ON HIGHER ED: 
OPERATIONS 773,731 828,222 879,391 1,070,503 1,108,594 
SERVICE PROORAMS 885,958 764,878 819,746 684,300 1,150,606 
CUITING EDGE 
lOTAL 1,659,689 1,593,100 1,699,137 1,754,803 2,259,200 
STATE APPROPRIATION RJR TECH.&:COMP. ED: 
STATEWIDE ADMINISTRATION 4,172,818 4,417,151 
EOONOM1C DEVElOPMENT (SPECIAL SCHOOLS) 4,263,817 4,480,940 
lOT AL SIJfCE ADMIN &: EffiNOMIC DEVElOPMENT 54,850,575 56,249,849 62,445,462 8,436,635 8,898,()91 
STATE APPROPRIATION RJR TUITION AID GRANTS-
PRIVATECOLLEGES 11,971,015 11,643,449 12,097,680 13,119,268 14,542,019 
lOTAL STATE APPROPRIATDNS RJR 
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION: 329,717,394 334,889,318 365,935,453 427,326,358 464,790,119 
~ POSTSEOONDARY EDUCATION AS% OF STATE REVEN 17.7'% 17.1% 16.6% 18.0% 18.3% 
lOT AL Sf ATE APPROPRIATDNS RJR DEPT. OF ED. 704,575,202 737,010,785 803,976,674 876,588,396 896,887,863 
ELEMENTARY&: SEffiNDARY EDUCATION AS 
%OF STATE REVENUE: 37.9% 37.6% 36.4% 36.9% 35.2% 
lOTAL STATE APPROPRIATDN RJR ALL EDUCATION: 1.034,292,596 1,071,900,103 1.169,912,127 1,303,914,754 1,361,677,982 
ALL EDUCATION AS% OF STATE REVENUE: 55.6% 54.7'% 52.9% 54.9% 53.5% 
lOT AL Sf ATEG ENERAL REVENUE: 1,859,538,289 1,960,971,133 2,210,168,405 2,376,048,837 2,545,692,556 
•INCLU DED IN MUSC ACADEMIC DIVISION PRIOR 10 1981-82 
••INCLUDED IN U~-ffiLUMBIA PRIOR 10 1981-82 
•••INCLUDED IN lOTALSBTCEPRIOR 101984-85 
TEN YEAR COMPARISON OF STATE EDUCATIONAL APPROPRIATIONS 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91**** 
PUBUC OOLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES: 
WINniROP s 15,934,353 s 16,588,310 s 18,718,232 s 19,504,324 519,499,(169 
niECITADEL 11,988,034 11,832,827 13,150,695 13,440,915 5 13,318,o79 
S.C. STATE 16,937,465 17,278,842 18,349,196 20,015,855 s 19,o94,566 
FRANCIS MARION 9,252,126 9,519,301 10,953,391 12,58 1 ,ti05 $12,294,681 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 16,354,216 16,510,407 18,339,399 19.989,146 $21,102,369 
LANDER 6,925,766 6,781,752 7,262,520 8,293,945 S8,160,0Z7 
MEDICAL UNIV.- ACAD. DIV. 67,278,030 68,361,963 72,351,616 76.145,953 $81.2 10,262 
MEDICAL UNIV. Ha!OPIT AL • 11,364,o67 12,853,803 15,694,662 17,303,855 s 18.239.789 
MEDICAL UNJV. STATEWIDEPGMS.• 12,957 ,o25 12.807,275 14,301,307 15,o42,760 514,974,931 
CLEMSON (EDUC. & GENERAL) 59,391,877 59,160,997 68,o20,858 73,968,144 $79,160,103 
USC-COLUMBIA 101,650,572 103,900.248 113,701,825 117,989,165 $121.458,704 
USC SCH. OF MEDICINE•• 12,711,942 14,244,055 16,896.259 18.175,916 $19,134,462 
tiS USC-AIKEN 5,329,o73 5,373,o65 5,883,944 7S1}5,725 $7,521,672 USC- COASTAL 6,836,902 7,437,183 8,473.282 10,005.137 $10,328,277 
USC-SPARTANBURG 6,749,527 6.974,228 7,951,883 9,247,397 $9,323,o71 
USC- BEAUFORT 943,544 1,133,542 1,355,209 1,586,768 $1,679.829 
USC- LANCASTER 1.699.126 1,792,772 2,o95,411 2,232,823 $2,418.237 
USC-SAI.KEHATCHIE 1,134,870 1.105,450 1,266,0S1 1,536,1l60 $1,701.987 
USC-SUMTER 2,428,048 2,530,917 2,797,840 3,169.789 $3,317.179 
USC-UNION 619,455 743,333 758,411 807,602 $900,056 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES, INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 76,680,666 77,o79,128 88,608,831 96,382,911 $106,103,416 
TOTAL 445,226,684 454 ,oo9 ,398 506,930,852 544,715,795 570,940,766 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
AS% OF STATE REVENUE 16.6% 15.6% 16.3% 16.2% 16.5% 
- II I II ll I II II I II I I .IL_I I. IL IL LILA 1lJL Ll. I I 
IUUIIIIIIIIIUIUIIIIIIIIUII 
STATE APPROPRIATION K>R OJMM.ON HIGHER ED: 
OPERATIONS 1,336,473 1,991,969 1,445,672 1,317,256 1,366,056 
SERVICE PROGRAMS 1,857,442 1,851,051 1,298,388 1,103,405 1,004,475 
CUTilNG FDGE 5,000,000 5,000,000 500,000 
lOTAL 3,193,915 3,843,020 7,744,000 7,420,661 2,870,531 
STATE APPROPRIATION K>R TECH.& COMP. ED: 
STATEWIDE ADMINISTRATION 4,671,570 4,665,534 5,026,559 5,667,682 5,927,682 
EOONOMIC DEVEIDPMENT (SPECIAL SCHOOLS) 4,546,403 6,069,419 6,526,407 6,551,653 6,680,908 
lOTALSBTCEADMIN.&EOJNOMICDEVEIDPMENT 9,217,973 10.734.953 11,552.966 12.21'1,335 12,608,590 
STATE APPROPRIATION K>R TIJITION AID GRANTS-
PRIVATE COLLEGES 15,404,754 15,780,118 17,285,856 17,690,702 17.622,476 
lOT AL Sf ATE APPROPRIATIONS K>R 
POSTSEmNDARY EDUCATION: 473,043,326 484,367.489 543,513,734 582,046,493 604,042.l6~ 
'8 POSTSEOONDARY EDUCATION AS% OF STATE REVENUE: 17.6% 16.6% 17.5% 17.3% 17.5% 
lOTAL Sf ATE APPROPRIATIONS K>R Da>T. OF ED. 920,138,052 950.195,882 1,020,914,527 1,107,005,226 1,174,134,095 
ELEMENTARY & SEOJNDARY EDUCATION AS 
%OF STATE REVENUE: 34.~ 32.6% 32.9% 33.0% 33.9% 
lOT AL Sf ATE APPROPRIATION K>R ALL EDUCATION: 1,393,181,378 1,434,563,371 1,564,428,261 1,689,051,719 1,778,176,458 
ALL EDUCATION AS% OF STATE REVENUE: 51.9% 49.2% 50.4% so.~ 51.4% 
lOT AL Sf ATEG ENERAL REVENUE: 2,686,147,604 2,913,286,198 3,102,734,178 3,354,991,658 3,460,011,374 
•INCLUDED IN MUSC ACADEMIC DIVISION P RkJR 10 1981-82 •••••1990-91 REFLECTS MID- YEAR BUDGET REDUCTIONS 
••INCLUDED IN U~-0JLUMBIA PRkJR 10 1981-82 
•••INCLUDED IN lOTALSBTCEPRkJR 10 1984-85 




STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1981-82 1986-87 1990-91**** 1981-82 1986-87 
PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES: 
WINTHROP $ 11,515,376 $ 15,934,353 $ 19,499,069 69.33% 22.37% 
THEOTADEL 8,897,868 11,988,034 13,318,079 49.68% 11.09% 
S.C. STATE 11,848,498 16,937,465 19,094,566 61.16% 12.74% 
FRANOS MARION 6,096,360 9,252,126 12,294,681 101.67% 32.88% 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 10,939,732 16,354,216 21,102,369 92.909(, 29.03% 
LANDER 4,077,398 6,925,766 8,160,027 100.13% 17.82% 
MEDICAL UNIV.- ACAD. DIV. 42,329,253 67,278,030 81,210,262 91.85% 20.71% 
MEDICAL UNI V. HOSPITAL* 15,386,259 11,364,067 18,239,789 18.55% 60.50% 
MEDICAL UNIV. STATEWIDE PGMS.• 11,312,690 12,957,025 14,974,931 32.37% 15.57% 
CLEMSON (EDUC. & GENERAL) 41,510,425 59,391,877 79,160.103 90.70% 33.28% 
USC-COLUMmA 71,638,102 1 01,650,572 121,458,704 69.54% 19.49% 
~ USCSCH.Of MEIXONE"• 8,700,601 12,711,942 19,134,462 119.92% 50.52% 
USC-AIKEN 3,420,433 5,329,073 7,521,672 119.90% 41.14% 
USC-COASTAL 4,302,254 6,836,902 10,328.277 140.07% 51.07% 
USC-SPARTANBURG 4,644,582 6,749,527 9,323,071 100.73% 38.13% 
USC- BEAUFORT 661,746 943,544 1,679,829 153.85% 78.03% 
USC-LANCASTER 1,176,462 1.699,126 2,418.237 105.55% 42.32% 
USC-SALKEHA TCHIE 727,713 1,134,870 1.701.987 133.88% 49.97% 
USC-SUMTER 1,529,752 2,428,048 3,317.179 116.84% 36.62% 
USC-UNION 520,611 679,455 900,056 72.88% 32.47% 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES, INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 76,680,666 106,103,416 N/A 38.37% 
TOTAL 261 ,236,115 445,226,684 570,940,766 N/A 28.24% 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
AS% Of STATE REVENUE 14.0% 16.6% 16.5% 17.46% -0.45% 
IIIRIIIIIRIIIIIIIIIBIIIIRI 
11111111111111111111111111' 
STATE APPROPRIATION lOR a>MM.ON HIGHER FD: 
OPERATIONS n3,731 1,336,473 1,366,056 16.55% 2.21% 
SERVICE PROGRAMS 885,958 1,857,442 1,004,475 13.38% -45.92% 
CUITING FDG E 500,000 N/A N/A 
-
10TAL 1,659,689 3,193,915 2,870,531 N/A N/A 
STATE APPROPRIATION lOR TECH.& COMP. FD: 
STATEWIDE ADMINISTRATION 4,671,570 5,927,682 N/A 26.89% 
Em NOMIC DEVEIDPMENT (SPECIAL SCHOOLS) 4,546,403 6,680,908 N/A 46.95% 
10TAL SBJ'CE ADMIN. & Em NOMIC DEVEIDPMENT 54,8SO,S7S 9,217,973 12,608,590 N/A 36.78% 
STATE APPROPRIATION lOR 11JITION AID GRANTS-
PRIVATE COLLEGES 11,971,015 15,404,754 17,622,476 47.21% 14.40% 
lOT AL STATE APPROPRIATIONS lOR 
~ POSTSEmNDARY FDUCATION: 329,717,394 
473,043,326 604,042,363 83.20% 27.69% 
POSTSEa>NDARY FDUCATION AS% OF STATE REVENUE 17.7'% 17.6% 17.5% -1.54% -0.87% 
10TALSTATEAPPROPRIATIONS lOR DFPT.OF FD. 704,575,2(12 920,138,052 1,174,134,095 66.64% 27.60% 
ELEMENTARY & SEa>NDARY EDUCATION AS 
% OF STATE REVENUE: 37.9% 34.3% 33.9% -10.44% -0.94% 
10TALSTATEAPPROPRIATDN lOR ALLFDUCATION: 1,034,292,596 1,393,181,378 1,n8,176,4S8 71.92% 27.63% 
AIL EDUCATION AS% OF STATE REVENUE: 55.6% 51.9% 51.4% -7.60% -0.91% 
10TAL ST ATEG ENERAL REVENUE: 1,859,538,289 2,686,147,604 3,460,011,374 86.07% 28.81% 
•INCLUDED IN MUSCACADEMICDIVISIONPRIOR 10 1981-82 ****1990-91 REFLECI'S MID-YEAR BUDGET REDUCTIONS 
**INCLUDFD IN U!l:-a>LUMBIA PRIOR 10 1981-82 
•••INCLUDED IN 10TALSBTCE 1985-86 
FIVE YEAR COMPARISON OF FORMULA SUMMARY ANALYSIS 
%INCREASE 
1991-92 OVER 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR FY 91-92 FY 90-91 FY 89-90 FY 88-89 FY 87-88 1987-88 
PUBUC COLLEGES AND UNIV.: 
WINTHROP $23,733,548 $21,981,843 $3),715,623 $19,467,579 $18,377,395 29.15% 
THE CITADEL 16,569,118 14,902,382 14,278,109 13,429,252 13,088,047 26.60% 
S.C. STATE 25,376,740 21,357,500 21,006,528 18,948,298 19,075,995 33.03% 
FRANCIS MARION 15,412,888 13,953,959 13,042,578 11,109,929 10,556,753 46.00% 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 27,687,379 23,862,720 21,208,216 19,288,328 18,255,405 51.67% 
LANDER 9,975,478 9,119,038 8,770,921 7,720,915 7,518,362 3268% 
MEDICAL UNIV. - ACAD. DIV. 96,758,475 88,897,124 79,367,642 74,992,198 75,515,853 28.13% 
MEDICAL UNIV. HOSPITAL 24,623,904 20,695,255 18,498,570 16,924,584 14,389,012 71.13% 
MEDICAL UNIV. STATEWIDE PGMS. 18,398,827 16,659,678 15,660,435 15,631,323 14,472,368 27.13% 
CLEMSON (EDUC. &GENERAL) 107,816,231 90,207,917 78,314,746 67,463,779 65,586,230 64.39% 
~ USC-COLUMBIA 155,263,589 137,716,357 124,418,872 112,315,295 115,793,819 34.09% 
USC SCH. OF MEDICINE 24,957,793 21,639,594 19,422,439 17,897,373 15,851,166 57.45% 
USC-AIKEN 10,162,203 8,546,081 7,592,824 5,947,403 5,973,588 70.12% 
USC-COASTAL 13,468,898 11,872,467 10,728,565 8,438,232 8,311,980 6204% 
USC-SPARTANBURG 12,486,955 10,796,781 9,869,603 8,003,440 7,755,507 61.01% 
USC-BEAUFORT 2,216,945 1,919,214 1,699,009 1,315,106 1,265,909 75.13% 
USC-LANCASTFR 3,315,054 2,765,275 2,391,055 2,103,735 2,003,529 65.46% 
USC-SALKEHATCHIE 2,440,410 2,005,914 1,645,770 1,287,645 1,235,411 97.54% 
USC-SUMTER 4,368,923 3,774,849 3,382,863 2,911,246 2,813,996 55.26% 
USC-UNION 1,162,290 1,050,861 860,228 862,784 824,908 40.90% 
SBTCE 141,306,945 12D,263,894 102,756,511 92,028,418 87,972,440 60.63% 
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SUMMARY OP RBOUIRBD PBBS 
AaDRDING TO USB: 
R>R DEBT SERVICE A 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: 
R>R AUXILIARY EN'IERPRISES 
EXPENDITURES: 
R>R EDUCATIONAL A GENERAL 
EXPENDITURES: 
mTAL RBQUIRBD PBBS: 
SOtTI'H CAROLINA PUBLIC OOUJJGBS AND UNJVBRSri'IBS 
ANALYSIS OP RBOUIRBD Sl1JDBNT I'BBS 
R>R PUU..-TIMB RBSIDBNTS, PAIL 19!10 
COlliDE 
usc Tim S.C. OF FRANCIS MEDICAL 
COLUMBIA (1) CLEMSON CITADEL STATE WIN'I'HROP CHARLBSION MARION LANDER UNJV. (2) 
SZ66 $314 $304 $150 Sl68 $186 $200 S50 S702 
$155 szoo $379 $498 $104 SZ14 so so so 
SZ,l39 $1,956 $1,830 SU01 $1,196 $1,800 $1,600 $1,190 $838 
SZ,S60 SZ,470 $2,513 $1,850 $1,568 $1,300 $1,800 $2,340 $1,540 
~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••=•••••••••••=••••••=====•=~•=•••••••=••••••••=••=z••=•===•••••••=•=•=•==•=•••••== 
lOR DEBT SERVICE A 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: 
lOR AUXILIARY EN'IERPRISES 
EXPENDITURES: 





























































SUMMARY OF R.I!QUIR.ED PBBS 
ACCORDING 10 USB: 
RJR. DEBT SERVICE& 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: 
RJR AUXIUARY ENTERPRISES 
EXPENDITURES: 
RJR FDUCATIONAL &GENERAL 
EXPENDITURES: 






!DUm CABOLINAPUBLIC OOLLBGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
ANALYSIS OF R.BQUIR.ED STUDENT PBBS 
FOR PULL-TIME RESIDENTS, PALL 1990 
usc- usc- usc- usc- usc- usc-
COASTAL SPARTANBURG BEAUFORT LANCASTER SAIKEHATCHIE SUMTER 
$190 $200 $340 $1SO S1SO $150 
$210 $175 so so so so 






------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ----------
$1,800 $1,920 $1,920 $1,400. $1,400. $1,400. $1,400. $1,400. 
====================================================================================================================== 
RJR DEBT SERVICE & 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: 
RJR AUXIUARY ENTERPRISES 
EXPENDITURES: 




































10TAL REQUIRED FEES RJR 
FUU..-TIMEOUT-QF-STATE 
UNDERGRADUATES: 
OUT -OF-STATE DIFFERENTIAL: 
$4,500 
$2,700 















SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
"OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $48,334,818 $0 $48,334,818 23% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 118,271,221 0 118,271,221 55% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 2,540,043 15,487,122 18,037,165 8% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 764,071 16,828,608 17,683,678 8% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 8,286 532,885 541,851 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 2,128,137 0 2,128,137 1% 
OTHER SOURCES l Q,2Ql ,HI§ l.~tz.ng ]l,!ill.i!ll D 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 184,248,782 34,347,245 218,587,037 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES ~~.2]1,]!2 .0. 4~.21§,142 
0 
.-. TOTAL REVENUES $227,486,834 $34,347,246 $281,813,179 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $88,308,854 $1,567,320 $68,866,174 31% 
RESEARCH 33,738,128 15,920,134 49,666,280 22% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 38,118,900 6,647,888 44,766,888 20% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 16,867,726 1,581,048 17,448,774 8% 
STUDENT SERVICES 8,763,887 138,311 6,801,898 3% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 14,694,886 347,280 14,841,978 7% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 18,689,880 3,770 18,573,760 7% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS §II,Q33 Z.Z!i~.Hl 1.~22.~H ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 186,628,002 32,960,282 228,478,294 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4~. 72§,8~Q l.~il.lll ~!i. 117 ,Q!il 




U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
'loOF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $83,844,183 $0 $83,844,183 28% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 121,122,183 0 121,122.133 49% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 6,206,536 29.280,171 34,485,708 14% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 8,515,893 8,788,788 13,304,761 5% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 105,836 224,104 328,740 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 9,838,245 227,586 10,185,811 4% 
OTHER SOURCES 4.233.322 l..1..HQ ~.12§.~!2 ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 210,785,057 38,802,598 247,367,856 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2~.211§,]22 2. 2iM!§§,]22 ~ TOTAL REVENUES $233,850,179 $38,802,589 $270,452,778 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $104,130,051 $307,527 $104,437,578 44% 
RESEARCH 7,607,774 17,378,203 24,888,877 11% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 10,853,844 10,381,185 21,245,008 9% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 24,038,384 48,502 24,084,888 10% 
STUDENT SERVICES 8,445,280 208,708 8,853,866 4% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 18,008,322 87,832 18,077,164 8% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 23,731,888 248,848 23,881,744 10% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 2,848.852 Z.I~I.IUI lQ,ZII.~II D 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 188,583,183 38,802,588 238,185,782 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 21.11§.il~ 2. 21UI§,In 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $229,258,166 $38,802.588 $285,881,755 
SUMMARY OF 1989-90 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
USC- SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
%OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $580,588 $0 $580,588 2% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 18,200,268 0 18,200,259 74% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 3,544.184 3,644,184 14% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 110 551,494 551,804 2% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 1,813,854 0 1,813,854 7% 
OTHER SOURCES JJ..lH .Q ~ ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 20,408,718 4,095,858 24,502,374 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
.0. .0. .0. 
8 TOTAL REVENUES $20,408,718 $4,095,858 $24,502,374 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $13,243,442 $0 $13,243,442 53% 
RESEARCH 821,410 3,289,243 3,890,853 18% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 1,340,474 828,415 2,188,889 9% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 1,941,515 0 1,941,515 8% 
STUDENT SERVICES 440,425 0 440,425 2% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1,789,758 0 1,789,758 7% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 1,391,383 0 1,391,383 8% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 
.0. .Q 0 ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 20,748,407 4,095,858 24,844,065 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES .Q .Q Q 




SUMMARY OF 1989-90 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
'Jfo OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $5,581,688 $0 $5,561.888 4% 
&TATE APPROPRIATIONS 88,002,420 0 88,002,420 87% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 2,858,583 11,881,355 14,319,938 11% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 2,854,818 4,105,148 8,758,885 5% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 20,343 20,343 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 14,055,127 0 14,055,127 11% 
OTHER SOURCES 2.335.208 
.0. a.aa!:!.2Q§ 8 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 113,267,820 15,788,847 129,054,887 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1.85Q,7a4 .0. 1,f!§:g,za~ 
TOTAL REVENUES $114,918,554 $15,788,847 $130,705,401 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $59,298,581 $1,435,992 $80,732,583 47% 
RESEARCH 5,140,935 12,848,840 17,888,575 14% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 12,545,589 825,204 13,370,783 10% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 8,548,072 1,570 9,547,842 7% 
STUDENT SERVICES 1,144.808 418 1,145.224 1% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 14,343,284 123,323 14,488,587 11% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 12,782,328 0 12,782,328 10% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS .0. 680.133 !:!IQ.tll a 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 114,778,583 15,815,280 130,594,883 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,8§Z.176 2. l.lliZ,17§ 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $118,488,768 $15,815,280 $132,282,038 
SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
'J(, OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $18,557,782 $0 $18,557,782 41"' 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 20,855,395 0 20,855,395 51"' 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 42,850 2,042,334 2,085,184 5% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 11,112 11,112 0% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 303,852 303,852 1% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 285,854 0 285,854 1% 
OTHER SOURCES 344.494 Q ~4~,424 ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 37,888,175 2,357,098 40,223,273 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 8,965,048 Q l,i85,048 
~ TOTAL REVENUES $46,831 ,221 $2,357,098 $49,188,319 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $16,048,801 $108,180 $16,152,761 43% 
RESEARCH 443,170 205,387 848,537 2% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 193,228 130,158 323,388 1% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 3,734,103 0 3,734,103 10% 
STUDENT SERVICES 2,380,277 0 2,380,277 8% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 8,482,389 0 8,482,389 1 7% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 5, 185,128 0 5, 185,128 14% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 484,853 1,91§,41~ 2.~8Q,Q§§ fi 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 34,909,547 2,357,098 37,288,845 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 7,41§,92i Q z.~l§.i2i 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $42,328,478 $2,357,098 $44,883,574 
, _ULil I II II II II II I II II II II ll I ll ll II ll II I l II II l il _ .
I I 11HH\1 11 I 1H11--11 11 11 11 11 I 11 11 II II II I II I II I I 
SUMMARY OF 1989-90 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
"'oF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $5,788,758 $13,488 $5,802,247 28'J(, 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 12,788,828 0 12,788,828 81'J(, 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 27,574 1,804,848 1,832,422 8'J(, 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 311,008 311,008 1'J(, 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 O'J(, 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 0 0 0 O'J(, 
OTHER SOURCES 180.500 145.533 32§,Q;t;t 8 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 18,785,881 2,274,878 21,080,537 100'J(, 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 3,58Q,347 Q ;t,!U!Q,;t~7 
; TOTAL REVENUES $22,378,008 $2,274,878 $24,850,884 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $8,740,800 $140,808 $8,881,408 42'J(, 
RESEARCH 100,838 34,418 135,058 1'J(, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 38,488 182,438 220,838 1'J(, 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 1,848,387 32,253 1,881,820 8'J(, 
STUDENT SERVICES 1,521,342 37,288 1,558,808 7'J(, 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,848,873 33,184 2,878,857 14'J(, 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 3,470,828 137,488 3,808,124 17'J(, 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 188,881 l.IZ~.~II 1,1Zit.4~i -"2 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 18,888,707 2,272,352 20,838,059 100'J(, 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 4,285,204 ~ ~.217,721 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $22,851,811 $2,274,878 $25,228,787 
SUMMARY OF 1989-90 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
LANDER COLLEGE 
'J(, OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $5,001,112 $0 $5,001,112 33'J(, 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 8,308,713 0 8,308,713 55'J(, 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 105,911 1,201,848 1,307,759 9'J(, 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 21,114 257,043 278,157 2'J(, 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 O'J(, 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 0 0 0 O'J(, 
OTHER SOURCES 132.2§2 .H..§.QQ 1i7,§§2 a 
TOTALEDUCATION & GENERAL 13,587,112 1,524,491 15,091,803 100'J(, 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 3,222,995 .Q. ~.222,995 
53 TOTAL REVENUES $18,790,107 $1,524,491 $18,314,598 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $8,747,882 $81,891 $8,809,373 48'J(, 
RESEARCH 0 0 0 0% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 79,719 2,188 81,887 1'J(, 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 894,128 92,542 988,870 7'J(, 
STUDENT SERVICES 1,459,783 12,815 1,472,598 10% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,358,145 30,125 2,388,270 18'J(, 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 1,878,106 14,084 1,890,190 11'J(, 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 132,235 l.~l1,Q§8 l.H~.~Q1 ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 13,347,798 1,524,491 14,672,289 100'J(, 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,879,672 .Q 2,Ui,8Z2 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $16,227,470 $1,524,491 $17,751,961 
I I l__l__llll I 1_1 I I I II I I II I I I I I II II II tl 
11 11 U II II U U U U 11 11 II U 11 U 11 II II I 11 111m 11 I I I 
SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
'Jr. OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $6,058,117 $0 $6,056,117 18% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 20,885,043 0 20,865,043 54% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 9,981,050 9,961,060 26')(. 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 6,995 498,926 503,921 1')(. 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 5,754 0 6,754 O')(. 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 0 0 0 0')(. 
OTHER SOURCES 830.348 .ll!.1M§. Ul.2i2 ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 27,564,255 10,488,922 38,033,177 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 9.188.298 Q 9,988,2i8 
&1 TOTAL REVENUES $37,660,653 $10,488,922 $48,019,475 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $11,739,397 $1,117,767 $12,867,154 34')(. 
RESEARCH 148,963 1,522,937 1,871,890 4')(. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 96,717 1,380,891 1,478,408 4')(. 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 3,517,910 1,008,303 4,528,213 12')(. 
STUDENT SERVICES 2,225,355 188,347 2,391,702 8% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 6,278,035 (133) 5,277,902 14% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 4,213,145 0 4,213,145 11% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS ~ !2.12~212 §,OifU!.212 ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 27,283,512 10,519,192 37,782,704 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 9.588,827 
.2 i,§8~MU!Z 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $36,832,319 $10,519,192 $47,351,511 
SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
THE CITADEL 
"-OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES 18,341,180 so $8,341,180 31"' 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 13,449,583 0 13,448,583 49% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 17,878 788,133 808,809 3% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 302,858 2,387,878 2,870,838 10% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 205,232 550,588 755,800 3% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 0 0 0 0% 
OTKER SOURCES 1.1 !11.121 1JMU 1.2~&!11 .4.22 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 23,448,538 3,778,181 27.228,899 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES ll.ll~.~~~~ 1l ll.l U!,lUt~ 
~ TOTAL REVENUES $38,558,882 $3,778,181 $40,337,023 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $9,222,593 $538,850 $9,781,443 37" 
RESEARCH 2,751 283,534 288,285 1" 
PUBLIC SERVICE 379,032 44,857 423,888 2% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 2,223,137 238,467 2,482,594 .... 
STUDENT SERVICES 2,359,887 98,818 2,458,503 9" 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 3,788,311 173,877 3,942,188 15" 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 4,315,816 0 4,315,815 18" 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS IQI,llll 2.111.ZZQ 2,ZQ!.IIQ ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 22,677,288 3,778,181 28,355,447 100" 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES l2.~U.QIQ 1l 12.~1~.QIQ 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $35,071,348 $3,778,181 $38,849,507 
IIIBBIBBIBIIBBiftftftftftlftftftnn 
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SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
"OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $12,271,576 $0 $12,271,576 31" 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 20,031,327 0 20,031,327 50" 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 771,187 4,123,801 4,885,788 12" 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 160,850 340,051 500,101 1'111. 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 58,108 68,108 0'111. 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 1,282,863 10,400 1,303,053 3'111. 
OTHER SOURCES 681.730 i.1..Z2 ll§.fHU! D 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 35,180,123 4,534,130 39,724,253 100'11. 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES I.I!U.~.285 2 1.112.21§ 
...... 
0 TOTAL REVENUES $42,182,408 $4,534,130 $46,716,538 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $14,873,856 $528,759 $15,602,715 40'11. 
RESEARCH 128,438 805,788 832,225 2'111. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 1,400,587 951,541 2,362,138 8" ACADEMIC SUPPORT 4,428,782 0 4,428,762 12'111. 
STUDENT SERVICES 3,445,386 34,748 3,480,134 8'11. 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 4,247,423 0 4,247,423 11"' 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 4,839,880 158,318 4,798,208 13'11. 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 512.185 a,g§~ill 2,UI.HU a 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 33,854,834 4,534,130 38,388,784 100'11. 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1,418,811 2 I.!I!MUII 




SUMMARY OF 1989-90 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C.- AIKEN 
%OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $4,438,823 $0 $4,438,823 30% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 7,146,841 0 7,146,841 49% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 128 2,136,481 2,136,810 16% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 81,288 322,507 403,788 3% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 628,016 0 628,016 4% 
OTHER SOURCES .u.z.u. Q .u..zn ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 12,252,858 2,467,988 14,710,844 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 901.407 Q !iU,U.~QZ 
TOTAL REVENUES $13, 1 64,083 $2,457,988 $15,812,051 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $8,048,818 $94,940 $8,141,768 44% 
RESEARCH 32,923 835,481 888,384 5% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 538,203 718,773 1,267,978 9% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 1,128,938 0 1,128,938 8% 
STUDENT SERVICES 1,885,818 0 1,886,818 12% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 1,221,788 0 1,221,798 9% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 1,299,408 0 1,298,408 9% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 444,758 Q !H.Zitl D 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 12,399,880 1,448,174 13,848,834 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 9Q8,193 Q iQI,lil 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $13,305,853 $1,449,174 $14,755,027 
llllllftftlftlllllftftll~ftftftftftft 
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SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNOS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
'Jf. OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $7,311,316 $0 $7,311,316 36% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 10,207,367 0 10,207,367 SO% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 2,108,706 2,108,705 10% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 38,628 38,628 0% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 808 808 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 480,301 0 480,301 2% 
OTHER SOURCES H..§ll .1...li.Q IZ..2U a 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 18,094,497 2,149,891 20.244,388 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2.292.850 Q 2.2i2,!H2Q 
..... 
~ TOTAL REVENUES $20,387,147 $2,149,891 $22,637,038 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $8,702,041 $115,101 $8,817,142 43% 
RESEARCH 258,779 298,883 655,442 3'lft 
PUBLIC SERVICE 271,039 290,400 681,439 3% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 1,394,690 0 1,394,590 7% 
STUDENT SERVICES 2,480,527 0 2,480,527 12% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,598,821 0 2,598,821 13% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 1,918,347 4,017 1,920,364 9% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 610.704 1,~4l,ZlQ l.i~2.!H .ur&. 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 18,130,848 2,149,891 20,280,539 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,205,034 Q 2.22~.2~! 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $20,335,882 $2,149,891 $22,485,573 
SUMMARVOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C.- SPARTANBURG 
"OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $5,186,728 $0 $5,185,728 30% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 8,282,818 0 8,282.818 54% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 1,738,310 1,738,310 10% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 661,878 651,678 3" 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 374,385 963 376,318 2% 
OTHER SOURCES llJ!.Z.l .Q. llJ!.Z.l .2..22 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 14,880,589 2,290,941 17,161,630 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 1.005.368 Q 1,Q0§,311 
'""" t) TOTAL REVENUES $15,885,955 $2,290,841 $18,168,888 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $8,908,955 $125,184 $7,032,139 41% 
RESEARCH 3,288 42.408 45,874 0% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 210,911 823,837 1,034,548 8% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 1,730,109 0 1,730,109 10% 
STUDENT SERVICES 2,102.891 0 2,102.891 12% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 2,049,818 0 2,049,818 12% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 1,572,520 0 1,572,520 9% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 251.tl1 1.21i.ZH ],§§],87~ JUR 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 14,828,231 2,290,941 17,119,172 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 841.750 Q §41,!§2 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $16,889,981 $2,290,941 $17,980,922 
llllllllllllllllftftftftlftftftll 
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SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
"OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $788,718 $0 $788,718 29% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 1,690,193 0 1,690,193 59% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 249,371 249,371 9% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 8,128 8,128 0% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 77,298 0 77,296 3% 
OTHER SOURCES 2 2 Q .Qj2 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 2,466,207 257,497 2,713,704 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 180.713 .Q. l~Q,7U 
1-1 
~ TOTAL REVENUES $2,636,920 $257,497 $2,894,417 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $1,217,001 $20,967 $1,237,988 49% 
RESEARCH 1,640 13,866 15,606 1% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 21,622 84,808 108,330 4% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 224,264 0 224,264 9% 
STUDENT SERVICES 288,239 0 288,239 11% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 372,546 0 372,646 16% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 132,548 0 132,548 5% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS .1..I...H§. ]37,867 ]~§.~Q2 fi 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 2,274,396 267,497 2,631,892 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 14§,429 Q ]~§,429 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $2,420,824 $257,497 $2,678,321 
SUMMARVOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C.- LANCASTER 
""OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $884,195 $0 $884,195 22'K> 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2,238,233 0 2,236,233 58"' 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 613,257 813,257 15"" 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 60 9,670 9,720 0"" 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0"" 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 234,266 0 234,258 8"" 
OTHER SOURCES ~ .Q ~ a 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 3,394,768 822.927 4,017,885 100"" 
...... 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 181.806 .Q 181.805 
tn TOTAL REVENUES $3,688,383 $822,927 $4,209,290 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $1,697,545 $20,901 $1,818,448 39"" 
RESEARCH 1,310 6,057 8,387 0"" 
PUBLIC SERVICE 228,894 414,407 843,101 15"" 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 205,808 0 206,808 5"" 
STUDENT SERVICES 468,284 0 468,284 11"" 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 819,805 0 819,806 16"" 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 379,918 0 379,918 9"" 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS ~ 182.682 22l!!.li§ n 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 3,635,278 822,927 4,158,203 100"" 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 202,881 
.Q 22iMUU 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $3,738,157 $822,927 $4,381,084 
II II I II II I II II I II II II 111 ILl II II II II II I II II II 111 II 
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SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C.- SALKEHATCHIE 
"OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $850,882 $0 $850,882 23% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 1,539,479 0 1,539,479 55% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 499,507 499,507 18% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 0 0 0% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 107,330 0 107,330 4% 
OTHER SOURCES H1 u..2.4 MH a 
TOTALEDUCATION & GENERAL 2,297,842 502,831 2,800,473 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 142.072 .Q. 142,0Z2 
I-' 
Is' TOTAL REVENUES $2,439,914 $502,831 $2,942,545 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $1,132,721 $58,945 $1,189,888 43% 
RESEARCH 350 0 350 0% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 0 142,993 142,993 5% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 194,833 0 194,833 7% 
STUDENT SERVICES 224,713 0 224,713 8% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 297,528 0 297,528 11% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 358,380 0 358,380 13% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS 
.!.lAD 302,893 ~44,]§§ ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 2,249,788 502,831 2,752,397 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 118,§9§ .Q. 11§,§!i§ 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $2,388,482 $502,831 $2,871,093 
SUMMARYOF 1989-90CURRENTFUNDS: REVENUESAND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
%OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $1,480,814 $0 $1,480,814 28% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 3,175,010 0 3,175,010 59% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 812,879 812,879 11% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 500 600 0% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 45,174 0 45,174 1% 
OTHER SOURCES H..Rl 2 H..Rl .a. 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 4,737,178 813,379 5,350,555 100% 
~ AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 324.983 2 ;f2~.~8~ 
~ TOTAL REVENUES $5,082,139 $813,379 $5,875,618 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $2,220,983 $65,709 $2,278,892 43% 
RESEARCH 0 2,000 2,000 0% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 7,239 40,224 47,483 1% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 828,501 0 828,501 12% 
STUDENT SERVICES 578,383 8,844 588,207 11% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 773,203 31,970 805,173 15% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 457,875 13,382 471,037 3% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS ~ 481,270 4Zi,7QQ n 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 4,885,394 813,379 5,298,773 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 218,984 2 2i§.i§! 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $4,982,358 $813,379 $5,595,737 
ftllllllftlftftlftllftftftftftlftftlftl 
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SUMMARY OF 1989-90 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C.- UNION 
"OF 
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE: EDUCATIONAL 
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED TOTAL & GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
STUDENT FEES $307,244 $0 $307,244 22% 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 811,084 0 811,084 57% 
GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 270,478 270,478 19% 
PRIVATE GIFTS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS 0 1,933 1,933 0% 
ENDOWMENT INCOME 0 0 0 0% 
SALES & SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 22,087 0 22,087 2% 
OTHER SOURCES 2.1.!1 Q .2...lll .Qli 
TOTAL EDUCATION & GENERAL 1,143,143 272,409 1,415,552 100% 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES .§§...Hg Q 
.H...2.U 
..... 
55 TOTAL REVENUES $1,198,425 $272,409 $1,470,834 
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL: 
INSTRUCTION $551,821 $30,783 $582,804 39% 
RESEARCH 0 0 0 0% 
PUBLIC SERVICE 54 113,498 113,550 8% 
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 180,984 0 180,984 11% 
STUDENT SERVICES 135,089 0 135,089 8% 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 209,514 0 209,514 14% 
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 159,483 0 159,483 11% 
SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS Q 128.130 l2§,UQ ~ 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 1,218,925 272,409 1,489,334 100% 
..... 
tO 
COST FOR FUll-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS PER ACADEMIC YEAR, 1990-91 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
INSTITUTION 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
THE CITADEL 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
*U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP 
TWO- YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 























































































• AVERAGE AMOUNT, EXCLUDES MEDICINE & LAW 
•• BASE ON FOUR (4) PERSON APARTMENT AND FULL MEAL PLAN. 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES TUITIONS ARE FOR THREE (3) QUARTERS 
MEALS 
PER DORMITORY 







































COST FOR FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS PER ACADEMIC YEAR, 1990-91 
SOUTH CAROL! NA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
TUITION 
MEALS 
OUT-OF- DORMITORY PER 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS IN-STATE STATE ROOMS BOARD WEEK 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIV. $6,124 $6,124 $1,451 $1,451 21 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 4,571 4,571 2,418 1,209 20 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 3,520 3,520 3,180*** 21 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 6,500 6,500 950 1,870 21 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 4,018 4,018 660 1,320 21 
COKER COLLEGE 7,685 7,685 2,108 1,444 21 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COL. & SEM. 4,643 4,643 999 1,567 21 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 7,995 7,995 2,995 2,890 21 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 9,475 9,475 2,000 1,000 21 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 8,760 8,760 1,395 1,710 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 9,824 9,824 1,776 1,856 20 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 6,080 6,080 1,486 1,486 21 
LUTHERAN THEO. SEMINARY 2,750 2,750 
MORRIS COLLEGE 3,717 3,717 992 1,263 21 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 7,000 7,000 1,200 1,600 20 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 9,580 9,580 1,498 1,600 
SHERMAN COLL. CHIROPRACTIC 6,475 6,475 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLL. 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 3,340 3,340 1,068 1,436 21 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 9,015 9,015 1,880 2,090 21 
PRIVATE JUNIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ANDERSON COLLEGE $5,500 $5,500 $1,740 1,790 21 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 1,200 1,200 540 1,350 21 
COLUMBIA JUNIOR COLLEGE 2,800 2,800 1,245 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS 3,000 3,000 1,530 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 5,800 5,800 1,400 1,740 21 
PHILLIPS JR. COLL. - SPARTANBURG 
PHILLIPS JR. COLL. - GREENVILLE 
PHILLIPS JR. COLL. - CHARLESTON 
PHILLIPS JR. COLL. - COLUMBIA 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST 5,100 5,100 1,810 19 
*** INCLUDES ROOM & BOARD 
SOURCE: INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITY." INTEGRATED POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION DATA SYSTEMS, CES 
COST FOR FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS PER ACADEMIC YEAR. 1990 -91 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
TUITION 
OUT Of 
INSTITUTION IN STATE 1989--90 1990 91 STATI'= 
1989-90 1990-91 
""' 
OUT-OF·- OUT OF 
""' PUBLIC a EN lOR INSTITUTIONS IN-STATE IN-STATE INCREASE STATE STATE INCREASE 
[ 1] [2] [3] (4] (5] (6) 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY $2.364 $2.470 4.48% $6,326 $6,600 4.33'% 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 2,110 2,300 9.()()% 4,210 4,550 8.08% 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 1.550 1,800 16.13% 3,100 3,800 16.13% 
LANDER COLLEGE 2.090 2,340 11.96'% 2.990 3,340 11.71% 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 1.540 1,540 O.(XJ% 2,486 2,486 O.CXJ% 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 1,650 1,850 12.12% 3,350 3,760 12.84% 
THE CITADEL 2.573 2,513 -2.33% 5,421 5,676 4.70% 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 1.700 1,800 5.88% 3,540 4,500 27.12% 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 1.750 1,920 9.71% 3,890 4,800 23.39% 
"'U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 2.-e 2,560 4.158% 5,548 6,400 15.36% 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 1.750 1,920 9.71% 3,890 4,800 23.39% 
WINTHROP 2.326 2.568 10.40% 4.128 4,612 11.72% 
f;3 
TWO-VEARREGIONALCAMPUSES 
U.S.C.- BEAUFORT 1.400 1.1- 16.88'% 3,000 3,000 O.CXJ% 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 1,400 1.1- 16.88'% 3,000 3.000 O.CXJ% 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 1,400 1.1- 16.86% 3,000 3,000 0.00% 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 1,400 1.1- -18.88'% 3,000 3,000 0.00% 
U.S.C. - UNION 1,400 1.1- -16.86% 3,000 3,000 O.CXJ% 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 800 800 O.CXJ% 885 885 O.CXJ% 
CHESTERFIELD- MARLBORO 540 800 11.11% 540 858 2.14% 
DENMARK 570 570 O.CXJ% 1,320 1,320 0.00% 
FLORENCE-DARLNGTON 675 750 11.11% 1,050 1,125 7.14% 
GREENVILLE 
-
750 12.81% 1,143 1,287 12.60% 
HOARY -GEORGETOWN 675 750 11.11% 1,350 1,500 11' 11% 
MIDLANDS 750 750 0.()()% 1,500 1,500 0.()()% 
ORANGEGURG -CALHOUN 800 800 0.()()% 900 900 0.()()% 
PIEDMONT 777 790 1.67% 1,140 1,200 5.28% 
SPARTANBURG 540 540 0.()()% 1,080 1,080 0.()()% 
SUMTER AREA 639 639 O.CXJ% 1,044 1,044 0.()()% 
TECH. COL. OF THE LOWCOUNTRV 750 750 0.00% 1,080 780 27.78% 
TAl-COUNTY 675 675 0.00% 1,338 1,338 0.00% 
TRIDENT 735 780 6.12% 1.-3 1,488 3.12% 
WILUAMSBURG 450 800 33.33% 450 800 33.33'% 
YORK 450 495 10.00% 900 990 10.00% 
t1 trlr.l'll Exllda1-w·ww11 II ll ft II IL llJl_ll Ill ~ II. II II II II 
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COST FOR FULL-TIME UNDERGIRADUATESTUDENTS PER ACADEMIC YEAR, 1990-91 
SOUTH CAROLINACOLLEGIESAND UNIVERSITIES 
TUITION 
OUT-OF-




"" PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS IN STATE IN STATE INCREASE STATE STATE INCREASE 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIV. $5,832 $6,124 15.01'\Mo $5,832 $6,124 15.01'\M, 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 4,571 4,1571 0.00'\Mo 4,571 4,571 0.00'\Mo 
BOB .JONES UNIVERSITY 3,340 3,1520 15.39'Ho 3,340 3,1520 e . -
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE e,eeo 6,1500 10.154'\Mo e.eeo 6,1500 10.154% 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 3,788 4,016 6.83'\Mo 3,788 4,016 6.83'\Mo 
COKER COLLEGE 6,884 7,8815 10.315'\Mo 6,884 7,8815 10.315'\M, 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COL. a SEM. 4,1615 4,893 12.14'\Mo 4,1815 4,893 12.14'% 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 7,9915 7,9915 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 6,3150 9,4715 13.47'% 8,3150 9,4715 13.47'% 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 8,760 8,760 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 8,074 9,824 8.27'% 8.074 8,824 8.27'% 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE !5,790 6,060 !5.01'% 15,790 6,060 15.01'% 
LUTHERAN THEO. SEMINARY 2,1500 
- -
MORRIS COLLEGE a.-15 3,717 7.80'% 3.-15 3,717 7.80'% 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 6,800 7,000 6.c:Je'% 8,800 7,000 6.c:Je'% 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 6,715e 9,1560 8.41'\Mo 8,756 9,1560 9.41'% 
SHERMAN COLL. CHIROPRACTIC 6,810 6,4715 -27.33'\Mo 8,910 8,4715 -27.33'% 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLL. 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 3.1150 3,340 6.03'% 3,1150 3,340 8.03'% 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 8,0815 9,0115 11.150'% 8,0815 8,0115 11.150'% 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE $4,720 $15,1500 18.153'% $4,720 $15,1500 18.153'% 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 1,220 1,200 -1.-'% 1,220 1,200 -1.-'% 
COLUMBIA JUNIOR COLLEGE 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS 2,700 3,000 11.11'\Mo 2,700 3,000 11.11'% 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 15,000 15,800 12.00'\Mo 15,000 15,800 12.00'\Mo 
RUTLEDGE COLL. - SPARTANBURG 
RUTLEDGE COLL. - GREENVILLE 
RUTLEDGE COLL. - CHARLESTON 
RUTLEDGE COLL. COLUMBIA 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST 4,800 15,100 8.215'% 4,800 15,100 6.215'% 
**lncludolla Room a Board 
SOURc::P., INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITY," INTEGRATED POSTSBCONOARY EDUCATION DATA SYSTEMS. CES 
SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENT LOANS 
DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS BY SOUTH CAROLINA INSTITUTIONS 
STAFFORD STUDENT TEACHERS LOAN 
LOAN PROGRAM PLUS PROGRAM PROGRAM COMBINED 
NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT 
PUBLICS EN lOR INSTITUTIONS OF LOANS LOANED OF LOANS LOANED OF LOANS LOANED OF LOANS LOANED 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 2,174 $4,421,496 141 $480,958 187 $421,978 2,502 $5,304,430 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 1,363 3,011,293 67 204,833 ~ 228,422 1,515 3,-4,548 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 705 1,111,518 BB 248,404 9B 183,721 889 1,!543,843 
LANDER COLLEGE 635 1,089,317 87 283,880 43 96,219 765 1,-9,216 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 782 3,901,321 !5 17,970 787 3,919,291 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 1,!5BB 2,587,890 !52 142,947 8 23,6215 1,848 2,7154,462 
THE CITADEL 212 481,006 74 2!515,491 12 31,506 296 7BB,003 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 478 913,1~ !5 12,900 49 110,862 1532 1,036,947 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 448 939,932 12 38,600 80 158,862 520 1,137,194 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 4,901 13,067,9158 233 665,106 230 848,296 15,364 14,381,382 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 1156 2157,035 19 !50,9!50 4ei 97,932 220 405,917 
WINTHROP 997 2,246,398 134 413,738 161 3!59,290 1,292 3,019,424 
TlNO-VEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
s U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 19 $29,939 1 2,800 20 32,1539 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 37 !53,042 2 3,937 39 56,979 
U.B.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 17 22,383 1 1,400 3 6,82!5 21 30,408 
U.B.C. - SUMTER 11!5 206,304 e 11,500 11 21,125 131 236,929 
U.B.C. - UNION 50 83,801 1 1,312 51 84,91-
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
AIKEN 122 $214,2- 122 $214,2-
CHESTERFIELD- MARLBORO 
DENMARK 136 184,028 1 2,800 139 188,828 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 38 71,692 38 71,692 
GREENVILLE 284 1505,4152 8 9,970 290 1515,422 
HORRV -GEORGETOWN 112 217,472 2 6,142 114 223,814 
MIDLANDS 796 1,283,369 6 16,920 B02 1,300,289 
ORANGEGURG-CALHOUN 48 97,434 48 97,434 
PIEDMONT 136 188,113 1 1,300 137 187,413 
SPARTANBURG 2 3,84!5 2 3,8415 
SUMTER AREA 9B 142,4158 9B 142,4156 
TECH. COL OF THE LOWCOUNTRV BB 138,249 BB 136,249 
TAl-COUNTY 9 12, 7!53 1 1,8150 10 14,803 
TRIDENT 552 884,812 1 2,825 !553 887,437 
WILLIAMSBURG 
YORK 106 177,525 1 3,500 107 181,025 
II It .. II li .. ... • • II II .. .. II .. .. .. • • • • • • • .. • 
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SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENT LOANS 
DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS BY SOUTH CAROLINA INSTITUTIONS 
STAFFORD STUDENT TEACHERS LOAN 
LOAN PROGRAM PLUS PROGRAM PROGRAM COMBII\IED 
NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT NUMBER AMOUNT 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS OF LOANS LOANED OF LOANS LOANED OF LOANS LOANED OF LOANS LOANED 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 122 $214,2- 122 $214,2-
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIV. 854 1,805,480 58 184.877 16 41,211 926 2,031,588 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 591 9S7,101 38 106,144 1 2,500 630 1,.065,746 
BOB .JONES UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 184 480,702 17 49,780 5 8,050 206 518,532 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 4 6.1560 1 2,500 5 9,050 
COKER COLLEGE 274 504,353 1 4,000 46 100,324 321 608,677 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COL. & SEM. 8 12,220 6 12,220 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 346 861,891 49 183,180 143 3515,498 536 1,380,547 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 147 370,973 18 84,400 18 46,715& 183 482,128 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 102 240.439 38 136,0&3 30 88,030 170 446,&22 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 232 672,541 29 96,384 55 131,761 316 eoo.6ee 
~ LIMESTONE COLLEGE 88 189.765 2 6,206 90 17&,973 LUTHERAN THEO. SEMINARY 20 96,6&o 20 96,6150 MORAIS COLLEGE 183 224,202 6 21,335 171 24&,1537 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 328 629,678 24 7&,083 11 2&,820 383 730,&79 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 233 633,15&2 152 189,770 312 780,669 
SHERMAN COLL. CHIROPRACTIC 
SOUTHERN METH.ODIST COLL. 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 7 16,412 7 15,412 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 223 1532,789 &o 170,910 4 16,000 277 719,879 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 380 $811,219 42 $146,405 5 $13,125 427 $970,749 
CLNTON .JR. COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA .JUNIOR COLLEGE 129 212,675 11 29,293 140 241,968 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 3519 703,707 82 189,494 421 903,201 
PHILLIPS .JR. COLL. -SPARTANBURG 
PHILLIPS .JR. COLL.- GREENVILLE 
PHILLIPS .JR. COLL.- CHARLESTON 
PHILLIPS JR. COLL. - COLUMBIA 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST 106 188,203 41 132,301 149 300,504 
SOURCE: The 1990 Annual Report -South Carolina Student Loan Corporation 
~ 
Sf:NIOtt COllf:Gf: ' UNIVf:RSITIES 
I ClEMSON UNIVf:RSI TV 
1 Mf:OICAl UNIVERSITY OJ." SOUTH CAROLINA 
3 UNIVERSITY OJ." SOUTH CAROLINA 
4 THE CITADEL 
~ COLUGE OF CHA!:tlESTON 
6 J."AANCIS MARION COllEGE 
7 LANDER COllEGE 
8 SOUTH CAROLINA STAT( COllEGE 
9 UNIVERSITY Of SOUTH CAROLINA-AIKEN 
10 UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA-COASTAL CAROLINA 
II UNIVERSITY OF 'SOUTH CAAOliNA-SPARTAN8liRG 
11 WINTHROP COLLEGE 
UNIV(A'SITY or 'SOUTH CAROLINA TWO-YEAR CAMPUSUS 
IJ UNIVERSITY or SOUTH CAROLINA-9EAUF"ORT 
14 UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA- LANCASTER 
15 UNIV(RSITY or SOliYH ClROUNA- SALKEHATCHIE 
16 UNIVERSITY or SOUTH CAROL INA- StJMlFR 
11 UNIV(RSITY or SOUTH CAROLINA UNION 
TECHNICAL COllEGES 
18 AIKEN TECHNICAL COLUGF 
19 TECHNICAL COllEGE Or THE LOW COUNTRY 
10 CHESTERfiElD-MARLBORO TECHNICAl COllEGE 
11 DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
11 FLORENCE-DARLING TON TECH-.,ICAL COllEGE 
13 GAHilrfVIll£ TECHNICAL COLUG£ 
14 HOARY GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COllEGE 1' MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COllEGE 
11 OAANG£BURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAl COllEGE 
11 PIEOI«)NT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
:ZI SPARTAN8UAG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
Jl SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLlEGE 
J0 "U-COUNTY TECHNICAL COlLEGE 
31 TIUO£NT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
32 W1LLIAIISBUIIG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
lll VOIIk TECHNICAL COllEGE 
LOCATION OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA PUBLIC COLLEGFS 
AND UNIVERSITIFS 
• Public Universities 
e Public Colleges (4 yr) 
A Public (2 yr ) Branches 
usc 
• Technical Colleges 
ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft 
IMUUUM~UIIUUIUIIIIIIIIIII 
.... I .. t - ·- .... LOCATION OF SOUTH 




1 AllEN UNIVERSITY 
2 CHARlESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
3 BENEDICT COllEGE 
4 BOB JONES UNIVEIISITY 
5 CENTRAl WESLEYAN COllEGE 
& Cl4FLIN COLLEGE 
7 COKER COllEGE 
8 COlUMIIIA BIBLE COllEGE 
I COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
10 CONVERSE COLLEGE 
II ERSKINE COLLEGE 
12 FURMAN UNIVEIISITY 
13 liMESTONE COllEGE 
14 lUTHERN THEOLOGICAL SOUTHERN SEMINARY 
15 MOIIIIIS COllEGE 
HI NEWBERRY COllEGE 
17 PRESBYTERIAN COlLEGE 
Ill SOUTHERN METHODIST COlLEGE 
It VOORHEES COllEGE 
20 WOFFORD COLLEGE 
niO YEAR COLLEGES 
21 ANDERSON COLLEGE 
12 CliNTON JUNIOR COLLEGE 
24 NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
25 SPARTANBUIIG METHODIST COLLEGE 
.A Private Senior Colleges 










SOURCE: ALABAMA COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
FLORDIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
GEORGIA BOARD OF REGENTS 
KENTUCKY COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
LOUISIANA BOARD OF REGENTS 
MARYLAND HIGHER EDUCATION STATE COMMISSION 
MISSISSIPPI INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING 
NORTH CAROLINA: UNC - GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
OKLAHOMA STATE REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
TENNESSEE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION 
TEXAS HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD 
VIRGINIA STATE COUNCIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
WEST VIRGINIA HIGHER EDUCATION CENTRAL OFFICE 
l2B 

































































ARGIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION 
AGRIBUSINESS 
AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
APPLIED ECONOMICS 
AG. ECONOMICS & RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
AG. CHEMICAL & MECHANIZATION TECHNOLOGY 
SWINE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY 
AGRICULTURE 
HORTICULTURE TECHNOLOGY 
HORTICULTURE SERVICE ASSISTANT 
AGRICULTURE & AGRIBUSINESS, UNDECLARED 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
ANIMAL SCIENCE 











AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, UNDECLARED 
ANIMAL & PLANT SCIENCE 
ANIMAL AND FOOD INDUSTRIES 
RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
FOREST PRODUCTS 





NATURAL RESOURCES, UNDECLARED 
ARCHITECTURE & ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
ARCHITECTURE 
COMMUNITY & RURAL DEVELOPMENT 




BUILDING SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT 
AREA & ETHNIC STUDIES 
ASIAN AREA STUDIES 
CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN STUDIES 
























:;:11 06040104 06040105 







































ETHNIC STUDIES, UNDECLARED 
BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS & COMMERCE, GENERAL 
ACCOUNTING 
FINANCE 
BANKING & FINANCE 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA-ETV 
MANAGEMENT 






BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & CHEMISTRY 
BUSINESS ADMIN. &INDUS. TRIAL SAFETY 
ECONOMICS 
MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
HOTEL, MOTEL, AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT 







MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE/DATA SYSTEMS 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
PERSONNEL/EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT 
REAL ESTATE 
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
TAXATION 




ACCOUNTING, BANKING AND FINANCE 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 









07000000 BUSINESS & OFFICE 
-= 07010100 ACCOUNTING 
07030100 DATA PROCESSING 
--= 07030101 BUSINESS ADMIN. (COMPUTER INFORMATION SYS.) 
07030102 COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING ASSISTANT 
-= 07030103 MICROCOMPUTER FOR SHALL BUSINESS 07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
-= 07030201 COMPUTER OPERATIONS 07030202 MICROCOMPUTER OPERATOR 
07030300 DATA ENTRY JC 
07030301 DATA ENTRY/WORD PROCESSING 
07030500 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
-= 07039900 AUTOMATED COMPUTER TECH. 07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
-= 07040101 SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 07040102 SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
07050100 PERSONNEL/INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
-= 07050101 PERSONNEL/EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
07050501 MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT 
-= 07060100 SECRETARIAL STUDIES 07060200 COURT REPORTING 
-= 07060300 EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL 07060400 LEGAL SECRETARY 
07060500 MEDICAL SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
-= 07060501 MEDICAL SECRETARIAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST 
07060502 MEDICAL OFFICE PRACTICES 
-= 07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 07060700 STENOGRAPHY 
-= 07060800 WORD PROCESSING 07060801 INFORMATION PROCESSING 
07060802 OFFICE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
-= 07069900 HEALTH CARE SECRETARY 
07070100 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
-= 07070200 CLERK TYPIST 07070500 CLERK TYPIST 
-= 07079901 GENERAL OFFICE 07888800 BUSINESS & OFFICE, UNDECLARED 
07999901 COMMERCIAL SCIENCE 
-= 07999902 BUSINESS EDUCATION 07999903 POSTAL SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
-= 07999904 OFFICE INFORMATION 08000000 MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION 
-= 
08010200 FASHION MERCHANDISING 
08070500 RETAIL MANAGEMENT 
08070501 RETAIL MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING 
-= 08070502 RETAILING 08079902 MARKETING 
-= 08079901 MARKETING & MANAGEMENT 08099901 LEISURE SERVICES 
-= 
08110100 TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 















































































RADIO & TELEVISION 
COMMUNICATIONS, UNDECLARED 
MEDIA ARTS 
COMMUNICATION ARTS, WRITING EMPHASIS 
COMM. ARTS, SPEECH DRAMA EMPHASIS 
COMMUNICATION ARTS, ART EMPHASIS 
SCIENCE COMMUNICATION 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
COMMUNICATIONS TECH. 
RADIO & BROADCASTING TECH. 
BROADCAST ENGINEERING TECH. 
TELEPRODUCTION 
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES, UNDECLARED 
COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCES 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE, UNDECLARED 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPEMENT 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/APPLIED MATH 
COMPUTING BUSINESS 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECH. 
CONSUMER, PERSONAL, & MISC. SERVICES 
BARBERING 
COSMETOLOGY 





CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP 






TAXONOMY DESCRIPTION a:; 
13060400 EDUCATIONAL TESTING 
-= 13069900 ADULT & CONTINUING EDUCATION 
13080100 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
-= 13090100 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION 13100000 REMEDIAL EDUCATION ltd: 13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
13100300 EDUCATION OF THE DEAF 
-= 13100600 EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED 13100800 EDUCATION OF ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED 
13100900 EDUCATION OF THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED 
-= 13101000 REMEDIAL EDUCATION 13101100 SPECIAL LEARNING DISABILITIES 
-= 13101200 SPEECH CORRECTION 13101201 SPEECH EDUCATION 
-= 13110101 STUDENT PERSONNEL 13110102 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
13110103 SECONDARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
-= 13110104 REHABILITATION COUNSELING 13110105 STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES c 13110106 COUNSELOR EDUCATION 
13110107 GUIDANCE 
-= 
13110108 STUDENT COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL 
13110109 GUIDANCE & COUNSELING 
13110110 COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE SERVICES 
-= 13110111 COUNSELING & HUMAN SERVICES 13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.GENERAL 
-= 13120201 PRE-ADOLESCENT EDUCATION 13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
-= 13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION. GENERAL 13129901 ELEMENTARY & EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
13130000 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
-=: 13130100 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
13130200 ART EDUCATION 
-= 13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION 13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION 
-= 
13130601 FRENCH EDUCATION 
13130602 GERMAN EDUCATION 
13130603 LATIN EDUCATION 
13130604 SPANISH EDUCATION 
13130700 HEALTH EDUCATION 
13130701 SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION 
13130800 HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
13130900 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
13131000 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
13131201 CHORAL MUSIC 
13131202 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
13131203 PIANO PEDAGOGY 
13131307 NAME 

































































HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
READING EDUCATION 





SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 









TEACHER EDUCATION-PRATICE TEACHING 









ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 







WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING & RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECH. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECH. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING AIDE 
DESIGN ENGINEERING TECH. 
DESIGN ENGINEERING AIDE 
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECH. (SURVEYING) 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECH. 






















































ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECH. 
ELECTRONICS TECH. 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS 
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE 
R.I.C. ELECTRICITY 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECH. 
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION TECH. 
PROCESS CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT TECH. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATIONS TECH. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS TECH 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
CHEMICAL TECH. 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
INDUSTRIAL LAB ASSISTANT 
AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECH. 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECH. 
TEXTILE TECH. 
MANAGEMENT TRAINING: DYEING & FINISHING 
TEXTILE MANAGEMENT TECH. 
SAFETY & HEALTH 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH MGT. TECH. 




DESIGN ENGINEERING TECH. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
ENGINEERING TECH., UNDECLARED 
ENGINEERING TECH. 
GENERAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECH. 
NUCLEAR SERVICE TECH. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL 







FOREIGN LANGUAGES, UNDECLARED 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
















-:If TAXONOMY DESCRIPTION 
-
17010300 DENTAL LABORATORY TECH. 
17020100 EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATORY TECH. 
=-
17020600 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECH. 
17020801 NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECH. 
• 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECH. 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECH. 
• 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 
17029901 MEDICATION TECHNOLOGY 
17030600 RADIATION THERAPY 
-
17030800 HISTOTECHNOLOGY 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY 
• 
17030901 CERTIFIED LAB ASSISTANT 
17031000 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
;II 17039901 MEDICAL LAB OFFICE ASSISTANT 17040200 COMMUNITY HEALTH 
17040201 RURAL HEALTH PROMOTION 
-
17040300 GENETIC COUNSELING 
17040501 MENTAL HEALTH 
-
17050300 MEDICAL ASSISTING TECH 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
;II 
17050501 MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT 
17050600 MEDICAL RECORDS TECH. 
17050701 PHARMACY TECHNICIAN 
-
17050800 PHYSICIANS ASSISTANT 
17051200 VETERINARY TECH. 
-
17060200 NURSING ASSISTANT 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING 
17070200 OPHTHALMIC TECH. 
• 17070500 OPTOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 17070600 ORTHOPTICS/OPHTHALMIC TECHNOLOGY ~ 17080401 EXERCISE SCIENCE 17080600 MUSIC THERAPY 17080700 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 17080800 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT 17081300 PHYSICAL THERAPY 
17081301 PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
17081500 PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT 
17081601 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION 
17081800 RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
17888800 ALLIED HEALTH, UNDECLARED 
17990000 ALLIED HEALTH 
18000000 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18010000 SPEECH PATHOLOGY & AUDIOLOGY 
18010200 AUDIOLOGY 
18010300 SPEECH PATHOLOGY 
18010301 SPEECH PATHOLOGY & AUDIOLOGY 
18030100 CHIROPRACTIC 
18030101 CHIROPRACTIC ASSISTANT 
18040000 CLINICAL SCIENCE-DENTISTRY 
18040100 DENTISTRY 





18070300 MEDICAL RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 
-= 18079900 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090000 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
-= 18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
18100000 CLINICAL SCIENCE-MEDICINE 
-= 18100100 MEDICINE ~ 18100801 GERONTOLOGY 18110000 NURSING 18110100 NURSING 18110200 ANESTHESIA FOR NURSES 18110300 NURSING-MATERNAL/CHILD HEALTH 
18110500 NURSING-ADMINISTRATION 11::1 18110600 NURSING-COMMON. MENTAL HEALTH & PSYCH!. 
18110700 PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ~ 18119901 FAMILY HEALTH NURSING 18119902 NURSING-CLINICAL 
11::1 18119903 NURSING-HEALTH 18119904 PRIMARY CARE NURSING 
18119905 TECHNICAL NURSING ll::t 18119906 NURSING-ADULT HEALTH 
1~119907 NURSING-COMMUNITY HEALTH 
.:; 18140000 PHARMACY 
18140100 PHARMACY 
18140101 PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES lEI 18170100 PRE-DENTISTRY 
18180100 PRE-MEDICINE 11:::1 18180101 PREDENTISTRY 
18180102 PRE-MEDICINE/PRE-DENTISTRY 11:::1 18189101 PRE-MEDICINE/PRE-DENTISTRY 
18190100 PRE-PHARMACY 
18200100 PRE-VETERINARY MEDICINE 
-=* 18220200 PUBLIC HEALTH, GENERAL 
18220201 HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
18220202 HEALTH PROMOTION & EDUCATION 
18220203 PUBLIC HEALTH-ENVIRONMENTAL 
18220204 PUBLIC HEALTH-EPIDERMIOLOGY 




18840000 GRADUATE DENTISTRY 
18850000 MEDICAL RESIDENCY 
18860000 DENTAL RESIDENCY 
18888800 HEALTH SCIENCES , UNDECLARED 
18990000 PUBLIC HEALTH 
16999900 HEALTH SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION 
18999901 PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
18999902 PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION 
18999903 PUBLIC HEALTH-ENVIRONMENTAL 
18999904 PUBLIC HEALTH EPIDEMIOLOGY 































































HOME ECONOMICS, GENERAL 
CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY 
FOOD & NUTRITION 
DIETETICS, GENERAL 
FOOD SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
NUTRITION SCIENCE 
DIETARY THERAPY 
FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT: CHILD CARE 
GERONTOLOGY 
INDIVIDUAL & FAMILY DEVELOPMENT 




TEXTILE AND POLYMER SCIENCE 
TEXTILES, CLOTHING, & INTERIOR DESIGN 
HOME ECONOMICS, UNDECLARED 
VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT 





FASHION & TAILORING TECHNOLOGY 
CULINARY ARTS TECHNOLOGY 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
FOOD SERVICE 
INTERIOR DECORATING 
DIRECT CARE SPECIALIST 
VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS, UNDECLARED 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 





LEGAL ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT 
PARALEGAL TECHNOLOGY 












TAXONOMY DESCRIPTION c:z: 
23060100 LINGUISTICS 1![:1: 
23080100 ENGLISH LITERATURE 
= 23100100 SPEECH 23110100 SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS 
23888800 LETTER, UNDECLARED &;: 
23999901 SPEECH/DRAMA 
23999902 LANGUAGE ARTS t;: 
24000000 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCE 1: 24010101 B~CCALAUREUS ARTIUM ET SCIENTIAE 
24019901 LIBERAL TECHNICAL STUDIES 
24990000 GENERAL STUDIES (USC REGIONALS) a;; 
25000000 LIBRARY SCIENCES 
25030100 LIBRARY TECHNICAL ASSISTANT I: 25040100 LIBRARY SCIENCE, GENERAL 
25040101 LIBRARIANSHIP &;: 25040102 SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP 
25050100 MUSEUM MANAGEMENT 
25888800 LIBRARY SCIENCES, UNDECLARED s;:: 
26000000 BIOLOGY 
261"~\:101 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
-= 26020100 BIOCHEMISTRY 26030100 BOTANY 
1: 26030500 PLANT PATHOLOGY 
26030700 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
26049901 CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & PATHOBIOLOGY~ 
26050100 MICROBIOLOGY 
26050101 IMMUNOLOGY & MICROBIOLOGY &; 26060100 ANATOMY 
26060200 BIOMETRY 
1:: 26060700 MARINE BIOLOGY 
26060701 MARINE SCIENCE 
26060900 NUTRITION 1: 26069901 ECONOMIC BIOLOGY 
26069902 AQUACULTURE, FISHERIES, & WILDLIFE BIOLOGY ~ 
26069903 BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE 
26070100 ZOOLOGY 
26070200 ENTOMOLOGY 1:: 
26070400 PATHOLOGY 
26070500 PHARMACOLOGY 1:: 26070600 PHYSIOLOGY 
26888800 LIFE SCIENCES, UNDECLARED 
-= 26960000 BASIC SCIENCE-DENTISTRY 26990000 BASIC SCIENCE-MEDICINE 
27000000 MATHEMATICS 
-= 27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
27019901 MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE li:: 27030100 APPLIED MATH 
27050100 STATISTICS 




ctl TAXONOMY DESCRIPTION 
==--
30000000 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
30010100 BIOLOGICAL & PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
1:1:1 30040100 HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES 30140101 HUMANITIES 
=-
30999901 GENERAL SCIENCE 
30999902 SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS 
=-
30999903 INDIVIDUALIZED CURRICULUM PROGRAM 
30999904 INTERDEPARTMENTAL STUDIES 
30999905 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
=:II 30999906 CONTRACTUAL STUDIES 30999907 INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
==-
30999908 HEALTH SERVICES 
31000000 PARKS AND RECREATION 
=-
31020100 PARKS OPERATION 
31020101 GOLF COURSE MANAGEMENT 
31030000 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
=-
31030100 PARKS AND RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
31030101 PARKS, RECREATION & TOURISM MGT. 
=-
31888800 PARKS, & RECREATION, UNDECLARED 
36000000 LEISURE AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
36010101 RECREATION 
=- 36010800 EXERCISE STUDIES 36019901 EQUESTRIAN STUDIES 
=-
36888800 LEISURE & RECREATION, UNDECLARED 
38000000 PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
=-
38010100 PHILOSOPHY 
38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
38020101 RELIGIOUS, GENERAL 
=-
38020102 RELIGION AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 





39010101 NEW TESTAMENT GREEK 
39020100 BIBLE 
39030101 CHURCH MISSIONS 
:;II' 39030102 MEDICAL MISSIONS 
39030103 CHRISTIAN MISSIONS 
=-
39039901 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
39040100 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
=-
39040102 CHURCH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
39050100 RELIGIOUS MUSIC 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC 
39050102 YOUTH MUSIC 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL 
39888800 THEOLOGY, UNDECLARED 
39999901 CHURCH ADMINISTRATION 
39999902 PASTORAL STUDIES 
39999903 CHURCH HISTORY 
39999904 CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES 
40000000 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40010100 PHYSICAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
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= 40030100 NAME ~= 40050100 CHEMISTRY 
40059901 TEXTILE CHEMISTRY ~ 40060100 GEOLOGY 
40060300 GEOPHYSICS s:: 40069900 EARTH RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
40070300 EARTH SCIENCES, GENERAL 
40079900 NATURAL SCIENCES 
... &: 40080100 PHYSICS 
40080101 PHYSICS/ENGINEERING ~-= 40080901 MATH/PHYSICS 
40089901 HEALTH PHYSICS &: 40090101 PHYSICAL SCIENCES, DUAL DEGREE 
40990000 TEXTILE SCIENCE 
40999901 NATURAL SCIENCE 
-= 40999902 TEXTILE SCIENCE 
40999903 TEXTILE & POLYMER SCIENCE 
-= 40999904 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE 41000000 SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES 
-= 
41030100 CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGIES 
41030101 CHEMICAL LAB ASSISTANT 
41888800 SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES, UNDECLARED 
-= 42000000 PSYCHOLOGY 42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
.-=: 42020100 CLINICAL-COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
42040100 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY :-= 42060100 PSYCHOLOGY FOR COUNSELING 42060101 GUIDANCE & COUNSELING 
42080100 EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
·-= 42888800 PSYCHOLOGY, UNDECLARED 42999901 BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 




43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
-= 43010400 CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION 43010501 POLICE SCIENCE 
-= 43010700 LAW ENFORCEMENT 43010701 LAW ENFORCEMENT & CORRECTIONS 
-= 
43019901 COURT SERVICES 
43019902 JUVENILE SERVICES 
43019903 PLANNING & RESEARCH ~ 43020100 FIRE SCIENCE 
43888800 PROTECTIVE SERVICES, UNDECLARED 11::1 44000000 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44010100 URBAN PUBLIC AFFAIRS ~ 44010101 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 44040100 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
44040101 GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC SERVICE 




::11 TAXONOMY DESCRIPTION 
~ 44070100 SOCIAL WORK AND HELPING SERVICES 
44079901 HUMAN SERVICES 
::11 44888800 PUBLIC AFFAIRS, UNDECLARED 45000000 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
::II 45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 45020100 ANTHROPOLOGY 
::11 45030100 ARCHEOLOGY 45060100 ECONOMICS 
45070100 GEOGRAPHY 
::11 45080100 HISTORY 45080101 APPLIED HISTORY 
::II 45090100 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 45090101 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
45090102 INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT & COMMERCE 
::II 45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45100101 GOVERNMENT & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
:::11 45100102 POLITICAL SCIENCE & HISTORY 45100103 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
::II 45110100 SOCIOLOGY 45110101 SOCIOLOGY-CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
45110102 SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK 
::II 45120100 URBAN STUDIES 
45888800 SOCIAL STUDIES, UNDECLARED 
-
45999901 SOCIAL STUDIES 
45999902 GOVERNMENT 
:;II 46000000 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 46010100 MASONRY 
46020100 CARPENTRY 
-
46020101 CABINET MAKING 
46030201 CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICITY 
46040100 GENERAL MAINTENANCE 
46049901 MARINE TRADES 
46050200 MARINE TRADES 
46050300 PIPEFITTING 
46999901 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
47000000 MECHANICS AND REPAIRS 
47010100 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
47010102 RADIO AND TV REPAIR 
47010103 SEWING MACHINE MECHANICS 
47010300 TELECOMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
47010400 COMPUTER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
47010500 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING 
47020200 CLIMATE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING REFRIGERATION MECH. 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS 
47030301 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS TECHNOLOGY 
47040600 SHOE REPAIRING 
47040800 WATCHMAKING 
47050300 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
47060200 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY 
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-= 
47060300 AUTO BODY REPAIR 
-= 47060301 AUTO BODY TECHNOLOGY 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 
-= 47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANICS 47069901 POWER MECHANICS Ji: 47080301 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 
47999901 BOILERMAKING 
47999903 FARM MACHINERY TECHNICIAN 
--= 48000000 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY r:: 48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL 
-= 48050301 TOOL & DIE MAKING 48050400 METAL FABRICATION 
-= 
48050800 WELDING 
49000000 TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL MOVING 
49020201 HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR ~ 49020500 TRUCK DRIVER 
49030300 COMMERCIAL FISHING 
-= 50000000 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 50010100 VISUAL ARTS 
50030100 DANCE 
-= 50030101 DANCE,BFA 50040100 ART AND DESIGN 
= 50040300 COMMERCIAL ARTS 50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS 
= 50050101 THEATRE AND SPEECH 50050~02 SPEECH & DRAMA, COMMUNICATION ARTS 50060200 CINEMATOGRAPHY 
-= 50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL 
50070300 ART HISTORY 
= 50070301 APPLIED ART HISTORY 50070400 ARTS MANAGEMENT 
= 
50079901 ART STUDIO 
50079902 ART 
50079903 ART, COMMUNICATION ARTS 
= 50080100 COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS 50080101 GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS 
= 50080102 PAINTING TECHNOLOGY 50090100 MUSIC 
= 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) 
50090200 MUSIC HISTORY 
50090300 MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
= 50090301 APPLIED MUSIC 50090400 MUSIC THEORY 
= 50090401 MUSIC COMPOSITION 50099901 MUSICOLOGY 
= 
50099902 MUSIC MERCHANDISING 
50888800 VISUAL AND PERFORMANCE ARTS, UNDECLARED 
50999901 SPEECH AND THEATRE 
























ACADBIIIC SUPPORT funds, primarily, to provide support services for 
an institution's primary missions- instruction,research, and public 
services. 
ALLOCATION an authorization to incur obligations and to make 
expenditures during a stated period of time, for a specified purpose, 
and not to exceed the amount provided in the authorization. 
APPROPRIATION a legislative authorization that permits government 
agencies to incur obligations and to make payments out of the 
treasury for specified purposes. An appropriation usually follows 
enactment of authorizing legislation. An appropriation act is the 
most common means of providing budget authority, but in some cases 
the authorizing legislation itself provides the budget authority. 
AUXILIAllY BNTEKPRISE an entity that exists to furnish goods or 
services to students, faculty, or staff, and that charges a fee 
directly related to, although not necessarily equal to, 'the cost of the 
goods or service. 
BUDGET a plan for the accomplishment, within a definite time period, 
of programs related to established objectives and goals, setting 
forth estimates of the resources required and the resources available 
(usually in comparison with one or more past periods) and showing 
future requirements. Also, a request for funds to pay the operating 
cost of the government. 
CAPITAL BUDGET a budget that deals with large expenditures for 
capital items normally financed by borrowing. Usually, capital items 
have long range returns and useful life spans, are relatively 
expensive, and have physical presence ( for example, buildings, 
roads, and sewage systems). 
CHB PORIIULA a methodology used to determine CHE recommendations 
to the legislation for funding South Carolina's public institutions 
of higher education. 
CREDIT HOUR a unit of measure that represents an hour of 
instruction that can be applied to the total number of hours needed 
for completing the requirements of a degree, diploma, certificate or 
other formal award. 
DEBT SBRV!CES all payments in connection with funds borrowed by an 
institution, e.g., principal payments, interest payments, payments to 
reserve and to ensure proper upkeep and maintenance of the 
facilities, trustees' service charges, legal expenses and other items 
related to indebtedness. 
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EAlUIARKBD RBVBH'UE funds from a specific course to be spent only 
for a designated activity. 
EXPENDITURES the cost of goods delivered or service rendered, 
whether actually paid or unpaid, for the operation of an institution 
and for addition to its plants or payment of an obligation. 
FIRST PROFESSIONAL students enrolled in programs leading toward a 
first-professional degree in the fields of chiropractic, dentistry, 
law, medicine, optometry, osteopathy, pharmacy, podiatry, theology, 
and veterinary science. 
FULL PUNDIHG provision of budgetary resources to cover the total 
cost of a program or project at the time it is undertaken. 
FULL•TIIIB BQUIV ALENT (PTB) STUDENT BHRQI.T.M'BNT calculated as 
full-time students plus one-third of part time students. 
GRADUATE STUDENT a student who holds a bachelor's or first 
professional degree, or equivalent, and is taking courses at the 
postbaccalaureate level. These student may or may not be enrolled in 
graduate programs. 
HBADCOUHT BNRO:r..t..MBNT total of full- and part-time students. 
DICRBIIBNTAL PUNDIHG the provision or recording of budgetary 
resources for a program or project based on obligations estimated to 
be incurred within a fiscal year when such budgetary resources will 
cover on a portion of the obligations to be incurred in completing 
the program or project. 
IHSTITUTIOHAL SUPPORT central executive-level activities concerned 
with management and long-range planning of the entire institution, 
such as the governing board, planning and programming, legal 
services, etc. 
LINB-ITBII BUDGET a budget format that presents the exact amount 
planned to be spent for every separate good or service to be 
purchased. 
LOWER DIVISION freshman and sophomores. 
OPERATING BUDGET the current year budget that guides agencies 1 
everyday activities. 
PUBLIC SERVICE an activity that is established primarily to provide 
noninstructional services beneficial to individuals and groups 




























RESEARCH systemic, intensive study directed toward fuller scientific 
knowledge or understanding of the subject studied. 
RESTRICTED monies that are expendable only for those purposes 
stipulated by the donor. 
REVENUES revenues result from: the rendering of services and is 
measured by the charge made therefore to the students, sponsors, 
and others; gains from the sale or exchange of current fund assets; 
interest and dividends earned on investments; sale of goods; and 
other increases arising from or for the support of current fund 
operations, for example, gift, gifts applied, and appropriations. 
STUDENT SERVICES offices of admissions and registrar and those 
activities whose primary purpose is to contribute to the student's 
emotional and physical well-being and to his or her intellectual, 
cultural, and social development outside the context of the formal 
instruction program. 
TUITION & FEES fee assessed against students for educational purposes. 
UNDERGRADUATE a student enrolled in a 4 or 5 year bachelor's 
degree program, in an associate degree program, or in a vocational 
or technical program below the baccalaureate. 
UPPER DIVISION juniors and seniors. 
UNRESTRICTED monies available for any purpose. This does not 
include auxiliary enterprise. 
ZERO BASE BUDGETING (ZBB) an approach to public budgeting in 
which each budget year's activities are judged anew, with no 
reference to the policy precedents or dollar amount of past years. 
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